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Message from

CONFERENCE CHAIRS
Welcome to the 11th Annual Undergraduate Research Conference on Applied Computing (URC
2019). The objective of this conference is to promote undergraduate research activity at educational
institutions across the Arab world, by providing a forum for undergraduate students to present their
research projects, share ideas and interact with other young researchers, faculty members, and
technology leaders from the region.
Contained in this eBook, you will find 159 abstracts representing undergraduate student research
projects from 18 universities in the Arab world. The topics covered reflect the multidisciplinary
character and wide spectrum of emerging technologies. The research projects will be presented, in
special tracks, live demos, and lightning & poster presentation styles, by undergraduate students
from 18 educational institutions in 6 countries, namely: Egypt, Jordan, Kuwait, Palestine, Saudi
Arabia, and the United Arab Emirates.
We would like to thank everyone involved in this conference. First and foremost, we thank the
students and their faculty advisors for their submissions to this conference – without their research
projects this conference wouldn’t exist! We also thank the rest of the organizing committee, and
members of the technical committee who reviewed student submissions and provided valuable
feedback. In addition, we extend our special thanks to the keynote speakers and members of the
panel discussion, for taking the time out of their busy schedules to participate in this conference.
We are grateful to our sponsor, Zayed University’s Office of Research, for their continued commitment
and contributions that help make this conference a reality. We would also like to thank the Ministry
of Infrastructure Development and the Youth Council section for their support and for hosting a
hackathon at the conference. And, special thanks to Dr. Fatma Taher for her great efforts in securing
IEEE as a technical sponsor.
This conference would not have been possible without the great efforts made by the local
arrangements and registration teams who work tirelessly to ensure everything is running smoothly,
and for this we extend a heart-felt thank you to Muna Bader, Izzeddin Asad, Marwa AlHarbi, Dr.
Huwida Said, Nagarajan Chandrashekaran, and Alia Sulaiman. We would also like to thank all the
student volunteers from Zayed University.
Finally, we take this opportunity to thank Zayed University for hosting this conference.
We hope you will enjoy the conference and the lovely city of Dubai.

Dr. Hany El Kady

Dean, College of Tech Innovation
Zayed University, UAE
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Dr. Qusay H. Mahmoud

Conference Co-Chair
Univ. of Ontario Institute of Tech, Canada
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Collision Avoidance Path Detection Device
Mohammed Al-Moghrabi(1), Ahmed Abaalkhail(1), Mohammed Khalil(1)

Supervised by:

Md. Nazrul Islam(1), Jaime Gallardo-Alvarado(2)

King Faisal University, Al-Ahsa, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
Instituto Tecnolo`gico de Celaya, Celaya Gto., Mexico

(1)

(2)

ABSTRACT
This research introduces the new sensor-based Collision Avoidance path Detection Device (CADD) for Visually Impaired Person (VIP).
The VIP survives very challenges life for go to the moves for finding a collision free path in the hectic environment. To overcome
these difficulties, we develop a Collision Avoidance path Detection Algorithm (CADA) that detects collision free path based on
sensor in hectic environment. The CADA enables to detect obstacles for efficient detection of collision free paths whenever path
encounters by obstacles and it able to pass information to VIP for safely reach to his/her desire destinations. The CADA gives
instruction and direction to VIP by voice to reach destination based on of current situation of environment which is occupied by
obstacles or not. The CADA detects shortest path and direction based on Dijkstra’s Algorithm from start position to goal position.
The CADA makes Beeps or Vibration for VIP when it detects obstacles based on sensor during a path. Therefore, the CADA can find
the fully collision free path that should be follow by the VIP to reach his/her destination. An additional advantage of this approach
is that paths of individual sensor can be detect completely in parallel and CADA can detects path in fully complicated environment.

Figure 1: Model CADD

Fig. 1 shows the external part of the CADD device and it contains one IR receiver sensor on the top of it to get the signal from the
environment about collision free path. Three Ultrasonic Sensor (UTS) sensors in the front of the device for measure the distance
from the obstacles to the user and one power button to switch the device on/off. There are some advantages of CADD.

• It worked in complicated environment.
• It detected static and dynamic obstacles both.
• It worked in light or dark places.
• It passed inform to the user in three different ways (voice massages, peeps and vibration).
• Buttons supports BRAILLE language.
• It can detect an alternative path if the current path is not available.
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Medical Booking Application
Yara Al-Ouri
Supervised by
Prof.Yahia Al-Halabi
Princess Sumaya University for Technology, Amman- Jordan
ABSTRACT
Patients and doctors usually have troubles when it comes with dealing with appointments especially when the patient has more
than one health issue and wants to visit more than one doctor per day or week which will make the process more difficult to
schedule these appointments. As for doctors, their secretaries usually manage their appointments but most of them deal with long
process that takes a lot of time and effort.
How the system will be helpful to overcome the problems facing the doctors and patients.
A computer system will be implemented for this project to overcome the problems facing the doctors and patients in a simple
and helpful manner. Such computer application will serve the patients and give them an option to book an appointment with the
doctor by viewing list of the available dates/time for the doctor that he/she chooses through the application online. The Computer
system will search the doctor’s database to check if the selected doctor is available in that time or not. Mainly, the patients have
to pick a date, time and the selected doctor. Accordingly, doctors have to check his/her appointments for the day and review
previous information about their patients. In the other side, once the appointment of the patient is booked, the system allows
the patient to modify or cancel or modify the appointment. Additionally, it allows the patient to view his medical profile and also
permits other doctors that the patient books appointments with, to view his medical profile in a simple, fast and easy method.
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Software Application Tool for Socially Connecting
Global Software Engineering Teams
(SC-GSET)
Nada Sami Al-Ramadan, Maha Saeed AL-Qahtani, Ghofran Mohammed AL-Jezani,
Fatema Abdrabalnabi Al-Mayouf
Supervised by
Dr. Shakeel Shabbeer Ahmed
King Faisal University, Alahasa, KSA
ABSTRACT
Global Software Engineering (GSE) has become a conventional trend in industry. Most of the companies these days though they
are big or small and wherever they are located, have been getting their software developed in an arrangement where most
stakeholders are distributed across geographical, temporal and socio-cultural boundaries. In global software engineering (GSE)
the software development process is distributed between several physically dispersed locations. The team members working
on the project are working at different parts of the globe, temporally and /or socio-culturally and the existence of these three
distances makes it more difficult than traditional, co-located software engineering.
When people work in distributed sites/location they find it difficult to keep a good understanding of what their peers or colleagues
are doing or have done when they were off from the work project. Usually the offices differ in size and therefore some team
member’s work distributed from more of their colleagues than other. It is harder to maintain a sufficient level of awareness to
socially collaborate effectively. Therefore, the goal of this project is to develop a software application tool “to help the global
software engineering teams to be able to collaborate effectively and socially connected”.
The proposed system (web based and the mobile application software) will allow the team members to be socially connected with
each other by keeping them informed of their social media messages they post on their social media accounts (Twitter, Facebook),
the system will automatically retrieve and translate their tweets/status message to unified language then share it with the other
team members who are from different countries and keep them informed about their social status and to be connected as a wellcoordinated team and increase the team relationship.
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Secure Course Management System
Marwa Mohamed Alhadhrami and Fatima Jumaan
Supervised by
Dr. Abdallah Tubaishat
College of Technology Innovation – Zayed University, Abu Dhabi, UAE
ABSTRACT
We created an intelligent and secure Course Management System (CMS). The system overcome the limitations of the current
registration system. The system has three main functionalities: Add, Remove, and Updates. The aim for designing CMS was
to simplify the process of registration and searching for courses in a secure environment. Thus, the system addresses the
obstacles and challenges in the current ZU self-registration by providing a faster process of Self-registration.
To build a Secure Course Management System, there must be a database that contains all the necessary data. Creating a
ERD relations was the first step of designing CMS. The system is then implemented using MySQL Workbench. The system
graphical user interface is linked to the database using Java programming language. The result is a secure, fast, and reliable
system for students. In addition, Eclipse is used to establish a connection between the SQL and Java to retrieve data that allow
facilitating the ZU self-registration. For designing a working prototype, we used Axure RP that granted a website prototype to
an HTML output to display the actual interface of self-registration. We faced several challenges during the implementation of
self-registration system in regards to the programming. The resulted system, however, provided students the ability to have
direct interaction to add, remove, and search for different courses in addition to viewing their schedule. Indeed, designing this
type of system consumed high effort, and time from group members.
The below table will describe the differences between the ZU current registration system and the secure CMS:
Limitation

ZU current registration

Secure CMS

Process

CTI students have to access different
webpages for self-registration.

There is an integrated one system that allow
students to do self-registration.

Queue length

Lengthy wait time for students
appointments to get assistance from
the adviser in add and drop week.

In add and drop week students will have direct
interaction with the system for self-registration.

We were successful in designing a system that is useful, beneficial, faster, flexible, and secure for self-registration.
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Secure File Sharing Using Access Control
Through Implementing a Working Prototype
Salma Alameri and Mariam Shuaib Alhammadi
Supervised by
Dr. Abdallah Tubaishat
College of Technological Innovation- Zayed University, Abu Dhabi, UAE
ABSTRACT
Nowadays, when technologies are widely used both in private and in professional areas, the question of data safety and user
confidentiality becomes especially important. Sensitive data loss may cause serious financial, psychological and even physical
harm to a person. In the UAE, confidentiality and privacy are also protected by the law and their loss may lead to serious legislative
penalties. Therefore, personal sensitive data used in any software system should be carefully protected and properly stored. At
that, its users should still be able to communicate with one another and exchange required information. With these issues in
mind, a prototype of secure file sharing using access control is proposed (see below). The proposed prototype utilizes certain
secure encryption algorithms and allows cloud storage of sensitive data without an access opportunity for third person, and most
importantly it describes the mechanism of the access control system. The fulfilled objectives of the project include:

• Identifying the requirements of secure file sharing in professional and individual practice
• Analyzing issues of file sharing access in a confidential platform
• Assessment of the framework issues in an efficient file sharing protocol; and
• Identifying the encryption algorithms used in the process

In summary, the suggested prototype allows limiting the data exposure, keeping data private, securing data from major types of
breaches, managing access control and assessing its efficiency.
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Incident Response System in UAE: A Working Prototype
Reem Omar Alkaabi and Maryam Mohamad Al Ali
Supervised by
Dr. Abdallah Tubaishat
College of Technological Innovation- Zayed University, Abu Dhabi, UAE
ABSTRACT
Today, technology is widely used in all spheres of peoples’ lives. In the sphere of transport, unmanned cars have been invented
and tested recently, which means much of the individual and commercial traffic will be auto piloted soon. At the same time, with
continuous population and technology-use increase, there are ever more cars on the roads, which means higher risk of incidents.
So, there is a need to address this risk and increase safety of both drivers and passengers. This propose a prototype to be used as an
automated incident response system (IRS) in the UAE. It aims at reducing vulnerability and dependency at the time of an accident
and helps to manage the incident consequences in the most efficient manner. Namely, the IRS design responsible to designate
people who will be operating under a specific role and follow specific task that will help address the crisis. Its implementation
will be based on experience of European similar system called eCall. IRS will work differently depending on the vehicle type. It is
initiated when a trip is started. It can be initiated automatically or manually. The incident location is determined with help of the
satellite. Emergency voice call, which transfers all related information is to be gathered automatically. Reports are also generated
on the way. In summary, IRS will reduce human errors in reporting and locating the place where accident has occurred as well
as avoid human errors as well as increase efficiency and speed. The IRS is suggested to be implemented on main roads of UAE.
Security and safety as well as regulatory issues are considered the main limitations of the project. Encryption is suggested as a way
to avoid unauthorized access. Below is the suggested prototype.
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Narrator for Blind and Uneducated People
Rawan Mohamed
Faculty of Computer Science, British University in Egypt
Supervised By:
Dr. Ghada Hassan
ABSTRACT
According to the available data, around one third of the Arab world is illiterate. In Egypt, statistics show that around 11% of youth
and 65% of aged persons are illiterate. In addition, blind people cannot read because of their disability as statistics shows that
blindness among women exceeded that among men (11.8% vs. 5.4%, respectively) in Egypt. The blind and illiterate persons face
trouble reading information on products in supermarkets. The current progress in the field of Machine Learning (ML) and Artificial
Intelligence (AI) gives us the ability to help these people. “Region of Interest” (ROI) detect that image contains text and Optical
Characters Recognition” (OCR) techniques can recognize characters within a picture, and “Natural Language Processing” (NLP)
algorithms can combine characters into words, and finally “Text to Speech” (TTS) can produce the corresponding sounds.
This work aims to develop an intelligent system to identify the products in the super markets by converting the text in the images
of products to voice. Our methodology consists of two main stages. The first stage involves acquiring image from the mobile
phone camera and converting it into text document using OCR. The second stage involves natural language processing and digital
signal processing for converting the text into speech using TTS API.

Figure 1. Stages of implementation

The proposed methodology is as follows (Fig.1):
1.

Image preprocessing to remove to artifacts and the noise.

2.

Image segmentation to separate the characters from each other. This process includes two levels:
a.

Graphics and other parts are separated.

b.

ROI are located as text lines, words and characters in the image.

3.

Feature extraction, detecting and representing the objects in image.

4.

The character image is mapped to a higher level by extracting special patterns of the image. This makes the image
invariant to rotation, translation, scaling, line-thickness, etc.

5.

Classifier training using the extracted features to identify input characters image. The training can be done using various
approaches like Neural Networks and Hidden Markov Models, etc.

As a result of training the system we found that OCR Library accuracy is 90%-93% and for ROI we use EAST algorithm that detects
the large words by 95% but the small details and Fine words only 80%-85% and it change as length of rectangular parameter
change in comparison to base line algorithm that detects only 66%
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Visual Vocabulary: Augmented Reality Assisted Mobile Application for
Visualizing English Concrete Terms
Muneera Alshehab, Hesseh Alsaqer, Nouf Alyemni
College of Computer Science & Information Technology
King Faisal University, Al-Ahssa, Saudi Arabia
Supervised by
Dr. Muhammad Bilal Ahmad
ABSTRACT
Visual Vocabulary an augmented reality (AR) assisted mobile application that allows the user to scan English concrete words, then
it will display a 3D object representing the scanned word. The objects will be overlaid on the environment via the user mobile
screen in a way that appears realistic. Concrete words were specifically selected because they have actual physical representation
in the real world.
The main purpose is to support learning and education since educational AR applications offer more immersive and engaging
learning than its traditional counterpart. Besides, improving students’ understandability and memorization of various scientific
topics as well as increase the student motivation to learn. The proposed app can be an alternative solution for schools and teachers
to use when the teaching resources are not enough. Above all, it might help students with learning disabilities such as Dyslexia to
learn more effectively.
The basic procedures taken by the application are Image Preprocessing, Text Extraction, Environment Recognition, and 3D Asset
Rendering. First, perspective transformation and cropping are the main image processing techniques done on the image taken by
the user. Then, optical character recognition (OCR) algorithm is applied to the processed image to extract the word. Finally, when
the app recognizes a surface, it overlays the 3D object of the extracted word.
The AR type implemented is Marker-less, thus the object rendering is triggered when a surface is detected. Therefore, the app is
developed with the help of ARcore SDK which supports the Marker-less AR approach by searching for a set of feature points that
lie on a horizontal or a vertical surface like a table and then rendering 3D objects to be located on the surface when recognized.
Expected results of the app are to enhance learning techniques and students’ memory to remember the words’ meaning. Besides,
helping English teachers to explain the words by visualizing them to deliver a good understanding in a simple and effective way.
Finally, augmented reality is an interesting type of technology which superimposes virtual objects on a user’s view of the real
environment. Visual Vocabulary app supports education and provides an interesting experience to learn by combining both
technologies of OCR and AR.
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Smart Spectacles for Patients Suffering from Alzheimer’s disease
Abdullah AlThani, Ali AlAttyah, Hassan Abu Alrah, Murtadha Alabdulsalam
Supervised by
Mr. Conrado Vizcarra
King Faisal University, Al-Ahsa, Saudi Arabia
ABSTRACT
Alzheimer’s disease (AD), also referred to simply as Alzheimer’s, is a chronic neurodegenerative disease that usually starts slowly
and worsens over time. It is the cause of 60 to 80 percent cases of dementia. Dementia is not a specific disease. It’s an overall
term that describes a group of symptoms associated with a decline in memory or other thinking skills severe enough to reduce
a person’s ability to perform everyday activities. Common symptoms that can be observed on patients suffering from dementia
include: difficulty in remembering people, patients who suffers from dementia frequently forget details about a certain person that
includes relatives, friends or associates. For those patients who are doing self-medications at home problems such as forgetting
when to take the medicines and specific dosage for each medications that can cause a big problem and worst, it can be life
threatening. Lastly, decrease in sense of time, forgetting important events or even the current date and time.
The breakthrough of smart devices has expanded the horizon of what we can accomplish, modern smart devices has the potential
to improve how AD patients live their everyday life. With this, we have formed the groundwork of our study to develop a system
that will aid Alzheimer’s patients in their daily routine. With the use of smart glass, the system will display information directly
in the patient’s line of sight without hindering the sight of the patient to avoid accident. With the smart glass camera module
and modern image processing techniques, the system will scan and recognize the face of a person in front of the patient and
display information about that person if the data is already added in the system. To make sure that a patient does not forget the
medication, a timely notification will be displayed in the smart glass to inform patients when to take their medicines and dosage
to avoid the risk of overdose. Additionally, other information like reminders, calendar events, and hospital appointments will be
displayed to keep the patient informed about their schedule and activity.
An application was developed for smart glasses that operate on the Android operating system. A real-time face recognition system
is implemented in the smart glasses, which is used in conjunction with a local database to show the user information about
the people they are communicating with easing of and increasing the like hood of remembering different people. The database
used in the project is an SQLite database stored locally in the smart glasses. A video stream from the camera is processed using
a Cascading Classifiers to detect faces and features are extracted and compared using the Eigenfaces algorithm. The project also
allows the user to record their medicines and be notified accordingly.
With the help of this project, patients will live less dependent. It will also encourage the patients to communicate with other people
freely and more openly. We hope that he success of this project will be a beacon of hope patients suffering from dementia and
guide for future research into the need for the need of innovative and remarkable ideas in all fields of life.
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On-demand Cloud Printing Platform
Abbas Al-Eid, Abdullah Alwael, Haider Al-Ofireet, Mohammed Alqassem
Supervised by
Dr. Mohammed Misbhauddin
King Faisal University, Al-Ahsa, Saudi Arabia
ABSTRACT
It is common assumption that the need for printing is decreasing due to the advancement of technology. However, the need for
printing has never been as high as it is now. In most of the organizations, the amount of paper used in printing typically increases
21 percent every year. People from different classes of the society need to print documents related to their need or work. However,
their needs are intermittent and does not require a dedicated investment. Typically, most users end up buying low quality printers
that does the work for a short period of time and then become idle. People who do not have a printer or cannot own one depend
on libraries / print service providers for their printing needs. The issues surrounding this is locating service providers, different
tariffs charged by different providers as there is no uniformity and access to them is not available 24/7 and security. We believe that
there is a gap in the market that needs can be filled with the advancements observed in cloud computing.
Cloud computing is far from a new idea and its true capabilities are only now beginning to be realized. Cloud is expected to provide
the digital infrastructure of tomorrow’s cities. These cities will include access to smart elevators, parking lots, driverless cars, smart
farms to name a few. In this project, we envision to allow people who own printers to utilize the printer’s idle time by sharing their
resources and create a platform for consumers to locate and use these services. The project will provide a holistic cloud printing
service solution from providers and consumers point of view. The first outcome of the project is a hardware controller device that
can be connected to any printer. The controller is Plug’n’Play and includes a display screen for visual feedback during configuration
and use. The printer owner can configure the services through the mobile app provided for the controller. The controller connects
the printer to a web server and advertises the printer on the cloud platform. Once available, the users can locate the service
providers near them through the mobile application. Files uploaded by the user on the cloud are encrypted and can only be
decrypted by the user based on their proximity to the printer. This level of security ensures that the user has complete control
over their documents. In future, we plan to use the hardware controller device in a kiosk for provision of self-printing service. In a
smart city where there are cloud-based apps for food-delivery services, taxi locating services and so on, we want to provide a smart
solution for people to locate printing services with ease.
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Aoun: Mobile Application to Assist Alzheimer’s Patients and
Their Caregivers
Afnan Albalawi, Sarah Alsuhaimi, Ghaida Doubi, Jawaher Emran
Supervised by
Dr. Hanan Alotaibi
King Abdulaziz University, Jeddah, KSA
ABSTRACT
Memory is a part of our life not just moments that we live and forget it. So, when a human loss his memory he also lost his life, he
would struggle with remembering essential information, such as his name and his family. Alzheimer is a disease destroys the brain
cells, causing problems with memory, thinking and behavior, also it affects the patient’s life and work, as well as his routine of social
life. As time passes, the patient’s case deteriorates continuously, and often leads
to his death.
There is no treatment for Alzheimer till now, but its symptoms can be successfully cured, and by supporting the patients you can
make their life better and help them to adapt with it.
We noticed that there is no application supports Arabic language although many Arab people suffering from Alzheimer. This
inspired us to create an application to assist Alzheimer people, so we proposed
Aoun application provides some feature for:
Help the patient to organize his daily schedule by adding appointments via typing or voice instructions. Also, reduce the
responsibility on the patient’s caregiver and provides tracking method, so the caregiver can track the patient and make sure he is
safe.
Help patient to adapt with Alzheimer disease and live a normal life without feeling he is a burden because notification method
will remind him about his appointments and medicines time, adding family information, and the voice guidance will help him to
reach his destinations without need anyone helping also adding family information will help to remind him keep him aware of his
family.
Aoun application allows anyone in the society to participate in help of patients and theirs caregivers, this user can be any user who
downloaded the application, if he finds any Alzheimer’s patient lost anywhere he scan the barcode that was printed in the patient’s
bracelet, so he can guide him to his destination or communicate with his caregiver.
As a result, Alzheimer patients, their caregivers, and the doctors all benefit from using the Aoun application. Aoun application
have several goals to achieve, the application assists patient and his family to deal with Alzheimer disease as much as possible,
also it reduces the risk that causes by Alzheimer disease. Help patient to adapt with this disease. Reduce the responsibility on the
patient’s caregiver. Using the application to obtain care and the user will communicate easily with application through his voice.
It will introduce a mobile application that supports an Arabic language, for android users with a user-friendly interface that will
interact with the different type of users.
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SANAD - Hardware-based Android application for Driving-Women
Norah Almusallam, Muneera Balharith, Fatimah Almatter, Reham Alrashed
King Faisal University, Alahsa, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
Supervised by
Fathimathul Rajeena
ABSTRACT
The issue of women security is paramount especially in a situation where women in KSA are allowed to drive in 2018. In this era of
accelerated technological progress characterized by innovations whose rapid application and diffusion cause an abrupt change in
society, we intend to aid in security for the driving-women by bringing a reliable application that would support them by providing
help with a click of a button. Our aim is to reassure the society in contributing to provide safe roads for women drivers as it allows
the helpers and female supporters to provide the assistance and help whenever needed and requested.
Our project, based on Android and Arduino, is an alerting system, which has the ability to send notifications whenever the driver
enters into a panic situation. We encourage the society to become authorized persons by registering through the application as
helpers. It also allows in-time emergency alerts and ability to notify a relative whenever a dangerous event occurs on the road.
“Sanad” project is designed in such a way that it is accessible automatically with the help of a small-programmed button which
when pressed initiates the android application and sends an alert message to the predefined numbers (maximum of 5 numbers).
The button should be at a reachable position in the car. While there is any security threat or any panic situation, the driver can
press the button to send notifications to pre-configured mobile numbers. The button press initiates the mobile application to send
the alert message to the users. User location included with the alert message, helps the users to trace the drivers to provide their
service.
On the other hand, when a woman has an emergency on the road such as tire puncher or low on fuel, she can send help request
manually, using the application, describing the situation. The request, along with the location, is sent to the nearest service centre
or helping personnel registered with the application. The authorized helpers can accept it and the driver has to confirm for the
further proceedings. The app also shares the nearby safe sites that the user can approach in case of emergency. The application will
be user-friendly supporting both Arabic and English languages. Figure 1 illustrates the overall architecture of “Sanad”.

Figure 1: Overall System Architecture.

“Sanad” project is in its final stage of implementation, where the messages are, send to the assigned contact numbers on button
press and the nearest authorized helper is assigned in cases of requests made manually through the application. Ultimate goal is
trying to increase safety and self-confidence of women to drive, by providing fast response when she is in need.
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Augmented Reality Maps
Hassan Al-Hajri, Turki Al-Malki, Abdalelah Al-Gosaibi, Hassan Alsabti
Supervised by
Dr. Mohammed A. Alabdullatif
King Faisal University, Alahsa, Saudi Arabia
ABSTRACT
The scientific and technological revolution has clearly affected our daily lives at all levels and stages. Smart environment is a rapidly
evolving area that has the potential to improve the quality of the urban environment and people’s lives as well as their surrounding
areas by exploiting the latest, state of the art technologies. One of these technologies is Augmented Reality (AR).
Augmented Reality is a rapidly emerging field which concerns everyone who is interested in enhancing our perception and help us
to see and feel our environments in new ways. Augmented Reality refers to the technology that changes the real-life environment
by adding 3D virtual objects in real-time. This project aims at developing a smart mobile application that uses Augmented Reality
to enhance users’ experiences by implementing interactive and real maps in which 3D virtual objects are integrated into the real
environment in real time.
The challenging we faced is how to implements King Faisal University (KFU) map integrated with augmented reality navigation to
solve the problem of navigating among users inside the King Faisal University (KFU) campus and provide user experience through
augmented reality.
Our main goal is to transform our university into a smart campus and to accelerate a sustainable smart universities future
environment by creatively integrating innovative smart software concepts. The mobile application will be applied to King Faisal
University (KFU) campus to help students and visitor navigating and discovering the university campus. This application will
show a pop-up message about buildings along with a brief information about them using point of interest (POI) technique, the
application process is illustrated in Figure 1.
This project has important implications for augmented reality research. The integration of two important technologies, navigation
maps, and augmented reality will definitely have significant impacts on the augmented reality research areas.

Figure 1. Application process

The proposed application is an ongoing project, the main features have been implemented: map view, AR navigation and point of
interest (POI) which will display a pop-up message about the buildings. In the future, developers plan to expand the area covered
by the AR application and go beyond the surface of KFU.
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Design and Implementation of Smart Houses
Zahraa Al-Qallaf, Dalal Al-Abdulrazaq, Laila Al-Haddad, and Hussain Al-Jraidan
American University of Kuwait, Safat, Kuwait
College of Arts and Science – Electrical and Computer Engineering Department
Supervised by
Dr. Hidab Hamwi and Dr. Ashraf Zaher
American University of Kuwait
ABSTRACT
Recently, the demand for using energy from nonrenewable sources has been increasing. The new advancements in technology
and the rapid developments in many industries made renewable energy sources more appealing and cost-effective. Moreover,
the high depletion rate of non-renewable energy sources, all over the world, necessitates the need to use and explore other
alternatives. Current renewable energy sources include solar, wind, tidal, biofuels, and many more.
Houses in residential areas consume a lot of energy for heating/cooling, cooking, lighting, and operating many appliances of
different sizes and ratings. Optimizing the use of energy in these houses, while ensuring accurate monitoring, alarming, and
recycling is becoming a challenge. The main idea of this proposed project is to implement a smart house, with different subsystems
that use a collection of smart sensors, with the main objective of achieving a better energy consumption, with the aid of nonrenewable energy. The main renewable system that is going to be the focus of this project is a solar system using PV (PhotoVoltaic)
panels. The project also includes a control unit that manages and monitors the energy consumption of the house, which can be
controlled by a mobile application. It also uses LED (light-emitting diode) lights, which save more energy in comparison to the
regular lights; these LEDs are intelligently controlled, using on-demand-based consumption.
The proposed system also includes a smart walk-way that is monitored using motion sensors; in addition to, water flow detector,
a controller for collecting data, a converter for the PV solar panels, light sensor, smart thermostat, and other components that will
be robustly integrated to maximize the efficiency of the energy consumption.

The system implements a smart temperature control to minimize the energy used
by air conditioners. In addition, the installation of the walls integrates smart isolating
materials to minimize the effect of the surrounding environment due to the changes in
the weather. Safety considerations are also addressed via including alarming functions
for the detection of fires and gas leaks. The system is cost-effective and requires a single
microcontroller for coordinating all the activities. The Mobile application offers another
dimension of versatility extensibility, with the ability of adding many smart remote
functions.
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Autonomous Beach Cleaner
Nouf F. AlEnezi , Omar K. AlAjmi, Sarah T. Khudadah , Sarah A. AlSharhan
Supervised by
Dr.Seyed Ebrahim Esmaeili
Department of Electrical & Computer Engineering, American University of Kuwait, Kuwait
ABSTRACT
The Autonomous Beach Cleaner is a project that is environmentally friendly. This project is very massive and very important to
our daily life since there are many organizations and volunteering communities that are concerned about the environment we
live in. The environment is the only place where human beings and animals live on and depend on it for having a sustainable life.
This project was inspired by one of team members who is a professional diver that most of time she spends practicing diving at
different beaches around Kuwait. She has been committed to different volunteering communities that they gather to clean the
beaches on regular basis. However, the amount of people volunteering is not enough and not covering all the coast areas of
Kuwait. Consequently, with the right resources this project will proceed with implementing a machine that will work on helping
and cleaning the beaches to have a better and cleaner beach.
The main idea of the Autonomous Beach Cleaner is will help in reducing and collecting litter such as plastics, and glasses. The
Autonomous Beach Cleaner will shovel the sand into the disposable area installed on the robot. Afterwards, it will distinguish
between the sand and the litter. The sand after filtering will be dropped back to its place. The Autonomous Beach Cleaner process
with an automated machine that doesn’t require human interaction. The automated robot is portable, also it doesn’t produce any
emissions and its eco-friendly. Moreover, it will be controlled by an application in order to control the autonomous robot.
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Flow Blocks – Tangible Media
Asma Lulu, Fai Sharar, Farah Kheder, Reham Kablaoui
Supervised by
Dr. Seyed Esmaeili
American University of Kuwait, Salmiya, Kuwait
ABSTRACT
Nowadays, the world is progressing in the future of technology. Traditional known ways of manufacturing are becoming more
dynamic. For instance, tables are found everywhere and it’s more of a necessity to have than a desire. All tables we see in our
everyday lives are static and still that are boring. Old-fashioned tables lack style and are un-enjoyable for users. Users must also
buy cases and holders for each thing they want to put on the table. In addition to the boring part, such static tables are surprisingly
unhealthy. People with limited movement disability face problems with grabbing or handling items placed far on a table. Another
health problem is the spinal pain or in more serious cases disc disease might happen due to spending a lot of time working on a
horizontal surface.
Using our project design which is Flow Blocks, boring is no longer the case. Dynamic tables such as Flow Blocks where the surface
can move around are very interesting and helpful in many ways since it gives more than what any ordinary table can do. Moreover,
such a table will organize itself; as it will re-arrange itself to hold any object using shape recognition property. Therefore, no pen
cases, frames or any object holders will be needed. In terms of making it healthy and useful for people with disabilities, we made
Flow Blocks able to move objects by specific sensors to accommodate such needs. People with disabilities will no longer need the
help of anyone to grab anything they want from the table. Other than that, to fix the horizontal surface problem, our table will
adjust an object placed on a table in an upright position making it more comfortable to ones back and spinal cord. Nevertheless,
such tables are desirable and luxurious to have in houses or offices because of its interesting characteristics. As it moves due
to interaction of human hands or bodies. In other words, smart technology should be applied on all static objects to fit today’s
development and satisfy today’s generation.
Smart tables used for medical and entertainments have been invented in many different ways, after reviewing and comparing
different already implemented solutions, we found that most of the reviewed projects allows motion interaction between user
and table, but every one of the projects has a specific focused application. Therefore, we decided to implement Flow Blocks, being
different by combing all application in one project and adding few that do not exist. First, we just implemented a small prototype
shown in the figure below that can move the actuators up and down. Then, we added more actuators so that we have 5 by 8
actuators table. The table is still under development, but so far, we managed to move all actuators at the same time and control
their amplitude. Therefore, we have been able to move the actuators up and down so that they can make a wave when a button is
clicked. Moreover, we connected a force sensor to each block that is connected to an actuator. We were able to program and test
it so that we can accomplish the application of being able to hold objects. Lastly, we were able to connect ultrasonic sensors to
the actuators so that it detects users’ motion and moves the actuators accordingly. Our plan is to connect all the three application
together in one table and then test all our applications on the table.
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Encyclopedia of Flowers using Deep Learning
Abdulrahman Alkhunein, Abdulelah Almutairi, Abdulmajeed Alburaidi
Supervised by
Dr. Abdul Khader Jilani Saudagar
Imam Mohammad ibn Saud Islamic University (IMSIU), Riyadh, Saudi Arabia

ABSTRACT
Every human has curiosity to know about the flora and fauna which lives in their surroundings. Most of the people love the
nature and visits different places as excursion activity during leisure time by visiting parks, flower shows etc, with family and
children. When it comes to flowers, they not only used for decorative purpose, but also used as medicine to cure various
diseases. Some flowers are used as antibiotics for concerns related to depressions, inflammations, bacteria, and viruses as well
as for treatments of convulsions, blood purification etc. But due to lack of right knowledge and information it is very difficult
to distinguish which flowers are useful for human being and which are harmful, poisonous and so on. With the improvement
in artificial intelligence (AI), and with the existence of the machine learning, the biological sciences can keep up with the
technology and make the life easier. One of the things that can get benefits from deep learning algorithms is the flowers
science.
In order to make people more educated about flowers domain, there is indeed a need to have an application for flower
science which can ease the life of human being to know the details of flowers without spending too much time. Keeping this
in view and requirement from mankind we developed a mobile application with the following objectives.
1- Familiarize people with flower awareness.
2- Develop a mobile application to categorize flowers into different categories.
Capturing the image of the flower, processing the image with the trained dataset of flowers using deep learning algorithms
(Convolutional Neural Networks) and categorizing the flower by displaying the details of the flowers are the main steps of the
developed application. The overall methodology is as shown in the below Figure 1.

Figure 1: Overall methodology

The results from the developed application are as shown below in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Results
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Enlighten Me Application
Arwa Majed Almawzan, Sara Abdulelah Alsuwaidan,
Sara Mohammad Aljardan, Lulwah Ibrahim Alturki
Supervised by
lecturer. Reem Altuwaijry
Imam Mohammad bin Saud Islamic university, Riyadh, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
ABSTRACT
Visual impairment can limit people’s ability to perform everyday tasks and can affect their quality of life and ability to interact with
the surrounding world, also it could reduce their self-reliance and social life activities.
The visually impaired have their own language that is not totally supportive on everything in life, for example shopping, grocery
products. so, one of many difficulties faced by these people is there always a necessity of having someone to help them describing
the products for them, whether this person is a relative, friend or a worker.
This project aims to create an Android mobile application to help people with impaired vision to know more about a product they
want to buy. Also, using the indoor mapping they can ask one of the volunteers to come and help during the shopping process.
When the visually impaired wants to know more about a product, using a smart phone with camera the visually impaired focuses
the camera on the product, when the barcode is detected, the application will make a sound, read the product’s number from
the barcode, looking for the number in a built-in database, and translate the stored information about this product into a speech.
The visually impaired will be able to request a volunteer to help them with the groceries. When a request is made and received to
the volunteer the application will guide the volunteer to the visually impaired location using the indoor map.
The application is two separated applications to focus more on the visually impaired comfort, to avoid the possibility of the visually
impaired user to enter as volunteer. And as a support to our mother language, it is built in Arabic language. Initially the indoor map
will cover only HyperPanda on Almaather square, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia. Hopefully it will spread in future.
The application will be developed using Android studio and the code is written with Java programming language.
The two applications will be connected through the database “Firebase” which will be the project database to store the tables of
the product and its related information. Moreover, the project is using “IndoorAtlas” to display the map of the targeted supermarket
“HyperPanda”more clearly and easy to track.
As a result, the project main goals are to reduce the cost of buying a specialized device for blind people, like the scanning pen to
help them with the reading, increase their self-reliance and decrease the feel of the fact that they have some disability. Also, affect
their social life by reducing their sense of being a burden on their family or friends and can communicate more with their society
and to be active consumer. Finally, the project will increase the volunteering in the society since that it will take not that much
effort of them.
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Mining Social Media Forums for Post-Marketing Adverse Drug Reactions
Ahmed Hossam ElSabbagh
Supervised by
Dr. Nahla Barakat
British University in Egypt, El Shorouk City, Egypt
ABSTRACT
Adverse Drug Reactions (ADR) are harmful effects caused by using certain medications. These effects vary depending on each
person, therefore studying them on clinical trial is difficult due to limitations in the pool of volunteers and their characteristics.
The observation of these effects, known as pharmacovigilance, start during and continues after the release of the drug to the
market. The trials have 5 extended phases including animal trials, controlled human trials and random market trials. However the
formal process past phase IV trials, which are made to observe the effect of the drugs to a wider audience during the marketing,
is voluntary for healthcare professionals and the public, and thus many ADRs go unnoticed by the Food and Drug Administration
(FDA).
It was however noticed that the social media users are more willing to report Adverse Reactions through the more accessible,
familiar and easy to use social media (e.g. Twitter) and healthcare forums, creating a large pool of data regarding drug usage in
particular and healthcare in general, as many patients or would be patients are more encouraged to share their experiences and
feelings in a very understanding and supportive community, and social media enables a very wide audience all around the world
to gain access to this content, which could be extended for the use of pharmacovigilance.
This project aims to extract data from such websites, using a specialized web crawler that aims to extract posts and user data to
create a dataset. This dataset will then be formulated using Text Processing, and analyzed using Machine Learning (ML) classifier
to detect posts that have potential ADRs mentions of certain drugs that may be unknown to the FDA. The project will focus on a
comparison between existing Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifiers that were previously used for purpose, and the untested
Random Forrest classifier that, as of 2018 was not tried in ADR classification. Additional research will be made using Random
Forrest to find which features are better used for such classification goals.
The project will mainly focus on specific medical forums (e.g. MedHelp and DailyStrength) as they are more informative and
focused comparing to mainstream social media (e.g. Twitter), which will require the creation of a special crawler as no existing API
allows the extraction of data on these websites. It should however provide virtually unrestricted access to very specific and helpful
posts made by a more exclusive and specific audience.
Features extracted from the data set will include user information (Those that are not extracted from user profile), as it will link
user profile and user information with potential ADR, either extracting new unmentioned ADR or determining the circumstances
(Age, Gender, years of exposure, blood pressure) that cause known ADRs to appear. Depending on the size of the dataset, all this
information will be attributed to a single drug or a family of hypertension drugs.
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Smart Care: An Application for Kindergarten Using a Smart Card
Technology to Track Child Attendance
Hanan Abdullah AL-Degaithear, Noura Abdulaziz bin dakheel
Supervised by
Ms. Maha AlQahtani
Imam Muhammad bin Saud Islamic University, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
ABSTRACT
Smart care is a mobile-based intelligent kindergarten application that improves communication between parent and teachers in
kindergarten through the use of their mobile phones, it is a first time to build a mobile application for kindergarten in Riyadh city
of Saudi Arabia.
This application is designed to solve some difficulties in the Imam Muhammad bin Saud Islamic University kindergarten.
The current management system is only filing system that able to record the Students, payment fees, records by handwriting.
Also, there is no well documented data in the current system for managing children and staff information and the records are
not completed. And it is certain that switching from a manual, paper-based enrolment system to an online registration solution
will mitigate risks, such as children’s files being misplaced and data entry errors or disasters like having documents destroyed in a
fire. Moreover, it can address the lack of communication tools between teachers and parents who need to be assured about their
children’s health, nutrition, performance, and behavior.
Smart care goal is to grasp the opportunity of utilizing modern technologies such a Smart card have the capacity for large data
storage, giving them a significant advantage over their magnetic stripe and bar code card counterparts.
Therefore, the security offered by smart cards enables the data stored on the card to be trustworthy.
Provides GPS feature at Smart care is short for Global Positioning System. GPS is a network of satellites which send signals that help
us find locations.
The project aims to develop a child monitoring system for kindergarten, it provides an approach to keep parents better informed
about their children’s status while in kindergarten, including their attendance by using Smart card technology, and the application
will track the children, so the parents always know where they are.
And they can view daily reports on their behavior and performance. In addition, it ensures that the kindergarten is better informed
about the child, as the parents can provide a complete digital portfolio for their children. Teachers can use the reports to easily
communicate with parents about their children’s performance and development in terms of nutrition, education and social and
health issues, including the daily meals the children eat activities and behaviors. In addition, the system provides a registration
gate by which parents can enroll their children remotely at their convenience and pay the kindergarten fees online it also makes it
easy to search for the location of the kindergarten within the University by Google map.
In conclusion, this application developed in this research has the potential to be implemented in kindergarten.
While preserving the tradition of fees registration and communication, adding the flavor of technology would create the best
convenient to enroll the child, and easy communication between parent and teachers. Smart care was developed with this concept
in mind. the results indicate that a connection of Smart card has the power to track children attendance. the present application
makes the parents get the best convenient environment for their children inside the kindergarten.
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Privacy Photo: Face Recognition and Filtering
Ghadaa Alsaeedi, Haifaa Almazroei, Huda Almuflehi
Supervised by
Dr. Amal Almansour
KAU, Jeddah, Saudi Arabia
ABSTRACT
The ever-increasing popularity of Online Social Networks (OSNs) sites for posting and sharing photos and videos has led to
unprecedented concerns on privacy violation. The available Online social networking (OSNs) sites offer a limited degree of
privacy protection solutions. Most of the solutions focus on conditional access control meaning, allowing users to control who
can access the shared photos and videos. In this research study, we attempt to address this issue and study the scenario when a
user shares a photo containing individuals other than himself/herself (Public-Level photo). For privacy-preserving, proposed to
build a mobile application intended to support an automated human face recognition and filtering for Public-Level photo. Our
proposed approach takes into account the content of a photo and makes use of face filtering as a strategy to increase privacy while
still allowing users to share photos. The proposed system will first automatically identify a person face frame from a digital image.
Next, it will compare the detected face features to each face vectors stored in the application database. After face recognition step
completed, the proposed system will filter all un-known persons in the image. For face detection and recognition, we proposed the
use of deep learning facial embedding algorithms as it shows both high accuracy and the capability of being executed in real-time
in previous research studies. While for face filtering, we proposed the use of gaussian algorithm for blurring which is a very fast
real-time algorithm and allow a user to control blur degree.
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Labenah: an Arabic Interactive Programming Environment for Children
Hatoun Aljadou, Fatimah Alkallas, Sara Alsaif, Alhanouf Alangri, Noura Altamimi

Supervised by
Bushra Alkadhi
King Saud University, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
ABSTRACT
With the fast advancement of technology, it became an integral part in our life. Communities are shifting towards increasing digital
capabilities in all fields. Therefore, coding, even at a basic level, is an important skill that everybody should acquire especially
young generations who will lead the future. Programming is not only about creating a software or a website, it goes a way beyond
that in making individuals better thinkers and communicators. It improves logical thinking, problem solving, creativity, and selfconfidence.
Labenah is an Arabic application with an interactive programming environment to teach children basic programming concepts
and help to practice them in an entertaining way. It adopts block-programming where coding instructions are given by building
visual blocks together to control different objects. Children can design creative stories, games, or scenarios containing animation
and sounds, which promotes their imagination and story-telling. Moreover, because playing is fun, Labenah considers important
design concepts such as gamification where children can go through different levels of challenges to practice problem solving
and other skills they have learned. They can also invite their friends to compete in solving a particular challenge. Additionally, we
care about giving the children a preface to move up to the next level and gradually get familiar with text-based programming, the
application optionally allows them to view the code behind the blocks they have constructed in case they get interested.
Although a couple of programming applications around the world have been adopting block-based programming for children,
there is a lack of such applications that support Arabic language specifically for non-English speaking kids. Therefore, Arab children
will have to spend a tremendous amount of time on learning and mastering English in order to set up and learn coding. Additionally,
a lot of these applications mainly focus on the educational aspect without considering the entertainment and gamification factor
in the process or they require lab settings and equipment that are expensive to build/ rent and not very useable.
Since we target the children, we must to ensure the usability and appropriate quality more than ever and to do so from early stage
we adopt the User Center Design (UCD) model which its main outcome is a design having both a high usability and meet the
user’s needs. So, following this model we developed two prototypes and tested them with children, after conducting the usability
test each one of these prototypes shows it had a weakness and strengths. And putting that in consideration we start devolving
Labenah application combining the strengths of both prototypes which the figures below illustrate the interface.
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HAYAT: An E-Blood Donation
Management Application
Asma’a Mohammed Al-Mehmadi, Areej Mohammed Al-Awam,
Haneen Abdulmajjed Al-Najjar
Supervised by
Dr. Salha Abdullah
King Abdulaziz University, Jeddah, Saudi Arabia
ABSTRACT
Blood is one of the most lifesaving medicines on Earth, yet no drug manufacturer can make it. There is a lot of donation requests
posts every day on social media (Twitter, WhatsApp, Facebook) with no unified platform to serve these requests. HAYAT is an
e-Blood Donation Management Application that acts as a bridge between the blood donor and the recipient who needs the
blood and health organizations. The recipient for a similar blood type or any type can raise a donor request in the application.
Thus, the donors with a similar blood type will be notified by a message so that they can accept or reject the request. To raise
awareness in the community, the application will provide some rewards, as some points will result from every time they donated
such as a discount from the companies that support the project. The proposed project aims to increase the number of donors
and raise awareness of blood donation in the community, through providing a communication platform between the donors
and the blood recipient and offer several ways to encourage the community to donate their blood to help the recipients whom
they need it. To achieve this, HAYAT is a mobile application that we develop in Android Studio and uses Donor’s GPS to quickly
locate the nearby Health Organization and its need for bloodstock. The adopted development process of this project is the Scrum
Framework. Figures show the HAYAT system donor’s pages to show nearest health organization that needs the donors, page for
helpful assistant before, while and after donation process, requests notification can send to the donor with same blood type, and
recipient pages to add and check his/her requests status.

Home Pages

Recipient Pages

Donor Pages
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Real-Time Sentiment Analysis on Arabic Tweets
Kholoud Almutairi, Najla Alnaeem, Reem Almuqbil, Sarah Alsubaie
Supervised by
Dr. Malak Aljabri, Mrs. Esra’a Alshabeeb
Imam Abdulrahman bin Faisal University, Dammam, Saudi Arabia
ABSTRACT
We have come to a time when the public’s opinion can be the opinion that matters the most. Many of the countries’ interior issues
for instance are caused and driven by the strength of the public’s opinion. Moreover, as the number of social networks increase,
people are moving towards expressing their feelings and opinions using such large variety of social media. Such large amount of
data posted through social media represent a very valuable source of information that if exploited can largely affect the success
of the decision making of individuals, organizations, and countries. Consequently, it is becoming very challenging to gather the
public’s opinion through traditional information gathering and data processing methods. Hence, the need for a solution that
gathers an overview and understanding of the public’s opinion is highly increasing.
This research aims to perform real-time sentiment analysis on a stream of tweets to measure the satisfaction of a targeted category
of people regarding a subject, event, or a new managerial decision. The study covers the tweets on Twitter platform posted via
Saudi residents. Twitter platform was chosen among other social media platforms because it is very popular within the Saudi
culture. Nevertheless, with the advent of social media platforms that support reposting other people’s posts such as the Retweet
feature in Twitter, it became easier to make an opinion or a discussion go viral between people in a matter of minutes. Therefore,
this study came to meet the organizations’ needs for analyzing and understanding people’s tendencies of point-of-views.
Our methodology states that the system shall be implemented using five modules. The five modules are Capture and Streaming,
Preparing and Preprocessing, Classification, and Results Presentation. The first module is responsible for streaming the tweets from
Twitter’s API and filtering them using keywords, geocode, and language code to exclude non-Arabic tweets. The second module
handles cleaning the data to reduce the noise and prepare them for processing using NLP techniques such as tokenization, stopwords filtering, and stemming. After cleaning and preparing the data, we use the data to experiment the performance of three
classification algorithms, which are: Naïve Bayes, Support Vector Machine, and Decision Trees. After obtaining the model, we use
it to perform real-time classification on a stream of tweets. During the final stage which is the Presentation stage, we present the
result in a dynamic fashion with more tweets coming in by generate a statistical report covering the polarity distribution. We target
in our study the General Authority for Entertainment, which provides different entertainment events throughout the kingdom. We
apply the methods above to gain people satisfaction about the GAE by gathering people opinations on the offered events, which
shall assist GAE to assess and enhance the event provides.

Figure 1: Learning Phase

Figure 2: Classification Phase
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Automatic Class Attendance System Using Face Recognition
Fatimah Salah Al-Haddad, Zainab Jassim Al-Yousif, Zainab Mahmoud Al-Hajri
Supervised by
Dr. Abdul Raouf Khan
King Faisal University, Al-Ahsa, Saudi Arabia
ABSTRACT

In university or higher education teaching system, the number of students registered in class is generally huge. In such situations,
it is very difficult for teachers to mark the attendance by calling the names one by one. Name-calling, signature process, card
swapping or even fingerprint scanning are popular ways of taking attendance in schools and universities. However, not all these
traditional ways can be trusted. In some cases, student can make proxies for other students or students may leave immediately
after the attendance process is over and may not return to class.
As a result, we developed an “Automatic Class Attendance System Using Face Recognition (ACASUFR)”, which is monitoring students
in the class and marking them present on the basis of the minimum required time spent in the class. This system uses video camera
that provides a wireless connection to a remote system. The camera captures the faces of each student who enter or leave the class.
The attendance time is calculated and accordingly the students are marked present, late or absent. This attendance report is sent
to the teacher’s account in the system. In addition, each student has an account in the system that contains information about his
or her attendance record for each course. These accounts (teacher as well as student accounts) are managed by the admin of the
system.
ACASUFR uses two algorithms from open CV library, which are HAAR Cascade algorithm and Local Binary Pattern Histogram (LBPH)
Algorithm. HAAR Cascade algorithm is used for detecting the frontal face of the student and Local Binary Pattern Histogram (LBPH)
Algorithm to recognize each student face by the characteristics of his face, already saved in the system. The accuracy of ACASUFR
system is depending on the number of pictures stored for each student as more picture result in higher accuracy. However, our
results have an accuracy between 70% to 80%, which is considered as satisfied percentage.
This system has the advantage that it saves the time consumed in taking attendance by a teacher and may encourage the
students to enter the class on time and attend the classes for full duration. In addition, the students and teachers can monitor
the attendance easily and anytime. The system performance can be improved by using Machine Learning Algorithms in future.
Moreover, the improved system can be used to monitor the student activities and analyze the student behavior towards various
scholarly activities and interests and that may eventually help improve teaching-learning strategies.
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Improving the Communication Skills for Children With
Autism by Developing a Virtual Reality Environment
Shahad Alshuhail, Roaa Alsubaie, Wejdan Abahussain, Amani Alalyani
Supervised by
Dr. Malak Aljabri Ms. Reem Alassaf
Imam Abdulrahman Bin Faisal University, Dammam, Saudi Arabia
ABSTRACT
Children with autism spectrum disorder and their families face many challenges on a daily basis. The most common challenges are
difficulty of social communication, including lack of eye contact, responding to commands, etc. In addition, Resistance to change.
For example, travelling represent a huge challenge to those children and their parents. It is very difficult to cope with the changes
in their routine, crowds, new noises and sights. This difficulty adds more stress on their parents and families, and result in families
limiting their travel plans. Therefore, the team has proposed a project idea that aims to contribute to Arab society in increasing the
acceptance to travel in the autistic child by developing virtual reality (VR) application simulating the airport and travelling process.
In addition, it helps the autistic child in responding to commands by adding verbal commands in the VR.
The features of the proposed VR application:
Simulate 5 main tasks that should be performed by the autistic child.
Use a cartoon character as guider.
Use short verbal commands by the guider.
Commands are in spoken Arabic.
The VR application consists of five sub-scenarios that focuses on responding to command. The child moves from one scenario to
the next scenario if the tasks in the previous one is completed. Otherwise, the command will be repeated and each scenario. The
sub-scenarios ordered as following:
Taking boarding pass
Giving the luggage to security.
Waiting in Queue to pass the security gate.
Staying in the waiting area until the departure announcement.
Sitting and fasten the seatbelt.
Sub-scenario 1,2,5 can also improve hand-eye coordination activities skill and sub-scenario 3,4 improves waiting in line skill. If the
child does it successfully then the VE comes to end. Moreover, the system provides 2D interfaces for specialists to manage the
children’s information and track the progress history of the child.

Figure 1: Virtual Airport Simulation.
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Anemeter: Noninvasive Point-Of-Care Technique
For Measuring Hemoglobin Concentration
Asma Z. Yamani, Futun M. Alqahtani, Noura S. Alshahrani, Razan M. Alzamanan
Supervised by
Dr. Nida Aslam, Mrs. Atheer Algherairy
Imam Abdulrahman Bin Faisal University, Dammam, Saudi Arabia
ABSTRACT
Anemia is the most widespread blood disorder in the population. It is caused due to a decrease in the level of Hemoglobin in the
red blood cells. Anemia may result in body ache, fatigue, shortness of breath, and reduce individuals’ physical performance. Due to
its negative impact on one’s development and performance; a Hemoglobin test may be required regularly to avoid significant risks,
such as miscarriages. There are different methods to measure the Hemoglobin more or less invasive. Conventional Hemoglobin
tests involve blood drawing and it may cause an increased risk of infection in unhygienic conditions. Although the invasive method
is reliable and accurate, it might be challenging, painful and requires visitation to a medical institution. Lately, multiple noninvasive Hemoglobin test methods have been developed to avoid such difficulties.
Our project aims to enhance the existing non-invasive methods to
measure the Hemoglobin concentration in the blood via a smartphone
Android application. An external customized circuit will be attached to
the front camera of a Galaxy S6 Edge as shown in Figure 1. It consists
of 2 white LEDs, 940nm infrared LED, and 880nm infrared LED, these
wavelengths were chosen based on the absorption’s properties in
different blood components. The 940nm infrared LED and the white
LED (with a strong blue component) are to capture the plasma response
since the water in the plasma starts responding from 940nm onward. The
880nm is used to differentiate between the various forms of Hemoglobin
molecules. Each IR LED and the white LEDs will be lit for 15 seconds. The
front camera was chosen because the rear camera filters the IR light and
the Galaxy S6 Edge device was chosen because its camera had a lower IR
cut off than other devices’ cameras that we tested.
The application will give feedback to the user upon correct finger placement and will apply key
frame extraction and segmentation algorithms on a real-time video of the patient’s fingertip
which captures the reflected light. The video will be 45 seconds long, 15 seconds will be taken
with the two white LEDs, 15 seconds will be taken with the first IR, and the remaining 15 seconds
will be taken with the other IR. RGB statistical information for each LED’s video will be calculated,
and a histogram will be produced. In order to predict the Hemoglobin concentration and
identify the level of Anemia if it is present. The values of the RGB for each LED will be sent to the
cloud to apply Support Vector Regression. The result will be sent back and displayed to the user
as shown in Figure 2. The preliminarily results have been compared by using different standard
performance measures against the laboratory result to test the effectiveness and accuracy of our
proposed technique. A Correlation Coefficient of 0.69 and a Root Mean Squared Error of 0.977
have been achieved for a sample size of 90 participants where 70% of them were healthy, 25%
were mildly Anemic, and 3% were moderately Anemic.
This proposed technique will be cost effective than other techniques and will cover a wide range
of Hemoglobin concentration.

Figure 2. Result Interface
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Cinema Station Application
Rahaf Albogami, Lina Almutlaq, Alhanouf Alabdali
Department of Computer Science, Faculty of Computing and Information Technology
King Abdulaziz University, Jeddah, Saudi Arabia
Supervised by
Dr. Samar Alkhuraiji
ABSTRACT
Cinema is an effective media for education and entertainment. It plays a crucial role on social, political, educational and moral life
and for over, a decade cinema theater was banned in Saudi Arabia, but in late 2017 the government lifted the ban as part of Prince
Mohammed bin Salman’s effort to transform the society. Reopening cinemas in Saudi Arabia caught much attention from cinemas
operators and movie makers to open their theaters for Saudi’s citizen who is eager to watch a movie in cinema theaters. The main
problem is the overwhelming demand for tickets. Therefore, it will be difficult on a regular day and almost impossible for movie
Premieres. Also, every cinema operator will have their application. With various affordable streaming services out there, cinema
theaters need to keep finding new ways to attract audiences and encourage them to choose and book their movie officially and
easily.
Cinema station application (CSA) is a mobile application for cinemas that allows the user to choose a movie and a cinema operator
quickly and easily. The app will allow users to search for movies by name or scanning posters using AR technology. Posters will
come alive after scanning them, showing users the movie trailer and the movie information like plot, cast, Rate. Once the poster is
recognized by the app, users can either watch the film’s trailer or buy tickets. The CSA app will start with a page with three options:
customers can choose either sign in if they have already accounts or sign up or continue as visitors. Then they have to choose
between two options, which are “Scan Poster” and “Search by name.”
The used of AR in the most cinema mobile applications would be the user aims their mobile phone at the barcode on any symbols
in a movie poster and take a picture. The picture would be analyzed using AR techniques, and the mobile phone would then display
movie details and trailer on top of the mobile phones image of the object scanned. In our CSA app, we do not depend on symbols
or a barcode in the poster to show movie details and trailer. CSA could scan any movie posters using AR technology not depend on
symbols of the barcode in the poster and provides full information about the movie or buy tickets with secure paid transactions.
After applying the CSA application on an external database the results begin to appear, some of the those results include retrieving
the poster’s information from the database to present all the movie’s information like playing the movie’s trailer in AR, while also
revealing which cinema operators are currently playing the chosen movie. Finally, our application can be applied to more than one
entertainment platform like theaters, event registrations, amusement parks and any city attractions.
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Ads Station: GPS-based Advertisements application
Abeer Saleh, Asma Abohadher, Shatha Albader,Shahad Albaidhani
Supervised by
ms. Rawia Bin Sheha
AL-Imam Mohammed bin Saud Islamic, Riyadh, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
ABSTRACT
The size of the digital advertising market in the world is increasing, especially in Saudi Arabia. For that reason, this project aims to
create a new mobile application for digital advertising via GPS technology.
Based on the vision of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia 2030 in the field of trade and investment, specifically this clause: “Raising the
size of our economy and moving it from the 19th rank to the top 15 ranking in the world”, The project team seeks to support and
achieve this vision by trying to increase customer awareness and knowledge about the shops and their advertisements therefore
increase their sales and economy.
There are several solutions for posting and distributing ads, such as Brochures and leaflets, promotion
booklets, and digital advertising on websites and social networks.
The previous solutions of advertising have some problems in digital and traditional advertising
methods, especially in targeting potential customers, the digital advertising on websites are expensive
for advertiser and support location-based ads only on city or country, not GPS Location.
This means that many advertisements will be displayed to non-potential customer, whether a customer
isn’t interested in the product or the customer is far from the mall. Moreover, traditional advertising
need a lot of papers, limited area of destitution and a lot of time and effort consuming.
The proposed application “Ads Station” is type of digital ads, but it focus on targeting the customers
depending on their GPS location, which will maximize the efficiency of the ads and take in consideration
if the advertisement is proper for the customer.
“Ads Station” an application that allows malls to register, add their offers, advertise and send
announcements to nearby people based on their GPS location. Along with that, the malls can get a realistic and accurate statistics
reports about the spread of their advertisement between customers.
The customers can receive notifications about offers from nearby malls once they installs the application on their mobiles, they can
also bookmark the offers to view them later. In order to increase customers’ satisfactions, they are able to select their interests to
reduce receiving unwanted notifications about offers they are not interested in.
While the malls and business owners try to balance between the benefits of advertisement and its cost, a questionnaire have been
done by the project team to know customers’ opinions about current advertisement method and to identify the obstacles and
difficulties the customers usually face to get or view the offers.
The questionnaire results varied between participants, some are facing difficulties in getting offers and some in browsing
traditional offers booklets. In order to resolve these difficulties, “Ads Station” team decided to make a big shift in the advertising
and promotion field by targeting specific customers based on their location and proximity to the malls. This makes offers more
accessible for customers in daily basis.
This project seeks to help business owners to get most benefit from the promotional budget by provide a unique way to target the
right customers instead of using more expensive methods for advertisements. Moreover, focusing in creating digital advertisement
hopefully will help in saving the environment and reduce the pollution on our earth.
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Selah: A Wearable Prototype Device and
a Mobile Application for Alzheimer’s Patients
Zeinah Ghassan Mattar, Sara Abdullah Al-saggaf, Reham Ahmed Bahammam
Supervised by
Dr. Haya Al-magwashi
King Abdul-Aziz university, Jeddah, Saudi Arabia
ABSTRACT
Health care is a right to each individual and a primary concern of all governments overall. The Alzheimer’s community constitutes a
relatively large portion of the Middle East population. Therefore, care towards the Alzheimer’s community should be given in terms
of research and development of solutions and medication alongside helping tools and services.
Many of which the problems that the Alzheimer’s community suffers of, is the high rate of patients straying into perilous situations.
This project aims to aid caregivers in the process of making sure that patients are always kept in a safe environment and to
revolutionize the method of locating and securing the patient.
An abstract description of both the components and main functions of the system will be explained in the following section. The
components being a bracelet instilled with a display screen and a GPS tracker that connects to the application that would reside
in the caregivers’ smart phone that enables three major services. namely, (1) a tracking service to as previously mentioned help
find patients as soon and as efficiently as possible, (2) a warning function that sends a notification to the application holder when
an assigned patient exceeds a previously set safe area, and finally (3) an information keeping and retrieving function that would
enable caregivers to save information specified for each patient into a 2D QR code that is displayed on the bracelet screen, the
information is divided according to authorization level for the case of a patient status being set to “lost” any finding individual
would be capable of scanning the QR code to obtain information that would help return patients into safer conditions.
The figure below shows the abstract description of the system workflow, identifying minor functions and actions required to
operate during a situation of patient wandering occurring. The system would allow each caregiver to create an account and subconsequently create assigned patient profile/s with each patient identified by a national ID number accompanied by medical and
personal identification data and linked to a specific bracelet. The profile would be saved to be accessed through scanning the
2DQR code after encoding. Tracking would require the caregiver to choose the patient profile desired to be located followed by the
bracelet component identifying its location through GPS tech and sent to the real time database to be accessed by the application
to appear to the user until patient is returned to safety.

Figure 1: screenshot of SELAH mobile Application

The results of this project aim to uplift the Alzheimer’s community by reducing fatal incidents and to commit to the cause of
helping those who are in need through scientific procedures and technology provided.
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IHDPS: Intelligent Health Disease Prediction System
Nada Alwohaibi, Reema Binnshwan, Manahel Almuhanna,
Nouf Albeaijan, Roaa Aleid, Amal Alazba
King Saud University, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia

ABSTRACT
Health is one of the most precious things a human could have, where it is difficult to compensate for loss or deterioration. In view
of the value and importance of human health, many contributions and actions have arisen in our time to help and save lives. These
contributions have varied from providing treatment and facilities to the contribution of technology in predicting the health.
Early detection of diseases can improve the chances of recovery and disease prevention. As part of this project, a survey was
designed to measure public opinion. The majority of respondents have confirmed that predictive analysis of their future health
status would motivate them to improve their health status and commit to healthy behaviors, which are considered as preventive
measures that prevent the onset of illness before the disease process begins.
The Intelligent Health Disease Prediction System is a web-based application designed on the basis of data mining techniques to
predict the probability of developing a disease in the future. Initially, the IHDPS will cover two diseases; diabetics and Irritable
Bowel Syndrome. Where the user will be provided two disease prediction tools in the homepage, and upon his/her selection of the
desired tool, a list of questions on the public health, demographics and health behaviors as well as some symptoms of the disease
will be shown to the user in order to predict his/her probability of developing the disease based on the submitted answers. As a
result of the user’s submission of the form, the disease prediction result will be shown to the user as a percentage.
In addition to the main function of predicting the future risk of disease development, the user will be able to view as well as
print customized and preventive tips based on his/her prediction result, which are provided to help in reducing the future risk of
developing that disease. Also, the user can share his/her disease prediction results with friends via Twitter and e-mail. Moreover,
the IHDPS will provide the website users with the ability to view statistical charts and numbers about the diseases based on
the database of the website users. Finally, the user will be able to communicate with the developers’ team for any inquiries or
comments through the ‘Contact Us’ section.
It is worth mentioning that the model accuracy of diabetes is 83.29%, while the model accuracy of IBS is 74.99%. These predictive
models were developed by applying the data mining classification techniques on the dataset, and the models’ accuracy was
evaluated using the Cross-Validation metric.
The impact of the Intelligent Health Disease Prediction System is not limited to individuals as raising their health awareness and
inducing behavior change, but also contributes medically and economically as being an initial diagnosis tool which can support
the treatment decision-making process as well as reducing the treatment costs.
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Dialysis Patient’s Helper
Raghda Alsalem, Basmah Almusharraf, Ghaida Alotaibi, Nouf Alkhamis
Supervised by
T. Sara Alrashed
Al-Imam Muhammad Ibn Saud University, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
ABSTRACT
Kidney failure disease effects 16,000 patients in Saudi Arabia, of which
two-thirds undergo dialysis. It is a significant health problem and the
patients need a lot of attention and caring. Thus, finding a solution to
kidney failure patients’ problems was the aim of Dialysis Patient’s Helper
application. Patients must follow a specific diet in order to avoid health
problems, the diet must be low in protein, potassium, phosphorus and
sodium, and high in vitamins such as iron, B12 and folic acid, and that
sometimes is hard to maintain. Also, other difficulty the patients face
is remembering to take their medication every day and on time. Lastly
contacting the doctor was also an issue for some patients.
Dialysis Patient’s Helper is an android application, it helps kidney failure
patients with their health through the use of their mobile phones. The
application provides patients with many services such as, allowing the
patients to create an account in order to monitor their diet by adding
what they are eating on a daily basis. The application is linked to a huge
food database through an API. So, when the patient search for a food, a
list of food will be displayed. After that, the patient will click on one of
the food to show the nutrition’s facts. If the patient, after reading the
nutrition facts, decided to add the food, the application will calculate
the amount of protein, potassium, phosphorus and sodium of the food.
In addition, the patient will be alerted if he/she are about to exceed
the allowable amount of the previously mentioned elements, except
the vitamins level if it’s low. So, by that the patients can monitor their
diet in an easy way. The other service is allowing the patients to contact
with their doctors via instant messages. Furthermore, the application
will notify the patients about the time of taking their medication that
has been added by their doctor. The medication section will display the
medicine prescription. The application will not only make it easier for
the patients, it will helps doctors too by letting the doctor log in to their
account and replying to the patients messages.
There are different existing applications that kidney failure patients can
use and benefit from. But some of these applications are not specifically
addressed to patients with kidney failure. And for the other applications,
they focus on showing nutritional information in general only. The Dialysis Patient’s Helper application aims to integrate the
advantages of other applications into one application and add other features desired by patients and doctors. So, the main
objective of the application is to help the patients in monitoring their diet, view their medication, and contacting their doctors.
Also helps the doctors to reply to messages and check on their patients.
In the end, the idea that there is an application that follows the patients’ health makes them feel comfortable, which is the team
members aspire.
Keywords: kidney, failure, patient, diet, doctor, help, medication, alert, notification.
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Anqethni: An Accident Detection System Using Arduino
Madawi Saad Alqahtani, Shahd Abdullah Alqahtani, Abrar Monahi Alotaibi,
Hanan Abdulaziz Alnokaidan
Al Imam Muhammad Ibn Saud Islamic University, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
Supervised by:
Mrs. Maha Alqahtani
ABSTRACT
In the contemporary society, car accidents make up for the common types of accidents on a global scale. This is of course in
comparison to other modes of transportation such as air and maritime transportation. To put the car accidents in perspective, the
World Health Organization estimates that about 1.25 million people lose their lives annually as a direct result of car accidents. The
most susceptible population is adults between the ages of 15 and 29 years old. The vast majority of the deaths can be attributed to
ambulance related delays or failure to report the accidents to the relevant authorities as early as possible. In this regard, the project
will specifically focus on how to detect accidents and reduce the severity and ramifications that are a direct result of the accidents.
For the purpose of this project, we published a survey to show the number of people who are victims of accidents that go without
being reported to the Red Crescent. The results of the survey showed that a substantial number of individuals are victims of
unreported accidents. As of now, the available solution entails calling the Red Crescent and informing them about an accident.
Nonetheless, this is till inadequate and this is why we found it imperative to come up with a user-friendly technology that links the
car driver and the Red Crescent.
Essentially, the technology embodies an accident detection system that utilizes the Internet of Things (IoT) and encapsulates
technical components such as android applications, sensors as well as an active website. At the most basic level, the system starts
working whenever an accident triggers the sensor, which then displays a notification message that is viewed by the car driver. The
driver will be allowed to respond to the notification within 1 minute. By responding, the system is able to show the driver on the
available healthcare facilities. The information is displayed through the application. What makes the application stand out is its
ability to notify Red Crescent of an accident as soon as possible in the event that the driver does not respond to the notification.
This way, the Red Crescent will receive the notification early enough and have ample time to rescue the victims. Similarly, just like
the driver, the Red Crescent also acts upon the notification through the application. Additionally, the application system also has a
provision where the user can add contacts to be notified in the event of the occurrence of an accident.
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Evaluating the Credibility of Arabic News on Twitter
Sahar Bajandouh, Areej Alzharni
Supervised by:
Dr. Mai Fadel
King Abdullaziz University, Jeddah, Saudi Arabia
ABSTRACT
Social media has become an integral part of our daily life. News
and interactions with others via social media affect a considerable
proportion of our emotions and decisions. Such news and information
are communicated by authorities and individuals as well. Due to the
sensitivity of the effect of such news, and varied spectrum of anonymity
of the source of news, there is a need for means for evaluating the
credibility of news in social media.
This research aims to evaluation of the credibility of Arabic Social Media
News and its objectives are using classifier model and integrate tools for
automatic feature extraction to provide an initiation of a large dataset.
The methodology followed involves: 1) gathering common features in
addition to some features that had good impact on the accuracy from
some previous studies, 2) building a labeled data set of Arabic news
from Twitter, 3) features extraction, 4) building classifier 5) conducting
experiments.
The prototype system gets a tweet URL then fetch the tweet from
Twitter’s API to extract the features using the integrated tools and use
the classifier to assesses the credibility of the tweet if it is credible or
non-credible (The prototype system flowchart is represented in figure1).

Figure 1: System Flowchart

Weka tool used to build seven different classifier algorithms (such as: Random Forest, Decision Tree ID3, Naïve Bayes, Decision Table,
...etc.), and train the classifier on the collected data set wich consists of 907 tweets 399 of them are non-credible news and 508
credible news, and by integrating tools that extract features automatically such as image recognition, natural language processing
(such as comments’ polarity) and URL similarity checking. Number of experiments are conducted using Weka tool’s build-in
selection algorithms to combine different sets of features that has a high impact on the credibility of the news and eliminate the
irrelevant features by using eight features selection algorithms (such as: Best First and Correlation-based Feature Selection, Relief
Attribute Evaluation algorithm and Ranker, ...etc.) and the classifier algorithms from Weka to reach the highest accuracy, from each
selection algorithm the top 8 to 15 features are used with each classifier algorithm and the highest accuracy reached is 81.46%
by using eight features selected by relief attribute evaluation algorithm and Ranker search method with Decision Table Classifier
Algorithm, and when used the completed features set Naïve Bayes gave the highest accuracy is 75.72%.
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3D Face Reconstruction from a Single Image
Youssef Alnemr
Supervised by
Dr. Walid Hussein
Faculty of Informatics and Computer Science.
The British University in Egypt, Cairo, Egypt.
ABSTRACT
3D face reconstruction is a fundamental problem in the fields of Computer Vision and Graphics. The issue presented here is the unease of inclusion of faces in a Virtual and Augmented Reality (VR and AR) setting where one needs special equipment or techniques
to reconstruct a 3D model of the face. Therefore, our solution is to reconstruct the 3D model from a single image. What makes
this problem of extreme difficulty is doing the reconstruction from a single image, but it also opens new potential for VR and AR
applications, such as social media and video games. In the previous work, 3D reconstruction was done through multiple images,
which called for advancing to using a single image, due to the heavy pipeline of the algorithms. The single-image techniques also
require passing lots of parameters to the 3D Morphable Model, where the parameters can be learned through a Convolutional
Neural Network. Although the 3D reconstruction from a single image works, the geometric precision of the reconstructed model
is not an accurate representation of the captured face, as some features are generalized in the fitting process. Our work aims to
reconstruct a 3D face through a single image through predicting pixel transformation to voxels and improve the geometric precision through a surface-estimation technique. This project uses an Encoder Decoder Convolutional Neural Network for identifying
facial landmarks, estimating the pose in the image, and lastly, predicting pixels to voxels. This work uses position maps to lay the
texture of the 3D model through regression applied in the Neural Network. The dataset used in this work is 300W-LP, which is from
the work of 3D Dense Face Alignment.

Figure 1. 3D Face Reconstruction process from input to output.
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Pregnancy Belt with Wireless Contraction Monitor
Hadil Adel, Bassant Ibrahim, Anna Mahmoud
Ajman University, Ajman, UAE
Supervised by
Dr. Mohammed Nasor, Eng. Mohammed Agam
ABSTRACT
Women experience all kinds of sensations during pregnancy, but to date there hasn’t been any technology that continuously
tracks information about the mother or the fetus at home over the course of months, and mother’s aren’t able to interpret the
signals sent by their bodies, costing them extra time, money, energy and anxiety. Many pregnant women experience Braxton
Hicks (BH) contractions, which feel very similar to labor and are a common part of most pregnancies but it is difficult to distinguish
between normal pregnancy contractions and those signaling the onset of preterm labor.
Early studies have shown that home uterine monitoring could prevent early delivery, so the aim of our project is to design and
implement a small scale ultrasound machine within a pregnancy belt that will detect and analyze contractions during the late
stages of a pregnancy while supporting and improving the pregnant woman’s posture. The monitor will track these contractions
so women are able to better interpret what’s going on in their bodies while at home. It will also detect and record the fetal heart
rate to allow the mother to keep track of her baby’s wellbeing.
Similar to a cardiac monitor, the contraction monitor works by externally measuring the electric activity of the uterus and unlike
an ultrasound, it does not transmit energy into the body. Its special algorithm detects contractions and automatically counts them
for you. This information can help you decide when it might be a good time to head to the hospital or contact your OB-GYN. It is a
non-invasive method of monitoring the fetal heart rate as well, using two special electronic disks. These disks contain electrodes or
transducers which help to receive and record the fetal heart rate and the mother’s contractions. These electrodes are attached to
stretchy bands that are placed around the mother’s abdomen. They are then connected to an Arduino system which gathers and
displays the information wirelessly on a smart phone application used by the pregnant woman at the comfort of her home. She will
be able to read the contraction count during a specific period of time and also view the fetus’ heart rate digitally.
To assess the uterine muscle functioning, we opted for surface electromyography (EMG) as it is by far the main non-invasive technique to measure muscle activity. EMG is based on recording the electrical potential due to muscle fibers’ depolarization using
electrodes and biopotential amplifiers. The EMG detector detects electrical signals from motor nerves on the surface of the skin.
The software we designed will then analyze these electric signals and inform the mother via a smart phone application whether
her contractions are in fact an onset to labor or just a false alarm. As for measuring the fetal heart rate, we used a piezopolymer
pressure sensor that will allow the expectant mother to take a fetal non-stress test at home. In addition several pressure sensors
were mounted into the pregnancy belt that is worn by the mother. These sensors perform several functions besides detecting
pressure pulses, including electrically isolating the pregnant woman and blocking out unnecessary sound and motion artifacts.
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Intelligent Rehabilitation System for Facial Paralysis
Peter Yacoub, Ali Mohammed Ridha and Khalid Al-Balawneh
Supervised by
Prof. Kamran Arshad and Engr. Wessam Shehieb
Ajman University, Ajman, United Arab Emirates
ABSTRACT
Paralysis is the loss of the muscle functions in a part of the body, while it can be temporary or permanent; it can affect any part
of the body at any time. Some types of temporary paralysis can be treated using medication or using physical therapy to recover
without the extensive use of medication. It can be extraordinarily exasperating for patients suffering from temporarily facial
paralysis to attend weekly sessions of physiotherapy, since it could consume time to travel to the physiotherapist office. According
to studies, there are nearly 1 in 30 people who are suffering with a type of paralysis, 30 out of 100,000 are suffer specifically from
facial paralysis. Facial paralysis can be a real nuisance for a person, since studies show that the person’s ability to smile is one of the
greatest impacts to the quality of life.
The Proposed system is developed to help patients with temporary facial paralysis to automate the physiotherapy task in the
comfort of their home using a 3D Printed design as shown in Fig.1. The Headgear will work based on a physiotherapy routine that is
selected by the physiotherapist using the custom application and sent using the cloud to the patients’ smartphone, which in return
will control the movement of the headgear motors. Meanwhile, the patients’ progress will be logged after each session, using the
progression tool or the additional depth camera system.
The implemented progression tool application, will utilize Google Mobile Vision API to automatically generate key points of the
face e.g. (eyes, mouth and nose), then the patient will be asked to verify those points to fit their face features. To evaluate the
progress, an average of the distance between key facial points was calculated using a custom-made database with facial images of
healthy patients. The application will then utilize an algorithm to compare the verified facial key points after each successful session
of physiotherapy to identify progress as shown in Fig.2. For illustration purposes, the application was used on images of facially
paralyzed patients to simulate the expected results Fig.3. An additional depth camera will be used for validation of the system,
using the developed application; it will compare the depth of both sides of the face, in consideration of the facial symmetry, which
will evaluate the progress of the system and automatically generate the report using the built algorithm as shown in Fig.4.

Fig 1: Horatius HeadGear.

Fig 2: Progression Tool.

Fig 3: Physiotherapy Progress

Fig 4: Depth Camera Software.

The system will be able to assist people who are in need of physiotherapy, to acquire treatment without the need to commute
to physiotherapy centres regularly. In addition, the patient will have access to a convenient smartphone application for updates
and prognosis from their specialists. Hence, the system can be easily integrated in the market, to be used as a preliminary tool for
treating temporary facial paralysis instead of conventional methods.
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Image Colorization Using Capsule Generative Adversarial Networks
Raggi Hosni
Supervised by
Dr. Walid Hussein
The British University in Egypt, Cairo, Egypt
ABSTRACT
Traditional Convolutional Neural Networks and Generative Adversarial Networks have been considered the state-of-the-art
methods in automatically colorizing grayscale images in the past few years.
With the introduction of Capsule Neural Networks in 2017, many of the flaws of Convolutional Neural Networks began to surface
and more research is being put towards it as it is widely thought to be the future state-of-the-art for image classification tasks.
In this project Capsule network layers will be used instead of the standard convolutional layers as a discriminator inside a Deep
Convolutional GAN that will be used to colorize images.
Incorporating a capsule network for an image colorization task provides an advantage over traditional convolutional networks since
it rectifies major flaws in traditional CNNs such as positional invariance which leads to failure in detecting the spatial relationships
between features which in return will provide a better general colorization.
Network
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Asmaok

Amjad Alkhathami, Miad Assiri, Njoud Algifari, Reem Alazzaz,
Reem Almohaimeed, Yasmin Bakhashwain
Supervised by
DrAmeerah Alobrah and Ms.Arwa Alromih
King Saud University, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
ABSTRACT
According to the World Health Organization, over 5% of the world’s population suffers from disabling hearing loss [1]. One might
think 5% is a small number, but this percent translates to a total of 466 million people with some form of disabling hearing loss. In
fact, hearing impairment impacts not only the deaf person, but it also affects the people around them. Living with this condition
involves a range of emotions. For example, children growing up with a hearing-impaired condition might feel unfit or excluded.
An older adult who has just recently developed hearing loss may feel nervous and different or as if they are being perceived as
incompetent. However, it is not just about emotions that they suffer from, it is also about being safe without others having to constantly monitor people with such disability. Although society is increasingly being more dependent on technology on a daily basis,
information regarding the use, preference, and accessibility of commonly used devices and services tailored for individuals who
are deaf and hearing impaired is crucial. A couple of years ago, Hamid Mansour Abdullah and Laila Mohammed Jawad lost their
child Zahra while sleeping in tragic accident due to a deficit in a vibrating device they used to rely on to be alerted in emergency
cases. Since both parents are deaf, they were not awakened because sonic oscillations failed to vibrate, and Zahra died of a heart
attack on Monday, December 29, 2014 [2]. In order to ensure the safety of the deaf and hearing-impaired individuals as well as their
loved ones, this project presents an application designed to detect sounds of various emergencies. The main objective is to offer
a solution characterized by ease of deployment, availability and scalability. Because the number of mobile phone users in 2018
was 5.135 billion, and more than half of the handsets in use today are smart devices [3], a mobile application seemed a perfect fit.
A short survey of studies in the field of analysis and recognition of sounds reveals that researchers recommend using Convolution
Neural Networks (a deep learning field that simulates the way the human brain works, relying on a group of neurons that learn and
simulate the way the nervous system works in the brain). The main reason for choosing CNN is because, as previously noted, neural
networks built with memory capabilities have made speech recognition 99% accurate [4]. A neural network is one set of algorithms
used in machine learning for modeling data using graphs of neurons, and with the understanding of how to process sound on a
machine, one can also work on building their own sound recognition systems. “But when it comes to deep learning, the data is the
key. Larger the data, better the accuracy.” So, the problem with building a strong sound classifier is the lack of a large dataset. Luckily, Freesound provided the ESC-50 data set with 2,000 recordings, 40 from each class, covering many everyday sounds. But we’re
going to build our data set and use it. To cover all sounds suggested by the users, that’s why we chose sounds based on the survey
we made. Hence, we decided to use automatic content recognition (ACR), which is a technology used to identify or recognize content played by a media device or present in a media file. We start by applying a fingerprinting algorithm to our database tracks to
get a fingerprint database so that, when recognizing a sound, the first step would be applying the same fingerprinting algorithm
used in the database. The second step is to compare the sound fingerprint with the existing fingerprints in the database, and when
a matched fingerprint is found, we can get the actual sound. [5]. “Asmaok” will be an iOS mobile application for use by hearing
impaired people. It will function through recognizing and analyzing sounds from the environment and converting them into
flashlight and vibration notifications and alerts. The application should detect a wide range of sounds, then properly communicate
them to the user. When it detects a sound, it will alert the user via flashing lights and vibrations. The user will also be able to update/
customize the database by recording new sounds, importing and exporting recorded sounds and switching the sounds detection
on and off. An important feature of this application will be its ability to work in the background and without internet. In addition, a
health and safety manual will be available to ensure safety. Finally, the targeted population of the first version of the application is
the Arab people and hopefully subsequent versions will cater for a wider population to serve a bigger segment of the population.

References:
[1] Audicus. (2018). World Wide Hearing Loss: Stats from Around the World, https://www.audicus.com/world-wide-hearing-loss-stats-from-around-the-world/, accessed online
on 17/9/2018.
[2] Mohammed al-Jadhafsi, Alwasat News, http://www.alwasatnews.com/news/948542.html, accessed online on 20/9/2018.
[3] Digital In 2018: World’s internet users pass the 4 billion mark, https://wearesocial.com/us/blog/2018/01/global-digital-report-2018, accessed online on 20/9/2018.
[4] Salamon, Justin, and Juan Pablo Bello. “Deep convolutional neural networks and data augmentation for environmental sound classification.” IEEE Signal Processing Letters
24.3 (2017): 279-283.
[5] Import.io. (2018). Andrew Ng shares the astonishing ways deep learning is changing the world | Import.io. [online] Available at: https://www.import.io/post/andrew-ngshares-the-astonishing-ways-deep-learning-is-changing-the-world/ [Accessed 17 Nov. 2018].
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AI-Based Assistive Glasses for Alzheimer’s Patients
Mohamed Ait Gacem, Saifeddin O.S. Alghlayini, Muaid Hafiz Mohammed, Ahmed Hesham Ghazal
Supervised by
Prof. Mustahsan Mir and Engr. Wessam Shehieb
Ajman University, Ajman, United Arab Emirates
ABSTRACT
Smart Shadow project aims at developing Augmented Reality Smart Glasses for helping Alzheimer’s patients to become more
independent during the early and middle stages of the disease. Disease symptoms at those stages are controllable and the
patients’ physical and mental condition allow them to use the glasses.
VUZIX Blade Augmented reality smart glasses is chosen to be the main platform used for developing the prototype. Those glasses
have the advantage of being used as any normal medical glasses with prescription lenses, while at the same time providing a wide
range of technological tools like an Augmented Reality display, a built-in 8-megapixel camera, a speaker, a microphone, Bluetooth
and Wi-Fi connectivity. The operating system is a modified version of Android.
The first feature is detecting the location of everyday used objects. The glasses captures a live streaming video through the built-in
camera, then uses the TensorFlow object detection API to classify the seen objects as seen in Fig 1.
Once the designated object appears in the frame, the software tracks it, then records the last seen location in an internal map
created using the IndoorAtlas API which uses data collected from the internal accelerometer, gyroscope and campus sensors of the
device to create the map. When asked for, the glasses will direct the patient to object’s stored location through audio commands
and AR illustrations.
The second feature is detecting the faces of friends and relatives. The glasses will detect the faces of designated people in the
captured video using TensorFlow, then display their names on the AR display as seen in Fig 2. The patient can add new people to
the database as well as activate and deactivate the feature through voice commands.
The third feature is detecting if the patient has lost the way by tracking the patient’s GPS location to determine if they went to an
unusual path or a random movement is detected. The glasses will then show the way home on the AR display as seen in Fig 3, while
simultaneously sending the patient’s GPS location to the caregiver.
The fourth feature is detecting if the patient removed the glasses and predicting the cause of removing it. A piezoelectric fabric
sensor placed in the contact area between the patient’s head and the glasses will convert the pressure at that point to a voltage
signal, which passes through a signal conditioning circuit to convert to a form recognized by the glasses. A major change in the
voltage will indicate removal of the glasses. The acceleration of removal will determine the cause. Taking the glasses voluntarily will
have a smaller acceleration compared to the one caused by falling down. A message will be sent to the caregiver with the expected
cause of removing the glasses and the patient’s location.

Fig 1: Real-time object detection results.

Fig 2: Real-time face detection results.

Fig 3: Indoor Mapping results.

The proposed system is implemented using Android studio. At this stage, each feature is functioning separately and the team is
currently working to fully integrate various features for further testing.
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Compromising Organizational Systems through a Programmable USB
Malware Keylogger
Alia Mohammad, Maryam Obaid, Kaltham Khalifa
Supervised by
Dr. Mathew Nicho
Zayed University, Dubai, United Arab Emirates
ABSTRACT
The Universal Serial Bus (USB) flash storage device can be leveraged to a programmable USB malware keylogger. This is a
potential threat to organizations, because if the programmed USB is plugged into organizational computers, the attacker can gain
undeterred access to the system. In this respect, the attacker will be able to steal, manipulate or delete sensitive/confidential data
it. Most organizations that deal with classified data, especially banks secure their data by implementing the organizational policies
of blocking USB ports (physically and logically). However, a programmable USB malware keylogger can bypass the logical feature
inbuilt in Windows Server. Our main objective in this project is to demonstrate the attack and thus disseminate awareness of this
threat to computer users especially those people who are yet to comprehend the risk of the keylogger attack, by demonstrating
a live performance of the attack.
In this project, we created a USB keylogger (with a malware as an undetectable payload) that can bypass logically blocked USB ports
in computer systems. USB flash drive is common device used for storing data at rest, and data in motion. Due to its vulnerability to
infect systems in organizations when it gets plugged into, organizations normally use the group policy object (GPO) feature in the
Active Directory of Windows Server 2012/2016. While this blocked feature is used by some organizations worldwide to restrict the
misuse of USB plugging into organizational computers, we demonstrated that this feature can be bypassed by the device that we
created thus, rendering the Microsoft Server GPO ineffective. Thus, a hacker or a malicious insider in an organization can infect a
networked client machine that has blocked USB ports.

The practical part of the project involves creating a programmable USB device using Teensy board. The USB carries an undetectable
payload that can bypass blocked USB ports and copies itself stealthily to the victim computer automatically unknown to the victim.
This exploit stealthily executes despite the network administrator enabling GPO in Windows Server 2012 or 2016 that renders all
USB ports of the network computers inactive. When the USB device is plugged into the victim’s computer, it gets automatically
copies to the system. Thereafter, the malware uses a backdoor listener with a reverse shell to connect back to the attacker machine
as illustrated in figure 1.
To program the Teensy as a keylogger we used the MetaSploit Framework console (MSFconsole) which is the interface to the
MetaSploit Framework (MSF). We created a web-deliver exploit and reverse TCP PowerShell payload using MSFconsole and linked it
with the attacker IP address. Thereafter, we installed the required software to configure the USB namely TeensyDuino, Teensylaoder
and Arduino IDE which it is the interface environment to program the Teensy to a malicious USB using the code generated from
MSF. Through this we launched the exploit, loaded auxiliary modules, performed enumeration, created a listener and executed
mass exploitation against the network.
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While few current and updated anti-malware, solutions can detect the malware to some extent (as is evident from our testing
through 69 anti-malware solutions), if advanced malware generators like ‘Shellter’ is used, then the detection rate can fall
drastically. In this respect, we suggest organizations to physically remove the USB ports from sensitive organizational computers
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Smart Hand Tremor Reduction Glove
Zena Al-Balawneh, Fatima Alawi and Souzan Sarraj
Supervised by
Prof. Mustahsan Mir and Engr. Wessam Shehieb
Ajman University, Ajman, United Arab Emirates
ABSTRACT
Hand tremor is a worldwide common illness whereas statistics show that rates are increasing widely not only for elderly but for
youth as well, even with current researches there’s still a lack of solutions and treatments for the patients, people with hand tremor
suffer from uncontrolled shaky hands that differ from one person to another as the pattern frequency and even intensity changes,
that’s why whatever is applied to fix this problem needs to adapt with all changes and fix them accordingly.
The aim of the proposed design is to reduce the tremor effect with a practical light weight solution, that relies on electromagnets
distributed on top of the hand without the need of any motors attached that will create noticeable noise while in use.
The proposed design will be placed inside a glove, that will have two main layers; the first layer is placed on top of the hand which is
composed of Electromagnets that are linked with a microcontroller to change the attraction strength based on an array of inertial
measurement unit (IMU) sensors distributed on the hand, while the second layer is a flexible metal sheet placed on the lower side
of the hand to allow the electromagnets to attract to it freely and without restricting the hand movement of the patient.
In order to improve the accuracy of the proposed glove, a vibration motor will be used to simulate the tremor action by placing
it on the wrist, the vibration will be distributed accordingly on the hand. During the simulation process, the placed IMU sensors
will read the differences, and by mapping the collected data using Artificial Intelligence, the Electromagnets will be energized
according to the strength level of the reading and will apply pressure to the located spot to reduce the movement and stabilize
the position.
Additionally, the system will be linked via Bluetooth to the smartphone in order to keep the doctor updated with the patient’s case.
In Fig 1 the system conceptual design can be seen and the collected data comparing between stabilized hand vs. tremor hand
movement can be seen in Fig 2.

Fig 1: Conceptual Diagram.

Fig 2: Hand tremor IMU readings vs. Stable Hand IMU readings.

The proposed system is a reliable solution that will help the hand tremor patients with their everyday struggles and will give them
the ability to use their hands in their daily activities which will make their life easier and help them feel more independent in their
own homes for a far longer period.
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Integration of 3D Virtual Reality in Diagnostic and
Therapeutic of Cardiac Tumors
Aisha Barahim, Amal Alhajri, Norah Alasaibia, Nouf Altamimi
Supervised by
Dr. Nida Aslam, Mrs. Mashael Alkadi
College of Computer Sciences & Information Technology
Imam Abdulrahman bin Faisal University
Dammam, Saudi Arabia
ABSTRACT
The prevalence and effectiveness of the 3D modeling technique in various fields led to the motivation of integrating for medical
science. It serves as an effective tool for diagnosis and surgical planning of various diseases including the cardiac tumors. Due to
the complex nature of the cardiovascular system and rarity of the cardiac tumor in general, they are classified as one of the biggest
challenges in the medical field. The types of tumors differ in term of size and shape also located in different places of the heart.
In addition, some of the tumor’s types have different shapes that cannot be easily detected from the image due to the noise and
other issues. The cardiac tumors’ diagnostic tools include: Echocardiography and other imaging modalities such as: MRI and CT.
The limitation to these tools, other than it being the only tools available to diagnose cardiac tumors, is that they are unable to
differentiate between tumors and other tissues.
Our project aims to propose an Integration of 3D Virtual Reality in Diagnostic and Therapeutic of Cardiac Tumors. The proposed
project intents to simplify the diagnosing process by introducing an integrated and automated system that can detect and
highlight the tumor location. The input to the proposed system will be DICOM file which contains a number of cardiac tumors
images including the patient’s information. DICOM electronic format is one of the most ambitious medical image standards for
storage and transmission of medical data. The dataset that will be used in our study are the DICOM files and it consists of eight
patients, every individual record consists of a sequence of 109 images.
The system comprises of various stages from pre-processing to the 3D modeling of detected tumors. The system will first extract
keyframe by applying gray level co-occurrence matrix keyframe extraction, in order to extract the frames contains the tumors. In
pre-processing, the extracted keyframes will be filtered using median filtration mechanism to smooth the noise. After the preprocessing, canny edge detection segmentation mechanism will be applied to highlight the tumor edges. The purpose of the
segmentation phase is to magnifies the image into a region of interest and to distinguish objects or borders in an image. The
segmented image will be automatically sent to 3D Slicer software where the 3D model will be constructed. The 3D model allows
the acquisition of full volumes, live 3-D images, and 3-D zoom to identify the size of the tumor using HTC Vive Virtual Reality System.
Our system aims to facilitate the cardiologist in diagnosis, pre-surgical planning and surgical procedure, thereby increasing the
successfulness of the treatment.
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Enhanced Image Upscaling with Single Image
Super Resolution Approach
Amr Morsy
Supervised by
Dr. Walid Hussein
The British University in Egypt, Cairo, Egypt
Faculty of Informatics and Computer Science
ABSTRACT
Single image super-resolution (SISR) is one of the classical problems that aims to obtain a high-resolution image (HR) from a given
low-resolution (LR) one. It is very useful in many areas such as Medical diagnosis and Biometric information identification, where
only a single image for the underlying object is available. SISR is an ill-posed problem because when the upscaling factor increases
the learning becomes difficult to map LR to HR images. The conventional algorithms for solving this problem are interpolationbased methods, reconstruction-based methods and learning based methods.
Interpolation based method such as bicubic is simple and very fast, but the accuracy of the outputted image is low. While
reconstruction-based methods, the computations complexity are high and the performance degrades increasingly when
increasing the scale. Learning based methods have achieved higher performance. These methods usually utilize machine learning
algorithms to analyze the relationship between LR image and its corresponding HR image. Lately, Deep learning algorithms for
SISR have achieved superiority over other learning-based methods.
In this project, the objective is to upscale the image 4 times using an enhanced deep super-resolution (EDSR) network trained by
2 different datasets. LR image will be upscaled 2 times by passing over the EDSR network then the output image will pass again
through the same EDSR network that is trained on a different data-sets. This method produces an outstanding result in comparison
to other methods.
Benchmark Dataset

Bicubic (PSNR)

Our work (PSNR)

Set5

28.42

32.71

Set14

26.00

28.98

Urban100

23.14

26.89

HR (PSNR, SSIM)

Bicubic (23.7,
0.6943)
Our work (26.3, 0.7889)
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Intelligent E-Nose System for Smartphone Photo Applications
Alaa Harba, Mohammed Al Hurabi, Abdullah Aidaros, Mohamed Kloub and Mohammad Aref
Supervised by
Dr. Ayman Tawfik, Engr. Wessam Shehieb and Engr. Yahia Ibrahim
Ajman University, Ajman, United Arab Emirates
ABSTRACT
The sense of smell is the strongest way to bring back memories. These memories are usually associated with scents and its smell.
The main approaches for the VR simulation nowadays are focusing on the senses of sight and hearing but being able to incorporate
the sense of smelling in this process in an accurate and professional way will make a big change in that field as well. In this project
an electronic nose smart system will be designed that can detect natural odors and stores the chemical prints of the elements in a
database using a smartphone, which can be regenerated back via an odor generator. Artificial Intelligence (AI) is going to be used
to simulate the way the human brain distinguishes different scents from each other.
The implementation of the system consists of both hardware and software. The hardware is composed of an array of gas sensors,
a microcontroller, ventilation chamber and scent generator, while the software part will be a smartphone application for mapping
the pictures with the recorded sensors data as seen in Fig 1 and classify the odor scent using AI and store them in the database.
additionally, an external scent generator will be used to regenerate the smell recorded once the photo album is accessed as seen
in Fig 2.
The system will support a user-friendly application that will request the user to plug in the developed device that is equipped
with the sensors and ventilation chamber via USB, and then the user will be requested to capture an image. During the time of
capture, the system will start pulling air and deliver it to the sample handling unit (sensing unit), which is a vacuum chamber
consist of the gas sensors .After exposing the sensors to the air sample the responses of the sensors will be recorded and sent to
the microcontroller, which is programmed to classify the recorded data using AI. Once the user is interested in viewing the photo
album back again, the application can be paired via Bluetooth with the generator device, that can generate back the classified
scents to re-enjoy the moment.

Fig 1: Initial phase to start the system.

		

Fig 2: Operating the Smell Generator

The proposed system uses MQ series of gas sensors to identify multiple smells associated with photos taken by cellular phone. Even
though the system is still limited to six scents, the system is promising and can be developed furthermore with more resources and
with the help of other facilities. The proposed system allows linking the smell to the captured photo by smartphone, which makes
viewing the photo album more realistic than usual.
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Illuminate Me: An Assistive Application Designed to Help Arabicspeaking Blind and Visually Impaired Using Artificial Intelligence
Lulwah Alshuqair, Rand Alhasson, Areej Alanazi, Rayanah Alsaeed, Fatimah Sheikho
Supervised by
Ms. Tahani Almanie
King Saud University, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
ABSTRACT
Blind and visually impaired people face many challenges and obstacles in understanding their surrounding environment. They
usually need others’ assistance to identify or search for objects they need, read written text, or recognize nearby people and their
expressions. Despite having various applications and technologies in this field, there is still a lack of applications that target the
Arabic-speaking blind and visually impaired people. This brings to light the idea of Illuminate Me or “”ينرّون, which is a smartphone
application intended for Arab blind and visually impaired people in order to assist them in exploring scenes around them and
recognizing objects they want easily and independently. The user only needs to direct the camera phone toward the required
object or scene and take a picture. Then the application will analyze the picture’s content using artificial intelligence (AI) and speak
aloud the description in Arabic. The application will perform many tasks to make the world accessible for the blind and visually
impaired; it is capable of identifying objects, colors, and detecting human facial expressions. Moreover, it can extract any printed
text within the picture such as medicine prescription or food menu and translate it from any foreign language into Arabic and
pronounce it to the user. The user has the option to select a photo from the phone’s album or take one directly. The identified
photo can be shared via social media and saved to the user’s device. All of these functionalities will be implemented in an easy
to use interface allowing the user to utilize all of the application’s services. Illuminate Me will leverage Google AI capabilities
by using their provided Cloud Vision and Translation APIs. Also, we will use Nuance Text-to-Speech API as our voice synthesizer.
Developing this application will have a positive impact on raising the confidence level for the blind and visually impaired by acting
as their personal assistant; which will suffice them from asking others for guidance resulting in more independence and freedom.
Furthermore, recognizing others facial expressions and emotions will enhance their communication skills; therefore, improving
their social life. In addition, Illuminate Me will enrich the Arabic content in the technology field and inspire Arab developers to build
more applications dedicated to their society.

RESULTS:

Figure 1: Logo Screen

Figure 2: Take/Upload Figure 3: Detect Color
Screen
and Facial Expression

Figure 4: Detect and
Translate foreign text

Figure 5: Detect
Arabic text
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Intelligent Food Quality Detection using Hyperspectral Imaging
Yaser Al-Shdaifat, Ehab Anan, Saifeldein Al Dandan and Mahmoud Alhourani
Supervised by
Dr. Maher Assaad and Engr. Wessam Shehieb
Ajman University, Ajman, United Arab Emirates
ABSTRACT
Food safety is an extremely important topic in the world, companies and researchers are trying to increase the accuracy of
distinguishing the edible food from the rotten ones. Whether it is inedible because of chemical contamination, defective products
or bacterial infection, all these things can turn the consumption of grown product to a major health hazard to humans especially
for products that is consumed without being cooked.
One of the trending approaches in detecting food quality is Hyperspectral Imaging (HSI), The hyperspectral camera measures
the intensity of light in different wavelengths when reflecting off a surface, collects and processes information from across the
electromagnetic spectrum. The main goal of this project is to identify the quality of the fruit/ vegetables and specifying the
freshness based on acquired image from the HSI camera.
The system will compose of HSI camera SPECIM FX10, which will acquire images of fruits/ vegetables and image processing
algorithm to identify the freshness of the product. In order to establish a deep learning image processing algorithm, a database will
be created for each fruit/ vegetable and images will be captured using HSI camera from the purchase day (Fresh state) till the item
is rotten, creating a database of the item on a period of time to identify the quality of it based on the rotten state and how sever it
is. Later, the acquired data will be used to create the deep learning algorithm to allow adaptive database and accurate detection of
multiple fruit types. The developed algorithm will be designed using MATLAB alongside user-interface screen for results screening.
There are many aspects that constrict and limit the results of the project both in hardware and software. In the hardware side the
quality of the photo that is taken and the lighting in the photo will affect the result also the number of bands that can be taken
by the camera, for that reason a referenced position is used for testing the items alongside HSI camera which supports the entire
VNIR spectral band from 400 to 1000 nm. In the software side the power of the computer will determine how fast the data can be
processed, also the accuracy depends on the reference fruit/ vegetable used in the database, which is why the used items where
scanned from the fresh state till rotten state. The workspace is composed of HSI camera and LED spotlights on the object as seen in
Fig 1, the captured data after processing is promising since it showed clearly the damaged spots of the rotten apple as seen in Fig
2 the original photo compared with Fig 3, the processed image using Multivariate Curve Resolution.

Fig 1: Prototype Workspace.
					

Fig 2, 3: Comparison between the original captured image, and the processed image using
MATLAB.

Acquiring more samples is expected to be achieved within this month to create a database of selected fruits/ vegetables to be
used in the deep learning algorithm for quality detection. The available literature using HSI is limited to normal image processing
techniques, while this approach is proposing using deep learning with the acquired database to insure higher accuracy of the item
freshness.
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Jawwab: Augmented Reality-based Museum Tour Guide Using Beacons
Atheer Alabdullatif, Nora Almunaif, Nouf Alsughier, Reem Alrashoud, Reema Alhassan
Supervised by
L. Bayan AlArifi
King Saud University, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
ABSTRACT
It is known that museums are an essential part of both cultural and historical aspects of nations, as they are rich with information
that could enlighten and entertain their visitors. However, it became a challenge for museums to maintain their role as a destination
for credible information in the age of the new media where information can be posted everywhere regardless of its credibility. The
National Museum in Riyadh has been continually improving its visitors’ experience, but it requires novel and modern solutions to
deliver a fully beneficial experience for especially young visitors in light of their wavering attention span. Moreover, though it has
a tour guide in charge, it does not have enough to guarantee a full experience for every young visitor.
Jawwab aims to address the aforementioned issues and provide museum visitors a worthwhile enjoyable and educational
experience. It is a tour guiding mobile application customized for the National Museum in Riyadh. It adopts Gamification and
Augmented Reality (AR) techniques to motivate young visitors of ages 9 to 17 to explore their surroundings and gain more
knowledge in an interactive environment, as well as guide them throughout the museum hall.
The goal of using AR as the main technology is to take advantage of the presented content by adding interactivity to it which
enables the user to interact with virtual objects in the context of reality. On the other hand, providing location-based services
through the use of Beacons. Beacons are devices that attract attention to a specific location, i.e. allow the application to be
context-aware as illustrated by Figure 1: B. Moreover, Jawwab users experience a treasure hunt similar journey where they try to
solve different challenges related to the showcased information. The museum hall is divided into levels based on the information
exhibited, where each level contains a number of challenges. These levels can be viewed on a map, indicating the user’s progress.
Challenges are presented in an AR context, and they can be questions, puzzles, or quests for finding hidden virtual objects.
Gamification elements are introduced in terms of scores, accessible through a leaderboard. When the user solves a challenge, s/
he gains scores, and gains trophies for passing levels. Visitors can leave lasting virtual marks on certain monuments denoting their
experience as demonstrated in Figure 1: A. Both of these features are introduced to provide a competitive edge to the game, and
a social extension of including even the old visitors in a current visitor’s experience.

A. Virtual Marks on a
Certain Monument

B. AR and Context-aware Features
Figure 1: Jawwab Features.
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Hather: Disasters Alert System
Ghaida Alsenani - 436201972@student.ksu.edu.sa
Lamya Alawwad - 436201455@student.ksu.edu.sa
Noura Aldousari - 436202186@student.ksu.edu.sa
Sara Aljuhaimi - 436200793@student.ksu.edu.sa
Sara Alkharashi - 436201541@student.ksu.edu.sa
Supervised by
L.Afnan Alsadhan
aalsadhan@ksu.edu.sa
Information Systems Department, College of Computer and Information Sciences
King Saud University, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
ABSTRACT
Most of the world’s countries are exposed to disasters, whether natural or man-made. Many countries do not use disaster alert
systems to warn people about any disaster that occurred or could occur. Some of them still use old channels (e.g. TV and Radio) or
other social media application (e.g. Twitter) to alert their citizens. However, Twitter can reach limited users and it provides general
alerts not specified to specific users. The challenge is how to reach all users at the same time and to notify them in case of disasters.
Hather is an android application that comes as a solution for this problem, it alerts users in advance to natural and man-made
disasters by pushing from a real-time database an alert notification to the user’s home screen automatically as soon as possible if
the user is within the disaster strike area which is not provided by other applications. The pop-up notifications will contain some
vital disaster information, such as starting time and severity. Because of nervous or unawareness, many people do not know what
to do when a disaster occurs, so Hather provides safety instructions, depending on the type of disaster, which guide the user on
how to react to it. Also, if the user wants to know about a specific area, he can quickly check the area’s forecasts and warnings by
adding this area to his saved list. Hather maximizes a user’s chances to stay informed and safe by provided guidance on reaching
emergency centers and the nearest hospitals and escaping from the storm’s path by providing alternative routes in a timely
manner. Hather provides a list of relatives containing their names and phone numbers to contact and share the current location in
case of emergencies. The Figure 1 illustrate the functionalities of Hather application.

Figure 1: Interfaces

This project can have significant impact on society since it warns people quickly about unexpected situations. Hence, it can reduce
losses of human life, population displacements, and many types of material damage. Moreover, it can reduce rumors in social
media about natural or man-made disasters.
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Automating the Plants Growth Monitoring by
Digital Image Processing
Zein Sami Banna, Dana Ammar Younis
Supervised by
Prof Baker Abdalhaq
Computer Information Systems Dept.
An-Najah National University
ABSTRACT
We live in a world where everything can be controlled and operated automatically, agricultural sector is not an exception. Due
to the increasing demand in the agricultural industry, plants monitoring is seen as one of the most important task in any farming
or agriculture based environment. The need to effectively grow plants and increase them is very critical. In order to do so, it is
important to monitor the plants during their growth period. With the evolve of digital image processing techniques, there have
been a rise in employing them to play an important role in many practical fields in our life. In this paper, we discuss an important and
challenging task in image processing field, which is object tracking, to target the plants monitoring challenges. Object tracking can
be defined as the process of extracting some useful sparse set of features to be tracked. As the method suggests, we implemented
a set of techniques for extracting plants features to access important gardening knowledge.
The proposed techniques discussed in this paper are done in main four steps. The first step involves extraction of plants region
using color spaces. The second step involves image enhancement that contains image preparation to be ready for feature extraction
process. The third step involves feature extraction, where some features are extracted from the pre-processed image to help on
the final step, by applying three methodologies, which they are: color intensity, structural differences measure and k-means cluster
and transformed them into nominal values, finally, we applied analysis and interpretation for values to determine the growth rate,
flowering and age stage cluster.

The test results from 52 sample of plants tracking show that the proposed methodologies are within the accepted level of accuracy,
easy to understand and quick to solve, and practical to use. This research can be the base stone for researchers and students in the
botany field to track different types of plants.
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Qima – TAQEEM Valuator Application
Felwah Alsubaihin, Hailah Alsultan, Luluh Albesher,
Reema Alqadi, Shaden Alsubaihin
Supervised by
L. Hebah Almoaiqel
King Saud University, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
ABSTRACT
Asset valuation is the practice of estimating the market price and cost of various products such as real-estate, business and
automobile damages. It is a common practice that is carried out by professional asset valuers who have enough experience in the
market to estimate accurate quotes. In late 2011, the Saudi Authority for Accredited Valuers (TAQEEM) was established as a part of
the Ministry of Commerce and Investment. Their goal is to govern the valuation profession and set up rules and regulation over
valuers.
TAQEEM serves valuers by providing services such as subscribing for memberships, enrolling in courses and uploading valuation
reports. Furthermore, TAQEEM serves customers by providing services that enable the customer to ensure that the valuer is
registered and accredited by the authority. These aforementioned services are provided to the valuers online through the Qima
web application. However, these services were not optimally designed to be accessed via mobile devices which limits their
access as mobile users have increased significantly. Moreover, Qima portal collects massive amounts of historical data (e.g. assets
specifications and their valuations) that is not utilized at the moment.
Therefore, the goal of this project is twofold. Firstly, the project shall help increase the user-base and ease-of-access of the
Qima portal by providing it as a native iOS mobile application. Secondly, TAQEEM collects large numbers of valuation reports
through Qima which helps TAQEEM to utilize the large historical valuation data by going through the process of data analysis
starting with cleaning the data and ending with generating visual reports of these collected historical data. These visualized data
representations help the valuers in their decision making and valuation activities as well as providing TAQEEM full surveillance on
all assets’ valuations.
This project, as a part of e-government solution, is designed to be well integrated with other government pre-existing services.
Therefore, we employ several modular technologies to achieve this goal that interface seamlessly with one another. For example,
Qima integrates with Absher, which is an e-services website developed by the Ministry of Interior in Saudi Arabia for the citizens to
access and perform several government-related services such as national identification renewal. Qima uses Absher to authenticate
the users’ identity and uses their account creation and authentication service in order to log-in to Qima services. Qima also boasts
many other integrations, such as offering payments using SADAD (Saudi-based online payment service that interfaces with online
banks and various government services).
As mentioned, this project includes data analysis which is optimally and ideally carried out using Python which has a rich suite of
tools for data analysis such as Pandas and Numpy. Therefore, this project includes the design of RESTful APIs which enables the
Python data analysis code to interface with a native iOS mobile application (implemented using Swift). Furthermore, this project
enhances the method with which valuers upload their valuation reports. Traditionally, reports were uploaded as PDF documents
which hinders the validation and analysis of the data within these reports. In this project, valuers are enabled to upload reports
using appropriate e-forms which increases the integrity and validity of the collected data.
This project1 successfully enriches the suite of services provided to practitioners, enabling advanced e-government solutions that
are well-integrated and connected, thus providing a homogeneous user experience when using e-government solutions. This
project extends the electronic infrastructure which serves 2030 vision plan.
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AEBP: An Artificial Eye for Blind People
Esra Abdulatif Altulihan, Dhuha Abdullah Aldamshaq, Amjad Khalid Alnajdy
Supervised by
Dr. Abdenour Arezki Bounsiar
King Faisal University, AL-Ahssa, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
ABSTRACT
Artificial Eye for Blind People (AEBP) is a wearable device that is aimed to help blind people get awareness about their surrounding
environment. It is built around a micro-controller board dotted with a camera and earphones. The camera is fitted on glasses to be
worn by the blind person for convenient usage.
AEBP’s main goal is to enable the blind people know what are the objects present in their environment. AEBP system does not
allow a blind person to physically see their environment, instead, it provides them with sound feedback about the things present
in front of them.
The system’s main task is to recognize the objects which are present in a blind-person’s environment images. These images which are
captured by the camera, are processed by the micro-controller board to assign relevant labels for detected objects such as laptops,
keyboards, chairs, in addition to people faces. AEBP will then use voice-assistance technology to inform the blind person about
the labels (identities) of the recognized items. Only faces and objects used during the training phase of the system’s classification
algorithms will be possible to be recognized during usage. AEBP can help blind people better socialize and collaborate with coworkers by easily recognizing the familiar-people faces. However, a prior consent from these people is needed in order to use their
face pictures for training the system. Unknown people will be recognized as “unknown guests”.
In order to achieve its main task, AEBP uses the power of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Image Processing algorithms, combined
with sophisticated mobile hardware (raspberry pi 3 micro-controller) equipped with a camera, to implement a system that will act
as an artificial eye for blind people.
For this, advanced artificial intelligence and computer vision algorithms are used to accurately detect and recognize pre-trained
objects and faces inside captured images. Deep Learning algorithm YOLO is used for object detection and recognition. Local Binary
Patterns Histograms (LBPH) is used for face recognition. AEBP’s processing part is coded in Python by using specialized libraries
such as Darkflow, Tensorflow and OpenCv. Initial tests of the system, done by considering 11 object classes and 2 people faces,
showed test accuracy rates of 71.8% and 80% for object and face recognitions, respectively.
With its ease of use and satisfactory performance, AEBP will facilitate the daily tasks of the blind people, and will help them better
interact and adapt to their environment. Thus, improving their integration and participation within their society. With AEBP, blind
people will be able explore and interact with their environment with a minimal help from others. Since the blind people using
AEBP can enjoy increased independence from other people, their self-esteem will increase and the feelings of incapacity and
inferiority will be reduce, resulting in a better quality of life. More than that, AEBP can make the lives of blind people easier and
safer, since these people will not need to touch everything by their hands in order to feel it and recognize it.
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Touchless Quick Access: A Continuous Face Authenticator
Haifa Al-Omar, Rouqaiah Al-Refai, Cady Alnafea, Maisa’a Al-Ghuwainim
Supervised by
Prof. Nazar Abbas Saqib, Ms. Malak AlFosail,
Dr.Abdullah Almuhaideb, Ms. Norah AlMubairik
Department of Computer Science, College of Computer Sciences & Information Technology
Imam Abdulrahman Bin Faisal University, Dammam, Saudi Arabia
ABSTRACT
With the intensification of hackers and hacking tools, the security in the usage of digit passwords is weakening by day. Nowadays,
hackers are using new technologies that can crack any regular password with the matter of seconds and can easily gain access
into highly sensitive resources that might put any company/organization or even a whole country at risk. That’s when the role of
more sophisticated security schemes and approaches come. However, the current approaches depend on utilizing the individuals’
biometric features to perform the recognition process. In addition, these systems give a high rate of recognition, but they are
still vulnerable to cyber threats such as photo attack which considered as a highly popular attack when it comes to biometric
recognition. Furthermore, photo attack doesn’t require that much of effort nor skill because anyone can easily find victim pictures
online where he can download and impersonate them, that’s what makes the role of liveness detection crucial to ensure that the
person who is being tested for authentication is the actual user, not some mask or a picture. Moreover, it will ensure that all the
confidential resources are being safeguarded and protected.
Liveness detection is a methodology that used to capture the face image of a user in real time, which includes movements of
the face, eye blinking, nostril movements and any indication that confirms the liveliness of a user, which will make a successful
face recognition process. Moreover, it will eliminate the chances of spoofing, photo or video fraud and improve detection and
accuracy rates. Furthermore, having the continues live authentication is needed when dealing with classified, sensitive resources,
web meetings, business deals, emphasize meetings since there should be no data leakage from these meetings and resources to
unauthorized users, and that’s what the contentious aspect is providing 100% assurance and trust.
In Touchless Quick Access system, we propose a new well configured, high-level, and a web-based user identification approach that
depends on continuous live remote facial recognition. Moreover, this system depends on the idea of creating a live remote user
recognition and access provision scheme that will act as a protection shield against various and advanced attacks to ensure that
highly valued system resources are being safeguarded and protected, and users are being reassured and asserted. In addition, to
ensure continuous verification, the system will do the verification process every few seconds without disrupting the user while he
is using the system resources as shown in Figure1 below. As a result, Touchless Quick Access provides business and governments
with a state-of-the-art live, continuous facial authentication system that protects against various spoofing and unauthorized
attacks.

Figure 1: Touchless Quick Access structure.
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Solar Panel Visualization
Sanaa Abdullah Noorwali, Nejood Abdulaziz Alfashka
Department of Information Technology
King Abdulaziz University, Jeddah, Saudi Arabia
Supervised by
Dr. Kawthar Moria
ABSTRACT
One of the main plans for the Saudi Vision 2030 is to reduce dependency on oil and diversity in its economy. Worldwide, there is a
significant increase in the popularity of using solar renewable energy which recently attracts investors in Saudi Arabia. Due to the
geographical location of the Kingdom, the solar radiation level is considered as high as 2200 kWh/m2. This project is about developing a prototype visualization software which detects the rooftop of the customer house, then place the anticipated number of
solar panels, with the appropriate tilt and space. The developed system will use computer vision methods to detect the homogenous segments of the rooftop and then place the panels avoiding shadows and walls.
To detect the empty area on the user’s rooftop image, we first apply some Morphological operations to clean the noise followed
by Gaussian filter to smooth the results. The preprocessing step is followed by the K-mean which classifies the colors image into 6
segments, the software then selects the largest homogenous segment to be the empty area. The method also draw adjacent solar
panels on the selected area. Number of panels is based on three main factors: the calculated individual user energy consumption,
the estimated space between the panels, and the distance between the shadows and the walls. See Figure 1 for the whole process.
Along with the 2D model illustration for the panels on the customer rooftop, the predicted installation cost for the solar panels is
shown to the user.
We believe that such a system will encourage and popularize installing solar panels, especially in rural areas. In such areas, multiple
visits are required to estimate the total installation price and visualize the solar panels on the consumer rooftop, which costs not
only money but also time for both the consumer and the company.

Figure 1: illustrates the process of detecting the empty regions and placed panels, (a) original image, (b) image after
applying preprocessing and K-mean algorithm, (c) image after leaving a space to avoid shadow, (d) the result
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Genetic Algorithms for the “Casse tête” Problem
Shahad Alohaydib, Dana Aldossari, Ghaida Alfarraj, Shahad bin Musaibeeh, Atheer
Alrusais, Afnan AbouElwafa

Supervised by
Dr. Sarab Almuhaideb
King Saud University, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
ABSTRACT
Since 1950s, puzzles have been the best way to measure the abilities of computers in tackling problems that require “intelligence”.
Puzzles are attractive because they have well-defined rules, and objectively quantifiable performance through numeric scores
or win-loss outcomes. Therefore, it is suitable to test the effectiveness of new AI techniques, and compare Artificial Intelligence
(AI) techniques and models against humans or other AI techniques. Although scientists have used puzzles to develop new AI
techniques, scientists’ achievements have not been limited to puzzles.
Our problem is a one-player board puzzle and it consist of a 2D grid of size covered by tokens. The point of this problem is to delete
tokens from the grid such that each row and each column of the grid have an even number of tokens. We designed the Genetic
Algorithm (GA) to solve this problem. We perform a comparative analysis of at least two possible models for this problem. Further,
we do not intend to find all solutions, only a solution.
GAs are a search technique patterned after the genetic mechanism of biological organisms that have adapted and flourished in
changing the highly competitive environment. We chose GAs since it is a powerful approach that solved hard problems efficiently,
reliably and accurately. We implemented by using binary matrix encoding for individual or chromosome, tournament selection,
and GENITOR as a survivor. We introduce two novel crossover operators; BPMX and BMOC, and two new mutation (BInversion and
BSwap) operators. We experiment with four possible combinations separately (i.e. BPMX with Swap, BPMX with Inversion, etc.).
To evaluate the resulting model, we implemented a bruit-force method to solve the board. We experiment with different instance
sizes and different number of deleted tokens for each combination of the proposed crossover and mutation operators. Since GAs
are stochastic algorithms, each run will be repeated five times for each pair (). We evaluate each model of the solutions by two
performance measures; Success Rate (SR) and Average number of Evaluation to a Solution (AES), then compare the best model of
GA with Simulated Annealing (SA). After the initial results using BPMX with BSwap in GA and comparing with SA, we found that
the SR was for both. However, and on average, GAs were found to be considerably more efficient than SA as measured by the AES
(GA= 1140979.778, SA= 10650394.31). The Wilcoxon Signed Ranked test confirms a significant difference among the AESs found
in the two models with p-value =0.008
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CENSUS GATE: A Smart Mobile Application to Count
People in a Building
Shatha Alaslani, Shroog Alaslani, Shahad Alsahafi
Supervised by
Dr. Shaimaa Salama
King Abdulaziz University, Jeddah, KSA
ABSTRACT
It is very crucial to ensure that nobody still exists in the buildings and gets locked in at the end of the day. In our university, this
mission is done manually and takes a lot of effort and time and may not be very accurate. Census gate is an IOT solution that
links security staff with visitors in the university to ensure their safety. It counts the number of people during their entry and exit
from the gate through camera using a raspberry pi microcontroller that sense the passage of people and updates the data in the
database. These data are delivered to the security staff through a mobile application to know if there are still people in the building
by the closing time. It allows visitors to contact directly with security staff in case of emergency o to send a direct message by
visitors to security staff such as if they want to be in a building for late hours.
Furthermore, it provides analysis and statistics about visitors to help them for rapid evacuation in emergencies. The application can
be used in multiple places and for many reasons like in malls or shops to discover hours and peak areas. It also can be used to know
when the site is more congested and how will services be easily provided for customers. It also gives marketers the opportunity
to promote their products to the most significant number of people. This system is developed using the Scrum methodology.
Programming languages used are Python and Java. The mobile application will be built through Android Studio and Python3
platform for programming the hardware. The figures show what we have done with the project.

Registration page

Login page

Selections page of messages

Hardware
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Driver Fatigue Detector
Amal Alshuaibi, Hadaya Aqlan, Nusaiba Alahdal,Alhanouf Alotaibi, Bashayer Alzahrani
Supervised by
Dr.Eng.Wafaa Shalash
King Abdulaziz University, Jeddah, Saudi Arabia
ABSTRACT
Road accidents considered as a great source of danger for road safety and people’s lives. One of the main causes of road accidents’
is driver fatigue during driving so, there is a need for a solution to reduce the risk of its effects. We came up with the idea of
developing a system that helps to detect the driver fatigue, notify him to stay awake while driving and handle the fatigue case
by the nearest policeman to his location before causing a traffic accident if the driver doesn’t respond to the system notifications.
The system consists of three modules. The first one is a mobile app connected to a brain headset and Raspberry board to detect
the driver fatigue state. If he starts to sleep, the system will produce an alarm to stimulate him. If he did not respond, the system
will send alarm to the road safety center. The second part is a web cite on the road safety center to indicate the car location where
driver got high risk to cause accident due to driver drowses and assign rescue tasks to road patrols. The final part is a mobile app
with the road patrols to guide them to the driver location, to prevent any accident.
The proposed system will be helpful for many people and easy to use with keep pace with the modern electronic era, also it fits the
new direction of many countries in the establishment of smart cities. It consists of software and hardware tools that connected to
provide an accurate result. Figure 1 shows the high-level architecture of our system.

Figure 1: High-Level Architecture
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MOUAFA: A Location Based Mobile Application to
Support Medical Emergencies During Hajj
Aseel Qutub, Ruyan Aljohani, Munirah Alhassan
Faculity of computing information technology
King Abdulaziz University, Jeddah, KSA
ABSTRACT
Every year, Saudi Arabia hosts a huge mass of Muslims to perform the fifth pillar of Islam; Hajj. The number of people in Mecca
during this season is around 2 million pilgrims from all around the world. Hence, there are massive crowds in limited place during
a limited time. The Hajj authorities have often some challenges to provide medical support and tending the ill or injured pilgrim
when they had a sudden health problem.
‘Mouafa’ is a mobile application which aims to facilitate the process of helping pilgrims to receive medical support during Hajj
urgently to prevent escalation. This is achieved by developing a user-friendly mobile application that utilizes location-based
technologies to speed up emergency response. The application works by notifying the nearest registered (verified) paramedic,
about the patient’s situation and location. Once the paramedic arrives at the patient’s location and starts treating him, he/she
might realize that some medicines or first aid equipment are needed. The paramedic could then use the application to request it
from the Health Authority who would utilize a Drone to deliver it to the exact location within a short period of time. This would save
time and resources during the busy season.
As a result, the Pilgrim, Paramedic and Health Authority all benefit from using ‘Mouafa’ application, the system will help to facilitate
the diagnosing process by having a previous awareness about patients’ medical history. It speeds up the reaching of the paramedic
to the patient by sending notification requests to the nearest paramedic. It’s also providing the equipment needed by a paramedic
to diagnose or treat the patients via drone with a special specification that fit the project requirements needs.
The system has been built using the ‘Scrum framework’ and the programming languages are ‘JAVA’, ‘XML’ and ‘Firebase’ for database
creation. The software has been built by ‘Android Studio software’.
Project Knowledge Area(s): E-Systems, LBS, Mobile Computing, Drones, HCI.
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From 2D Medical Images to 3D Heart Model and Simulation
(CardioMulator System)
Raghad Bogery, Nora Albabtain, Nada Alkabour, Yara Alhashim
Department of Computer Science, College of Computer Sciences & Information Technology
Imam Abdulrahman Bin Faisal University, Dammam, Saudi Arabia
Supervised by
Dr. Irfan Abdur Rab and Ms. Hussah Albinali
ABSTRACT
Cardiovascular diseases (CVDs) are common diseases that results from heredity or influenced by one’s lifestyle. To reduce CVDs,
many studies using 3D modeling and simulation are conducted to understand, diagnose, and find treatments for the complex
cardiovascular system. Especially now with the advances of the computer hardware which allows the execution of heavy
computational software on most computers. To aid these studies, this project aims to develop an interactive 3D model of the
cardiovascular system using 2D medical CT scans. The 3D model simulates the cardiovascular system and its mechanical functions
and reflects the results on the 3D model. This project mainly involves three phases, segmentation, 3D modeling, and simulation.

Figure 1: CardioMulator 3D Model Interface

The project’s main objective is to enable the user to interact with the 3D heart model and observe the results of their manipulation.
From that, the main features of the system can be categorized into two categories, model direct manipulation and model animation
based on the simulation. The model direct manipulation features include model external and cross section views, model multiple
layer views, model zoom in and out, as well as model movements and rotation in different directions. While the model animation
based on the simulation features include manipulating the model animation, such as start, pause, and stop.
The segmentation phase produced the 3D heart meshes using ITK-Snap. The heart objects, such as the aorta and ventricles, were
segmented separately. Afterwards, the meshes were post-processed using Blender to lower the mesh vertices number, organize
the meshes and create the layer view and cross section view. Animation was also added to the objects using blender to visually aid
the user on how the anatomy of the heart works.
The system environment was developed in Unity3D Engine. It allows the user to enter the systolic-pressure1, diastolic-pressure2,
stroke volume, age, and heart rate. Based on these inputs, the system will determine if the systolic-pressure1, diastolic-pressure2,
and heart rate are normal or not. Moreover, the entered heart rate is reflected on the model simulation.

1
2
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The amount of pressure in the arteries during the contraction of the heart muscle.
Blood pressure when the heart muscle is between beats.
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Let’s Code: A Kid-Friendly Application Designed to Teach
Programming with Python to Arabic-Speaking Children
Shorog Alqahtani, Albatoul Almuhanna, Shatha Mokali, Reem Alsufayan, Shayma Qaderi
Supervised by
Ms. Tahani Almanie
King Saud University, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
ABSTRACT
Throughout the years, technology has revolutionized our perspective of the world and has contributed to the progress of
civilizations. Therefore, it is important to take a stand to improve the individual Arab’s usage and understanding of technology.
Programming is considered the cornerstone for any technical architecture. Thus, any progress in the technical field requires a deep
understanding in programming and its various languages. Additionally, programming can enhance creativity, problem-solving
and logical thinking. However, any attempt to build a generation with good programming skills and technological abilities must
start with the children. Due to the importance of programming in addition to the shortage of Arabic content that aims to teach
programming to children, we decided to develop Let’s Code application.
Let’s Code is an interactive mobile-based application intended for Arabic-speaking children from 8 to 12 years of age. It is
developed using Android Studio platform which is the official platform for developing Android applications. The application is
aimed at providing the basics of programming in a simple, attractive and age-appropriate way. The child will learn programming
basics, data types, variables, and control structure using Python programming language. The application targets Arabic-speaking
children by presenting the explanations in their language to overcome the obstacle of foreign languages which may be considered
a barrier for learning. The child will learn the basics of the Python through a set of levels with different lessons and exercises and
using a simulated editor for Python. At the end of each level, the child is asked to complete a short interactive quiz in order to test
the child’s understanding for the given concepts. The application focuses on encouraging the child to go on through the levels by
showing the progress and giving encouraging feedback after each exercise and quiz passed by the child. This supports the goal
of removing the aura of complexity from programming. Once the child completes all the levels successfully, the application will
present a certificate of completion as a prize that can be saved or shared through different social applications.
Let’s Code supports the idea of fun learning by allowing a child to gain skills through enjoyable learning and applying a reward
strategy to motivate children. The application is presented in an attractive storyline in which the child is told that he is going
to travel in a trip to the space with “Labeeb” which a robot character is designed to explain the programming concepts to the
child throughout the trip. Each planet represents a level in the application and introduces one of the programming concepts. The
application will help educational institutions by providing them a tool to start teaching children programming and will provide an
opportunity through which Arab-speaking children can keep up with the development and spread of technology.
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ICU DRONE
Huda Ali , Loulwah Mubarak, Fatema Alqattan, Esra Deyab
Department of Electrical & Computer Engineering, American University of Kuwait, Kuwait
Supervised by
Dr.Seyed Ebrahim Esmaeili
ABSTRACT
Drones are unmanned vehicle, which is a mini airplane without a human that takes control of it. Drones can fly for long terms of
time with controlled speed and the height mostly remotely. The main aim that we were working on in the project is to design a
smart system that is clever but achievable at the same time, easy to control, and affordable in order to make the idea of owning in
easy for all.
The drone which is the first part is the main objective in the project’s design is to capture high quality pictures, shoots and to record
high quality videos and short clips as well for different purposes. The drone is able to move and fly from one place to another
without any effort from the user or any human intervention.
The second part is the wrist band, the band is completely designed and made by us it has the ability of moving when the user is
wearing it or being stable in its place if the user is stable as well. The wrist band is what directs the drone’s location and decides if
the drone will be moving or stable in a certain place. The drone will be connected to the wrist band via Bluetooth and that will keep
the drone updated with the movement action.
The project will capable of being used by everyone and everywhere. The system will determine cruiser location and also through
using GPS which creates a connection between the wrist band and the drone, in order to conduct the wrist band as a locator.
Bluetooth connection is 5 used also in the system to avoid the disconnection in the signals that may happen while the project is
operating.
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Automated System that Predicts Most Fitting Design
for any Living Area Based on Client Requirements.
Abdelhamid Mohamed Abdelhamid Hassan
Undergraduate student
Department of Software Engineering
The British University In Egypt (BUE), Egypt
Supervised by
Prof: Ann Nossier
ABSTRACT
In this paper, we have proposed an automated system that predicts the best design for any living area based on client requirements.
Having customized design based on client requirements is taking a lot of time because in the most cases a lot of changes maybe
happen if the design does not meet the client requirements. It takes a lot of time, so it costs more. This work will represent model
solution for this problem can minimize time and cost. The application will work using artificial neural network by giving neural
network data and train it until getting a very small percentage of error and high accuracy so at that moment model will be ready
for prediction operation the model will work according to this figure.

There some important features that must be clear for the neural network to make it works correctly the first number of neurons
in each layer and type of activation function and testing model to ensure that the error percentage not big, the accuracy of the
model is between 75%. This system was implemented using Python and it’s had accuracy more than 83.5%. So, this system will
be one of the most effective systems that help architects. So, it can be said that machine learning is playing important role in the
development of engineering fields in the last years.
Results:
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Public’s Radar: Web Based Application for
Discovering Saudis Sentiment Using Twitter
Reem Alhaqbani, Aziza Alduhaysh, Noura Alsaif, Nouf Almoqbel, Lujain Alkhunayfir
Supervised by
Ms. Arwa Altameem
King Saud University, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
ABSTRACT
Social media platforms are growing rapidly, a wide variety of rich data is expressed and spread continually via numerous social
media platforms in the form of status updates, blog posts, tweets etc. Twitter today is one of the most popular platforms where
people can freely share their opinions and feelings about various topics, it has a huge number of Arabic users who mostly post their
tweets using the Arabic language. Since we are dealing with huge number of tweets, it is too difficult for a normal user to analyze.
A key tool for making sense of these tweets is sentiment analysis.
Twitter sentiment analysis can help in knowing public’s impressions by extracting an opinion expressed in a tweet about a given
subject and categorize it into positive, negative or neutral. In order to facilitate the tweets analyzing process, we are establishing
a web-based application “Public’s Radar” that utilizes Arabic twitter posts using lexicon-based approach. Therefore, English tweets
will not be considered. Public’s Radar will give the users the ability to know about the people’s opinion, emotion or sentiment, by
searching about a subject or keyword. Also, the user will be able to see a graphical representation with the percentage that shows
how the majority feels according to a specific period chosen by the user as well as the tweets that match the user input. Since
the amount of work on the Arabic sentiment analysis has not been explored much, our project will focus on analyzing the Saudi
tweets, in order to enrich the Arabic content and develop its digital tools.
Public’s Radar may have a beneficial social impact on the public by providing a summary of Saudis opinion in order to know their
impressions and take the right decision. Additionally, it has an impact on business improvement by serving the company with
customer’s need and how they feel about the provided products or services. In case of positive feedbacks, it will motivate them to
do better. On the other hand, negative feedbacks can be helpful by turning it into opportunities to improve the business processes
and the customer’s satisfaction. Besides that, it will help the service providers by enabling them to identify what citizens think
about the institutions, the efficiency of services, infrastructures and the degree of satisfaction about special events.
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VIBES: Search Restaurant by Emotion
Meznah Alrasheed, Rand Aldhwayan, Reem Algumaizi,
Rola Aldhwayan, Shahad Bin Dakhel
Supervised by
Dr. Rana abaalkhai
King Saud University, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
ABSTRACT
In recent years, the technical progress and the information revolution have witnessed the spread of social networkingsitesandincreasedthenumber ofusersaroundtheworld,especiallyinSaudiArabia.Asaresultofthis progress,TwitterhavebecomeaplatformforexpressingthethoughtsofSaudisocietyinmanytopics.Therefore,a rich source of feelings and opinions helps in many studies and data
analysis that can be exploited in many ways, including the reflection of the feelings of Saudis towards a certain issue. With the
spread of restaurant attendance obsession,bothitsvisitorsandthepublicbenefitedfromthetwoapplications,sharingtheirviewsandimpressions. Correspondingly,wehadtoconstantlysearchforstudiesonemotionanddata analysis,eitherbyusingTwitterasa tool or
any anothertool.
However, there is still absence of studies that analyze the feelings of restaurant visitors people sometimes face problemswhentheywanttovisitarestaurantandtheyhavenoideaaboutitsambience, assomerestaurants canbe of low quality or of awful customer services. Moreover, some restaurants have negative atmosphere. This means they are incompatible with theirexpectations.
To address this issue, we take into consideration people’s emotions which they shared on Twitter use Sentiment Analysis (SA) to
analyzes online texts, and statements that describe writers’ opinions towards a particular object. The main idea of it is to extract
opinions from reviews and to evaluate their sentiments in terms of emotions such as joy, surprise, anger, or fear, to name a few,
instead of simply using the conventional positive and negative sentiment evaluation.

Asaresultofoursearchwedeveloped(VIBES)whichisanIOSapplicationusingswift language ,that presents restaurants of some cities in
the Kingdom based on the analysis of Saudis tweets and comments, taking into consideration the emoji’s used and the different
dialects in the Kingdom. As a result, the restaurants rating of visitors’attitudes towards it is positive (satisfied, relaxed, controversial).
Also, we will take into consideration negative emotion (excited, disturbed, and depressed) because these emotions will help people
to get more honest information about therestaurants.
As a result of VIBES application is to provide a user-friendly application that can be used by restaurants and customers.
Forrestaurants,Ithelpsthemtounderstandcustomers’feelingsasaresultofanalyzingemotionsthrough tweets from twitter and
improving their services to get customer satisfaction. It is also easy to find a suitable restaurant for the current feeling of the
customer and arrange restaurants based on the nearest one to the customer location.
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Road Roughness Management System
Rasha Alamri, Amal AbdulHaq, Fatimah Alrubaish, Ghada
Humaid
Supervised by
Dr. Fatema Shaikh, Dr. Nahier Aldhafeeri, Ms. Mahira Ilyas
Department of Computer information Systems, College of Computer Sciences and Information Technology
Imam Abdulrahman Bin Faisal University, Dammam, Saudi Arabia
ABSTRACT
Road management and maintenance have always been major concerns for the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia since they have serious
implications on the residents’ lives. This project is a proposed solution to a Saudi agency that is in charge of conducting the
maintenance for more than 154K km of roads, and 4.7K bridges using highly sophisticated equipment that records and stores the
roads’ data locally within it.
Currently, the transmission of collected data to the Saudi agency’s central system requires human intervention that may result
in outdated, non-real-time road status data that does not reflect the current status of the roads since the scanning process is
conducted once a year for the roads, and once every three years for the bridges.
The RRM system is composed of two complementary parts, an Android mobile application and a web-based system, each of which
contributes to a varying degree in the overall functioning of the system. The mobile application utilizes an existing third-party
mobile application that uses the sensors integrated within the smartphones to collect the vibrations data to measure the road’s
surface roughness. The collected readings are exported from the mobile phone to the agency’s centralized server. In addition,
the mobile phone assists the patrol unit drivers and maintenance teams in managing the segments assigned to them by their
managers as surveying tasks.
On the other hand, the website is where the roads’ data is analyzed and graphically represented through a map that uses different
colors to reflect the roads’ conditions according to the International Roughness Index (IRI), where the decision making takes place.
In addition to report generation feature, that allows managers from both the agency and contractor sides to generate reports
based on selected factors.
The system also provides more effective means of communication between the different actors of the system through the
notification subsystem. In addition, the system keeps a log of all the past road maintenance processes, which can later be generated
into reports that are easy to interpret and comprehend. Another feature of the system involves adding tag on the map to address
any issue on the road and submit it to the central server where the managers can view it and take actions accordingly.
Applying RRMS system will drastically reduce the time required for gathering, transmitting, and synchronizing the roughness data
of the expressways around the kingdom. Also, it will assist in automating the process of monitoring and reporting road conditions
between the Saudi agency managers and their respective contractors. Since the result of every road scan will be transmitted to
the central server and visualized on the map once the data is uploaded, to keep the readings up to date. In addition, the process of
inspecting the roads will be conducted more often which will contribute in increasing the accuracy of data, hence, a maintenance
can take place before any serious damage happens.
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An Intelligent Traffic Management System
Mahmoud Yousef Alzu’bi and Ayman Khalid Semreen
Supervised by
Dr. Nawaf Alsrehin, Dr. Ahmad Klaib, Dr. Aws Magableh
Department of Computer Information Systems, Faculty of Information Technology and Computer Science,
Yarmouk University, Irbid, Jordan
ABSTRACT
Traffic congestion is one of the most current problems in many cities, due to the large number of vehicles, limited road infrastructure,
and limitations in the current traffic management systems. Traditional traffic lights do not provide suitable solutions for traffic
congestion, particularly at peak times, which increase the financial costs and travel times.
Therefore, intelligent traffic management systems that control the movement and flow of vehicles is urgent, specifically an
intelligent traffic light system. There are many ways to manage and control traffic lights using sensors, video surveillance, vehicleto-traffic light communications and others, these ways are effective for traffic management but are expensive and require special
infrastructures.
The main purpose of this project is to develop a technique to analyze, evaluate, and enhance real-time traffic at traffic lights, which
minimize traffic congestion and travel time based on real-time traffic data. This technique uses dynamic algorithms to establish a
communication between traffic lights and controls the red-light length duration at specific region. Based on analyze a real-time
data.

Figure 1 : SUMO Irbid city map

Figure 2 : SUMO traffic light junction

To evaluate the proposed algorithm, we used the Simulation of Urban MObility (SUMO) simulation. In addition, we developed some
plug-ins in Java and Python to perform some other functions. In the experiment, we chose the Irbid city, Jordan and we chose three
different scenarios low traffic size, medium traffic size and high traffic size (i.e. 3000, 4000, and 5000 vehicles respectively) and we
used four traffic lights located at the city center as an initial experiments and we used association rules to dynamically connect
these traffic lights. Initial experiments shows that the proposed system reduces the traffic congestion and minimize the travel time.
The travel time was reduced for 60% of the vehicles, 10% of the vehicles still have the same travel time and 30% of the vehicles
have an increased travel time.
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Controlling Fish Aquatic Environment Using Sensors (CFAEUS)
Anaam Al-Ghamdi, Fatmah Al-Oudah, Wejdan Al-Ghanim
Supervised by
Dr. Asrar Al Haque
King Faisal University, Al-Ahsaa, Saudi Arabia
ABSTRACT
Fish farms are the production of fish in enclosed industrial zones to achieve economic, social and environmental objectives. Due
to increased fish consumption caused by the increase in population, fish farming projects have gained special importance in many
parts of the world.
In the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, fish farms have been established in several areas such as Al-Layth, Jazan and other places. Because
Al Ahsa is one of the largest areas in Saudi Arabia having ample underground water, the implementation of fish farming in Al Ahsa
will have a good economic return in the Eastern Region of Saudi Arabia.
The Fish Research Center of King Faisal University, located at Al Ahsa which is exploring ways to increase fish production in the
region, is yet to adopt modern technology. In this project, named “Controlling Fish Aquatic Environment Using Sensors” (CFAEUS),
we make a survey of state of art technology, identify possible features and design a system aiming to provide a suitable environment
for fish farming through water monitoring by using microcontroller.
The central goal of the project is to control the light intensity, to measure and maintain water temperature based on
recommendations of concerned experts, and to feed the fish in semi-automatic manner. In CFAEUS human interaction with fish
tanks is reduced significantly. CFAEUS has a web interface that is capable to control multiple Arduino microcontrollers through
using Wi-Fi. The following figure shows hardware layout of the system.

The prototype of the system

The hardware of the system consists of three parts. The first part is the water temperature sensor which senses the tank’s water
temperature. Based on the temperature, the heater or the fan is turned on to warm up or to cool down the water. Additionally,
filter is used to provide oxygen for the fishes and to circulate the water in the tank. The second part of the hardware is the LED light
which operates for a specific time to imitate the sunlight of various seasons.
The last part is the automatic fish feeder which feeds the fish based on their daily need. When deployed, the proposed system
will improve the fish farming in several aspects including reducing the annual costs of the fish research center and increase fish
production. Thus, it can provide a huge financial return to the fish research and farming.
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Lost and Found System in Hajj Season
Bashayr alnefaie, Bayan almutawa
Supervised by
Dr. Eng. Wafaa Shalash & Dr. Felwa Abu Khodair
king abdulaziz university, Jeddah, Saudi Arabia
ABSTRACT
Losing personal belongings is one of the most frequent problems facing pilgrims during Hajj season. With the overcrowding, the
pilgrim may lose his child or may lose some of his personal properties such as: bag, wallet, mobile phone ...etc. The total number of
lost received by the Ministry of Hajj and Umrah is difficult to manage. Our proposed solution is connecting every pilgrim with his/
her children and properties to be easy to find by using QR codes.
And we take into consideration the following: Reduce the central pressure on the Ministry of Hajj and Umrah by delegating Hajj
campaigns to manage losses directly, make the pilgrims part of the solution and not part of the problem by helping each other’s
and reducing the usage of the internet connection by send SMS messages to the pilgrims, Support native’s pilgrims’ languages
in the SMS messages and Enabling all pilgrims to get benefit from the application even if they don’t have a smart phone. The
proposed system consists mainly of two parts. The first one is a website on the Founder side and the second is offline mobile
application. The campaign company will print these QR codes for the pilgrims, the pilgrim will put a QR code on his/her items.
If the pilgrim lost one of his items. The mobile application will help to make finding items process more quickly by scanning a
unique QR codes for each pilgrim. the founder will retrieve the pilgrim’s campaign information (name, phone numbers and location
) and the lost and found centers locations. after the item received to the campaign they will scan the code by their accounts in the
application the pilgrim information will appear then they will send SMS message to the owner with his/her native language but
if the item received to the lost and found center they will scan the codes through their accounts in the application and campaign
company information will appear then they will send alarm to the pilgrim’s campaign company to tell them about their pilgrim’s
items.
The system tries to reduce the amount of data and increase the speed of system transaction through the internet by just loading
campaign company’s data on the application while the pilgrim’s data keeping locally on the campaign companies’ accounts .
Figure 1 shows the system high level architecture.

Figure 1 System high level architecture
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PCS: Portable Car Shade
Abrar Al-Khaldi, Mariam Al-Qemlas, Noura Al-Faresi
Supervised by
Dr. Seyed Esmaeili
Department of Electrical & Computer Engineering, American University of Kuwait, Kuwait
ABSTRACT
Cars are necessary in people lives, and they must be protected from various weather factors such as heat, rain, and sand storms.
However, when people drive to places and want to park, they always seek for shaded parking lots to prevent heat and sunlight, or
search for multi floored parking. Unfortunately, not all the places people go to have these features, they only have parking yards
with no shades. By parking vehicles in such places will be more vulnerable to various weather conditions which will affect cars
negatively. As a result, car paint, interior components and decoration will be damaged, and this will make people pay more money
to fix the damages occurred due to unshaded parking lots.
Through the proposed project, we seek to provide a portable smart car shade that provides the required protection of the car that
are known and available in the rest of the umbrellas. Since it is a portable car shade, this means that it will be attached on the car
when parking at unshaded parking lots. Nevertheless, what distinguishes this car umbrella is that it has two ways of usage, by
phone application and by remote controller. The phone application is used to turn on and off the umbrella, and it has a security
system consists of an alarm, and sensors. This system will notify the user in case of theft, or if he or she forgot to close and detach
the shade. Moving on the sensors which will monitor the weather while the car is parked and measure the temperature on the
surface of vehicles. Moreover, through these sensors the car shade will be controlled automatically when opening and closing.
Another feature is the car shade has two ways of power, by PV cells attached on the shade that will be used as a backup power
system, and traditional charging battery.
Moving on the components and the hardware part, Arduino UNO is used for this project because it has analogue inputs
and digital input/out ports. For the Bluetooth module, the system only needs communication from one side we so we
choose the module HC-06. For the temperature sensor, TMP36 is used because it will work with the chosen controller. For
the motion sensor which is used to detect the movement of the umbrella in case of theft, the SparkFun 9Dof sensor stick.
Additionally, DC motor of one minute 90 rpm is used to open and close the car shade. However, for the software part we
used C++ language to write the code of the PCS, with using the Arduino as the controller base, for controlling motors and
sensors. Moreover, the MIT inventor web app was used to create the phone application using the blocks format coding.

The PCS Attached on the Car
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Easy Recharge: A Smart Prepaid Connection Assistant
Henok Hayelom, Meron Tedros, and Sium Weldemichael
College of Technological Innovation,
Zayed University, Abu Dhabi, U.A.E.
M80007274@zu.ac.ae M80007277@zu.ac.ae
M80007282@zu.ac.ae
ABSTRACT
Easy Recharge is a smart prepaid connection assistant that enables users to recharge their mobile phones without entering the
numbers from recharge coupons. Easy Recharge provides customers with various services such as checking prepaid balances,
transferring money, tracking data usage, using reverse billing, checking offers and deals, and easily recharging. The main idea
behind this application is to improve the way we recharge prepaid balances. This application is unique in that it uses the phone
camera to scan the recharge coupons and tops up the account balance.
The process of recharging prepaid connections can sometimes be cumbersome for the elderly. Besides, users might make mistakes
when recharging balances. The goal of Easy Recharge is to exploit the idea behind Optical Character Recognition (OCR) technology
to improve the outdated way of recharging mobile bills from coupons. This technology is designed to recognize optical characters
from images. Easy Recharge is the best virtual assistant that reads recharge coupons for the users.
This application looks into the pixels that make up an image and determines if the dots represent a particular letter or number. This
technology stores the scanned characters as a bit-mapped file in TIF format. And Easy Recharge uses a modified version of the OCR
technology to read the characters from the printed scratch coupon and dial with those numbers to recharge the balance.

Figure 1. Recharging methodology

As seen in Figure 1, the application has various interfaces. The general process of recharging involves scanning the recharge coupon
either from camera or gallery, cropping the image, and completing the recharging action by using the default phone application.
This describes the process of recharging mobile bills; however, Easy recharge also provides users with the opportunity of checking
prepaid balances, transferring money, tracking data usage, using reverse billing, and checking various offers and deals.
Similar applications provide users with a system of recharging mobile bills by typing numbers from scratch cards. Even though
they are helpful for users who do not know the code to recharge mobile bills, they still make errors as the users have to enter the
numbers manually.
In some cases, users may even experience denial of service as a result of typo-errors made while entering the numbers. In contrast,
Easy Recharge saves time and is error free, user friendly, and uncomplicated.
Easy Recharge is currently functioning only with Etisalat services; however, it is in process of being included in other network
providers in the U.A.E. and around the world.
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BALANCE
Fahad Al-Suwailem, Fatima Al-Sahlawi, Heba Abushalfa and Saoud Thani
Department of Engineering American University of Kuwait, Kuwait
Supervised by:
Dr. Sayed Esmaeili
ABSTRACT
We started this project with a goal of creating a device that will help the society and will be commercially beneficial. So, we came
up with the idea of creating a self- stabilizing bed for ambulance cars to make sure that the patient carried will not feel any obstacle
on the road.
But while we were searching for similar projects we noticed that if we create a self-stabilizing platform for the car it would be more
efficient and commercially more convenient.
This project can prevent injuries patients face while being transported by an ambulance. Also there are other uses for the platform
as it can be used in shipment cars to prevent any damages, disability cars for safer rides and other transportation tools.

As a result of our study and research we agreed that the best way to tackle these problems is by creating a self-stabilizing platform
that will be on transportation vehicles.
It will react to the movement of the car and reduce the impact of movement by 30-40%. By adding 4 servomotors under the
platform we stabilized the platform in two axes.
Working on the platform instead of the bed is more convenient and commercial profitable. We will achieve our goal with minimal
effects on the car weight since it will affect fuel consumption and car cost.
While searching for similar projects we could not find any product that meet our goals. The ones we found similar were expensive
and were not targeting our consumers. As for the results, the project is still being tested and the final result will be shown at the
live demo with optimal efficiency.
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Automated Supervision for Dental College Students
Raghad A. Almulla, Arwa M. Alghamdi, Rana A. Alqahtani,
Fatimah A. Alqarni, Eman A. Almubarak
Supervised by
Dr. Yasser A. Bamarouf, Ms. Ruba M. Alsalah, Dr. Samiha Brahimi, Ms. Gomathi Krishnasamy
Department of Computer Information Systems, College of Computer Science & Information Technology
2College of Dentistry, Imam Abdulrahman Bin Faisal University, P. O. Box 1982, Dammam 31441. Saudi Arabia.
ABSTRACT
Currently, the importance of using technology in healthcare has been increased to improve work productivity since it saves time,
effort and cost. A mobile application that facilities communication between students and supervisors of College of Dentistry (COD)
at Imam Abdulrahman bin Faisal University (IAU) has been developed. It allows the students to send notifications to the supervisor
asking for intervention while working in the clinic. The application functionalities include assigning supervisor-student course,
group communication between the students and their supervisors and producing reports about emergency cases. The group
communication is provided using live chat with limited characters between students and their supervisor. The students can send
requests to their supervisors. These requests could be asking for consultation, need of urgent emergency treatment, or exam. Then,
the supervisor receives notifications about the requests and prioritizes them based on their importance.
This application solves the problem associated with unavailability of the supervisor and the students at one place. Thus, the
problem causes loss of time and effort of the student While seeking simple consultation from their supervisor about the work
leading to loss of time of the patient as well. In fact, some cases, the student cannot call the supervisor immediately if he/she has
an emergency or would like to perform an exam.
What makes this mobile application different from other existing applications is that although it is developed and designed
specifically for COD requirements to provide better services but can easily accommodate other dental colleges. In addition, this
application is the only application that acts as a communication means and links COD students and supervisors together. In this
application, the students and supervisor need to assign their courses to create group notification every time the clinical session
begins and then they can send a notification.
The application is deployed with the most suitable technologies such as QR Code that helps the student to faster check-in and checkout from the clinic. Moreover, a real-time database is used to provide a rapid response for group communication. Furthermore,
angular server is used due to complex server support required for group communication, two-way data binding and promote the
application usability. Figure 1 below represents the change proposed by this mobile application.

Figure 1: The change proposed by the supervision mobile application

As a result, the solution provides interactive communication medium that provides a relatively high degree of flexibility for
supervisors and students. Supervisors manage and organize the students’ sequence in an appropriate manner which facilitates the
supervision process. In the other hand, students can easily request for consultation, specify the importance level of the consultation
and track their sequence number.
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SaudiSim - A Microscopic Traffic Simulator
Maha Al-Duhaim, Sarah Al-Hussan, Mnira Al-Haid, Haifa Abdullah, Rawan Al-Dhayshi
Supervised by
Dr. Najla Al-Nabhan
King Saud University, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
ABSTRACT
Simulation is a powerful tool for improving, evaluating and analyzing the performance of new and existing systems. Traffic
simulators are important tools for studying transportation systems as they describe the evolution of traffic to the highest level
of detail. In many areas and cities of Saudi Arabia, crowd and traffic management represents a major challenge as a result of
expansion in traffic demands and increasing number of incidents. Unfortunately, employing simulation to provide effective traffic
management for local scenarios in Saudi Arabia is limited to a number of commercial products in both public and private sectors.
Commercial simulators are usually expensive, closed-source and inflexible as they allow limited functionalities.
Developing a traffic simulator to simulate the behavior of local drivers and the real traffic scenarios in some local areas of Saudi
Arabia is important to address national traffic challenges. It allows extended analysis of traffic issues, manipulation of parameters,
and efficient customization of the congestion and traffic scenarios. In this project, we aim at developing a local traffic simulator
“SaudiSim” for traffic modeling, planning and analysis with respect to different traffic control strategies and considerations. It
emulates and models a real traffic scenario for a confined geographical area. It uses and models’ information specified by
geographic information system (GIS) files and real traffic data to analyze the traffic in a confined area. Furthermore, our experiments
are designed to manipulate simulation parameters and employ driver’s behavior with some possible changes to the underlying
area to find the best results that improve traffic. As a case study, we selected King Saud University Girls Campus as one of the most
important, developing and challenging areas in the city. We drew the map manually to preserve resolution to the highest level of
details.

Figure 1 GIS map of King Saud University

Figure 2 Representation of the simulated area in SaudiSim
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Human Action Recognition using RNN and LSTM
Nourhan Omar
Supervised by
Dr. Walid Hussein
British University in Egypt, Cairo, Egypt
ABSTRACT

Human action recognition had become vastly researched topic for its importance in visual surveillance, video retrieval,
entertainment, human-robot interaction and autonomous driving vehicles [1]. In the past, many researches have been made for
recognizing actions from RGB videos, but they had drawbacks regarding illumination changes, background noise and differences
in view-point [2].
Recently, with the emergence of structured-light color-depth sensing technology such as Microsoft Kinect, interest increased in
obtaining depth data which led to the retrieval of 3D skeletal representations. Moreover, Kinect v2 SDK can track up to 25 joints
from depth images captured by Kinect v2 camera. Even though the majority of past researches had used hand-crafted features for
human representation, but they are sensitive regarding parameter values as it could drastically affect the performance. Recently,
scientists had been using deep learning and neural networks for human action recognition such as Recurrent Neural Network
(RNN) and Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM).
In this research, Bidirectional RNN with LSTM cells are used for human action recognition is achieving an accuracy percentage
of 85% for the dataset CMU Mocap. CMU Motion captured dataset is the largest publicly available motion capture dataset and
contains 2235 sequences [3].
REFERENCE:
[1] Y. Kong and Y. Fu. “Human action recognition and prediction: a survey,” Journal of LATEX class files, vol.13, no.9, 2018
[2] R. Vemulapalli, F. Arrate and R. Chellappa. “Human Action Recognition by Representing 3D Skeletons as Points in a Lie Group,” 2014
IEEE Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition, Columbus, OH, 2014, pp. 588-595. doi: 10.1109/CVPR.2014.82
[3] W. Zhu et al. “Co-occurrence feature learning for skeleton based action recognition using regularized deep LSTM networks,” in
Proceedings of the thirtieth AAAI Conference on Artificial Intelligence, 2016, pp. 1–7.
[4] A. Graves. Supervised sequence labelling with recurrent neural networks, volume 385. Springer, 2012.

Figure 1. structure of LSTM [4].
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Crowd Management System
Lojain Aldossari, Sara Alomar, Shatha Almoqbel
Supervised by
Ms.Mona Alawadh
Al Imam Muhammad Ibn Saud Islamic University
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
ABSTRACT
Due to the development of technology and its spread, it has become necessary to be used in the organization of crowds. Using of
traditional methods in terms of crowd managing is wasted important resources such as: human, equipment…etc.. In the matter of
population increased in Saudi Arabia and the mega projects according to 2030 vision, such as metro stations, crowd management
in Hajj season in Mecca, and other projects which are interested in exhibitions and conferences, there is a need of well automated
systems that regulate and block congestion, and support proactive decisions provided by management.
Crowd Management System is an Infrared (IR) Sensors based system. The sensors positioned at the entry and exit gate to count
people, and make visitors aware of the state of the place by displaying alert messages on the screen. There are three types of
messages: Available, near to full, and full. . In the full case, the system prevents entry to maintain the safety of people. However, this
system enables organizations to manage crowds in an easy and automatic manner without human intervention. It preserves the
safety of people by preventing overcrowding inside the place through alert messages and closing the door. In addition, this system
helps the administration to make the necessary decisions for optimal management. It allows the managers and administrators to
make proactive decisions based on processing visitors’ data in the DB by identifying an essential information such as visitors’ peak
dates and times within specific periods.
Furthermore, the system notifies the administrator/manager whether the place is nearly to fill in order to take the appropriate
actions in terms of resources management.
Crowd Management System enables managers and administrators in institutions, to organize and control events and venues of
the mass gathering. Also, the system supports decisions for effective and efficient crowd management with maximum resources’
benefits.

Figure 1 Architecture design
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MedEx: E-Medication Prescription/Refill Management System
Aseel Almohimeed, Deema Alrajeh, Lamia Alsalloom, Reem Aldughaither, Sara Alduhaim
Supervised by
L. Noura Alzamel
King Saud University, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
ABSTRACT
We are living in an era of advanced technology, where every part of our daily lives is influenced by the fruits of technology. Yet,
patients continue to suffer whenever prescription dispensing is needed. They usually find themselves waiting for long periods
of time to get their prescribed medications after any appointment. This dilemma continues when refills are needed regularly,
especially for elderly and patients with chronic diseases. Therefore, we intend to aid in the service of patients by bringing in an
E-prescribing and dispensing medication system called MedEx that allows the patients to order their prescriptions and medications,
purchase them online using Apple Pay or PayPal and have them delivered quickly to their home door on time.
MedEx is developed as an iOS mobile application and a web-based application that supports English language. MedEx work as
a channel between the patient, physician and the pharmacist. Physicians and pharmacists use MedEx web-based application to
write medical prescriptions and approve placed orders respectively. Furthermore, patients will use the iOS mobile application to
view their prescriptions, place refill orders, make online payments by specifying either Apple Pay or PayPal, request a delivery, set
reminders and track order status. Additionally, an Admin plays the role of adding delivery drivers and managing their accounts, the
delivery driver can view their assigned order and manage its delivery status. MedEx was developed using Swift4 language for the
iOS application, HTML, Javascript and CSS languages were used for the web-based application and Firebase real-time database.
Implementing this solution is particularly challenging as providing a service of ordering prescriptions and delivering medications
is relatively new in Saudi Arabia. MedEx was originally developed to be integrated into an existing HIS that way MedEx would
be convenient and would save a lot of time and effort for both physicians and pharmacists. However, most HIS’s are proprietary
systems, meaning that they are not open sourced and a license is needed to access their APIs, unless we signed with a client which
was unavailable for us. Therefore, we decided to peruse the integration later as future work, figure 1 shows the context diagram
of MedEx.
Although many big hospitals such as Dr. Sulaiman Al Habib Hospital, King Faisal Hospital, and others developed their own
applications, these applications support a variety of features such as appointment tracking, obtaining lab results and many more.
However, the majority of the features are only useful if the patient was inside the premises of the hospital. MedEx steps in to
bridge this gap by allowing the patient to request the delivery of their prescription at the comfort of their home, and the ability
to purchase them using modern online payment methods. MedEx also sets reminders automatically for patients with chronic
diseases which require their prescriptions to be refilled. MedEx enables the patient to track their order status and set their own
reminders if they wish.

Figure 1 Context Diagram for MedEx System
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A Cloud-based Internet of Elevators
Sara Mohammed Aljadani, Shahd Mohammed Almotairy,
Saja Saeed Ghaleb and Lama Al Khuzayem
King Abdulaziz University, Jeddah, Saudi Arabia
ABSTRACT
The number of high-rise buildings and skyscrapers has increased dramatically over the past recent years, due to the significant growth of number of people living in cities nowadays. With this rapid urbanization, the demand for elevators has also increased, and the safety of elevators
has become a crucial issue.
The main current safety problem with elevators is that in case of breakdown or when people are trapped, the method of reporting these incidents is performed manually and usually takes time. With smart cities becoming a rapidly evolving research area, researchers and industry
alike have considered investigating the safety control system of elevators through exploiting the Internet of Things (IoT).
Most state-of-the-art work in this area suggest that it is necessary to send fault notifications for early elevator breakdown detection. Developing notice of breakdowns in a timely manner, will not only reduce the downtime and save money, but will also allow preventive maintenance
of the elevator.
Thus, our project proposes Elevint, a cloud-based remote elevator condition monitoring system that comprises a mobile application. Our
system aims at enabling faster repairs, preventing catastrophic breakdowns, and assisting in fault diagnosis. Specifically, Elevint provides
real-time monitoring of elevator operating conditions, such as vibration, temperature, weight, light and movement including others, through
fixed sensors connected to an Arduino microcontroller.
The data collected from sensors is then transferred via Wi-Fi to the cloud, where faults are detected by applying rules that compare the current
conditions with severity levels determined by an expert. For example, if the temperature exceeds 50 degrees Celsius in the engine room, this
indicates a possible failure in the elevator engine.
Therefore, notifications are sent to elevator owners and maintenance companies to speed-up the process of reporting a breakdown and to
reduce the downtime of elevators.
The Android-based mobile application, which is developed using Basic4Android (a.k.a. B4A), connects elevator owners with maintenance
companies and technicians, in which messages can be exchanged between them, as well as other tasks can be performed, such as scheduling
periodic maintenance and viewing maintenance history.
The main feature of the mobile-application is that it enables all three users to monitor the status of the elevator in real-time i.e., the elevator’s
current floor, the temperature, the vibration, among others. The data gathered from the sensors is sent to the FireBase real time cloud-hosted database, through which it gets sent to the mobile application.
The mobile application is set-up to show updated sensor data at 25 seconds intervals. Using a cloud-based architecture provides a quicker
maintenance service, as the maintenance team can access the elevator data online and analyse it to find out the likely nature of the fault.
Testing our system on an elevator model shows promising results and we intend to test it on real hydraulic elevators to verify its applicability
in practice.
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Renewable Night Solar Cocker
Abdulrahman Al-Ajmi, Yousef Al-Rasheedi, Dr. Detlef Hummes, Dr. Amjad Hussain
Department of Electrical & Computer Engineering,
American University of Kuwait, Kuwait
ABSTRACT
Developing countries like Africa have huge areas without electricity supply or
natural oil and gas resources. They are strongly pending on wood to prepare
the daily food. Several papers were published which described the use of solar
cocker using the natural sun radiation, which is available most of the time. But
the main food for the family is provided during the evening time, when the whole
family is together, but there is no sun radiation. This caused still using of wood
and very often women have to walk long distances, because burning material is
rare or even expensive. In this paper a renewable solution given by solar cooker
is described which is storing the highly sun radiation during the day to provide a
strong heat source during the evening diner time.

Fig:1 Principle of the design

The set up used for the project is similar to the heat storage used in CSP Power
plants, where the heat is stored during the day by using molted salt. But the
additional parameter of this project was given by low costs, robust and modular
design, safety operation and low maintenance costs. The principle setup of the
used design is shown in figure 1. The requirement of the first design was to create
enough heat for cooking after storing the energy during a radiation time of 2
hours.

In a first design a parabolic sun collector of 2 m2 was chosen, which is cheap available on the market. For the calculation of the
temperature an average sun radiation of 310 W/m2 was assumed, which is available in the Sub-Sahara of South Africa.
The heat storage of the first prototype had a dimension of 0.18 m (height) and 0.11 m (radius). As a storage medium mineral oil
with a heat storage cp = 1.999 kJ/kgK was chosen, which is available in nearly all countries world wide. To reduce the heat losses by
radiation the tank was isolated by
The measurements were taken during the November 2018 in Kuwait,
Salmiya. It has to be mentioned, that the urban temperature at this
time is less than 25 degree and the Kuwait atmosphere is highly
contaminated by dust, which will create only diffuse sun radiation.
The results are shown in figure 3. The software technologies used
to implement the proposed solution include Apache Web Server,
MySQL, and PHP. The mobile application is developed to run on the
BlackBerry smartphone, but we plan to make the application available
for other mobile devices.
In order to make an application such as the one we have presented
here commercially viable, we need to design a business model. Our
business model is simple: vendors must pay a fee in order to advertise
their offers, and users will be able to browse and search for such offers
free of charge.

Fig: 2 heat storage under consideration of 310 W/m2 radiation
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Conlang: Mobile Application for Translation Services
Alhanouf Aldawood, Wasan Hayan, Asmaa Mostafa,
Sara Alghannami, Sultana Abdulaziz
Supervised by
L. Wea’am Alrashed
King Saud University, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
ABSTRACT
Translating documents is an important service that people need in various fields. This service is still performed where the customer
needs to go to the translation offices to complete such a task.
Nowadays, there are applications that support machine translation. However, these machines are unable to understand the deeper
meaning that words have, it is only able to translate word-to-word.
Unlike human translators who are able to translate he feelings being expressed and understand the meaning of words in different
cultures.
Finding a mobile application that provides the users with the ability to search for a suitable translator and upload their documents
to translate them with a click of a button seems to be limited.
Therefore, “Conlang” application was proposed were it is specialized in translating documents where it connects translators with
individuals and offers one-touch translation service in a timely manner.
“Conlang” application provides the customer with the ability to upload documents and search for the available trusted translation
offices or freelancers who will be able to translate his/her document. Moreover, both translation offices and freelancers are able to
register and send offers for translating the documents of the customer.
Also, the customer will be able to accept or reject these offers and pay online for the translation service. Furthermore, “Conlang”
will show the customer the time required to complete the translation request and how the uploaded document is progressing.
It also provides important updates such as notifying the customer about the status of the translated document (he document has
been received, the translation is in progress, document completed, and document ready for pickup).
On the other hand, Translators will be notified when new requests are imitated by customers and can accept or reject these
requests. Customers and translators will be able to report any issue through the “Conlang” application to improve the delivered
services.
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Detector Robot
Simultaneous Localization and Mapping Systems
for an Autonomous Robotic Platform
Amnah Alsulami, Haneen Aljoofi, Tagreed Saleh, Mariam Alsubhi
Supervised by:
Dr. Sara Yousef
King Abdulaziz University, Jeddah, Saudi Arabia
ABSTRACT
Maintaining agricultural fields is characterized with high cost and sometimes high risk for farmers. Although technology has
facilitated most areas of life, it has not changed much in this scope. One reason that new strategies and advances are going into
this scope is a hole among researchers and farmers where agriculturists are regularly unfit to express their prerequisites while
researchers don’t comprehend the issues.
Our project targets the agricultural sector with reducing the problem of excessive usage of pesticides, and relieving farmers from
tedious and time-consuming work by programming a robot that is capable of performing simultaneous localization and mapping
(SLAM), allowing exploring, detecting, and identifying the injurious plants using laser scan of camera sensor. The robot can be
easily controlled through a simple and user-friendly interface. The farmer uses the mobile app to run the robot.
Once the robot is powered on, it creates a map of the environment in which it operates, uses its sensors to extract the information,
builds the map and simultaneously stores the plants’ locations in its data base.
The robot uses SLAM technology for navigation.
When the robot reaches the plant, it uses its camera to take a picture of it. Then, it compares the image with the disease images
that are stored in its database using image processing technology.
When the robot checks all the plants, it returns the search result into the mobile app.
The farmer can see the result that has reached the mobile application. If the result is negative (the plant is infected) he can make
the robot solve the problem by spraying the plant.
We faced many obstacles due to our lack of experience in the robotics field. It was very challenging to control a robot using the
ROS due to our limited knowledge. Thus, we had to learn the ROS and the Python language completely on our own. It was a long
process for us because of the obstacles that we had to overcome and the time that we spent learning about the robotics field.
Moreover, using image processing to detect plants with disease has proven to be tough, but we were sure to successfully attain
it. Finally, it felt demanding to seamlessly control a real robot using a mobile application, yet we unquestionably executed it well
and we were able to overcome the challenges thanks to our supervisor for her patient guidance. Her willingness to give her time
so generously has been very much appreciated.

Figure 1 architectural diagram
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Diabo: A Game Based Application for
Children with Chronic Disease (Diabetes)
Asma AlReshoud, Rnad AlElaiwai, Shahad AlMuhaizi, Muneera AlDaoud, Mashael AlArifi
Supervised by
L. Nora Al Arfaj
436200022@student.ksu.edu.sa, 436201042@student.ksu.edu.sa, 436201525@student.ksu.edu.sa,
436200732@student.ksu.edu.sa, 436201311@student.ksu.edu.sa, naalarfaj@KSU.EDU.SA
King Saud University, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
ABSTRACT
Diabetes is a chronic disease that affects a large number of people around the world, especially children. The nature of diabetes
requires persistent appointments, follow-ups, and a strict intensive medication plan that becomes part of the patient’s lifestyle.
Children with diabetes are not usually motivated enough to go to their frequent doctor’s appointments and keep track of taking
their prescribed medications. Moreover, most of the diabetic children’s guardians suffer from convincing their children to keep up
with their strict lifestyle.
One way to make the management of diabetes less stressful and more enjoyable to the children is to introduce “Diabo”: an
innovative game-based application that aims to motivate children to attend their appointments, commit to the medications plan
and tolerate the glucose test.
“Diabo” is developed for iOS platform, which serves a large number of the targeted users -children with diabetes aged from 6 to 12
years old-, based on a survey conducted by the team. The application is concerned with three main aspects that are considered the
main pain points in the diabetes lifestyle, which are glucose test, medication intake and appointments.
The mentioned aspects are embedded in “Diabo” with a motivating and rewarding environment. The concept of the game is to
link the actual daily diabetic activities that the child performs in the real world with the virtual reward in the game application.
To achieve that, “Diabo” was developed using cutting-edge technologies such as image detection and AR (Augmented Reality).
The application is designed as a journey with a number of quests that the child has to complete in order to win or be rewarded.
For instance, the child will be asked to perform a quest after he/she conducts the glucose test or takes the medication in order to
unlock special games or receive a reward.
For each appointment visit, the child will be asked to look for and scan a specific image in the hospital that is provided to the
health care physician or the guardian in order to unlock the special AR games that will be available only for 24 hours after the
appointment. Those images are sent to the guardian after registering in the application. Moreover, the application includes many
features geared towards motivating children to keep up with the diabetic lifestyle, such as:
A built-in logger, allowing a guardian to enter the appointments and medications to customize the game based on the child’s
unique medication plan.
A tracker for medication intake, tests and upcoming appointments.
A reward when a child fully commits to his/her medication, appointments and tests.
A set of different characters that the child can select from.
An accelerator store to customize the character.
A set of different mini-games that are unlocked for a specified duration and limited to five power points per day, to reduce the
gaming addiction factor and introduce a sense of challenge and reward.
In conclusion, the aim of “Diabo” application is to effectively motivate children with diabetes to commit to their diabetic routine
in a fun and contained manner, to keep them engaged while preventing the gaming side effects such as extensive playing or
addiction from occurring.
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Vision of Dots – Assistive Tool for Arab Blind
Jawaher Alzahrani, Reem Aldosari, Baria Abu-Gararah, Tahani Alotaibi
Supervised by
Dr. Miada Almasre
King Abdul-Aziz University, Jeddah, Saudi Arabia
ABSTRACT
According to the world health organization 2017 statistics, there are 253 million blind and visually- impaired people in the world
who rely on Braille alphabetic writing system for reading and learning. Braille is an alphabetic writing system for blind and visually
impaired people, in which alphabetic characters and letters are presented by a pattern of raised dots for the purpose of reading
and writing. The blind person can read the raised dots by moving the hand from left to right along each line. Usually, both hands
are involved in the reading process and using the index fingers by the blind or visual impaired person. There are many difficulties
that blind people face in their lives, especially when it comes to learning and reading. One of the learning difficulties that they face
is with their special devices, for example, “Braille translator to translate e-book into braille” has many issues like the need for an
electronic version of the books, exaggerated devices prices, and it does not support the Arabic language. Most of the time there is a
scarcity in braille printed books because they need volunteers and interpreters to write hard copies of the books in a Word program
be translated using special printers. These problems prevent many blind and visually impaired students from getting admission
to any educational field. Even in the case of them receiving an admission offer, the seats are limited to a small number of students,
for instance, King Abdulaziz University (KAU) has around 50 blind students who enrolled to the academic year 2019. Therefore,
technological development and research are crucial to helping the visually impaired and blind students in receiving many new
educational services that could increase the number of students’ admitted in scientific colleges, which could also help in providing
them with the ability to read any material they need.
The project aim is to help the blind or visually impaired user to read any text without the help of anyone and gain independence
in the reading process, reducing the time and effort to translating into braille, and have the ability to convert any text an audio
recording.

The Vision of Dots (VOD) solution contains two parts software and hardware, the hardware part about a device of Mega Arduino
connected with an engine (Servo) tied to long sticks and the head of these sticks represent the braille dots. The software part is
a mobile application for Android users to help the student to take a picture using the camera. The Optical Character Recognition
(OCR) to extract the text from the picture. After that, the student can choose between hear the text (Arabic google speech) or read
it by the braille dots device which has been mentioned in previous part. The software part and the hardware part connect with
each other using Bluetooth. Moreover, the project deliverables will consist of three elements, which are: A poster or research paper,
a mobile application contains Arabic OCR also controls a Mega Arduino that translates Braille language in real-time and speech
translation in Arabic. The OCR has been tested by 4 programmers on a different size, font, background, from where take the image
and which OCR mode is used to by translate.
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Location-based Augmented Reality Application for
King Abdul-Aziz Airport
Azizah Aseer Al-Bargi, Alanoud Saud Al-Ghamdi, Ghidaa Mohammed Baeshen
Supervised by
Dr. Saoucene Mahfoudh
King Abdul-Aziz University, Jeddah, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
ABSTRACT
King Abdul-Aziz Airport is one of the largest and most important airports in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. Where it supports
internal and external flight. The new capacity of the new airport will reach 80 million travelers a year. The terminal includes 46 flight
gates, connected to 96 bridges to reach the aircraft. The area of the new airport is about 670000 square meters. This large area
may be the cause of traveler’s problems in guidance and access to facilities. In fact, it will be difficult for the travelers to remember
all the places for example finding the way to the gate, finding where to drop off their luggage, or finding facilities as restaurants,
toilets, ticketing places, etc. Moreover, some travelers may have difficulty to understanding some signs to reach their destination.
The application is intended to create an interactive environment using Augmented Reality technology that will improve the
navigation in the new airport. Which is an application that display pointers on the places identified on the live view to guide the
travelers until reaching their destination. It will facilitate and help travelers to reach the required places quickly and easily by using
the augmented reality technology.

Figure 1: High Level diagram of the proposed solution

Augmented Reality is an interactive experience of a real-world environment, the objects that reside in the real world are
“augmented” by computer-generated perceptual information. The use of this technique will attract users because they use an
interactive application that integrates reality with enhanced objects to deliver them to their destination. The Solution effectiveness
of the application enables travelers to find their destination using a new and effective technology available in their mobile phones
and in the internal airport environment this will keep time and effort of the travelers so that they can’t miss their trips and can
benefit from all the services (restaurants, banks, portals, mosques) available at the airport.
The program was built by using the unity program where we linked it with GPS, as mentioned previously, due to the large space,
some of facilities appear in the GPS map. So, the program takes the current location of the user and directs it to the desired location
stored by showing the virtual objects as the indicative indicators between the two locations (current and destination).
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PharmacyPlus: An Intelligent Medicine Inventory System
Bashair Al-Dossari, Amlak Al - Mutairi
Supervised by
Dr. Lulwah AlSuwaidan
Imam Muhammad Ibn Saud Islamic University, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
ABSTRACT
The emerging of Internet of Things technologies have a significant impact on different domains. The medical industry is one of the
important domains that can benefit from this technology.
Managing medicine stocks can utilize the IoT technology by adopting a remote monitoring system that coordinates all necessary
functions for overseeing the autonomous operations. In this project, we develop an intelligent medicine inventory system named
Pharmacyplus that monitors and controls the medicine stocks in pharmacies and medicine inventories. The system capable to
check the stocks by using sensors available in the pharmacies and the medicine stocks as well.
The sensors have different roles; they can check the location temperature, humidity, and stock. The system updates the status of
stock through the communication between sensing devices which notifies either the pharmacist or the suppliers to overcome the
issue such as requesting a new stock to the required pharmacy.
In addition, the system able to sense the temperature if it is below the required one, it will immediately notify the pharmacist and
the supplier to change the medicine location. The monitoring system receives, stores and analyzes information received from both
pharmacy and inventories. It has different dashboards depending on user’s role; inventory administrator for example can view the
status of different pharmacies and check each medicine status.
Moreover, PharmcyPlus allow patients to check the availability of medicine for each pharmacy and can also check each medicine
expiration date. The used methodology to implement the project was by integrating Arduino device with web application to
visualize the information, in addition, the use of several sensors to measure the heat, humidity and stocks (via ultrasonic sensor) to
transmit required information between the sensors and Arduino device.
This system facilitates the process of managing the pharmacy medicine stocks and can be of high benefit in minimizing the cost
and load for medicine suppliers. What important to note is that the model of this system can be adopted to other domains that
provide supplemental products and looking to monitor their stocks.
The results showed that the users (patient, supplier and pharmacist) will be able to use the system to perform several operations
and perform important decisions based on these operations, in which the initial statistics showed that there will be a considerable
reduction in out of stock situations in pharmacies increasing the customer satisfaction, in addition, increase medicine’s quality
through maintaining the humidity and location temperature to the standard values.
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Real Time Object Detection and Recognition
Abdallah Gaber Elsharawy
Supervisor by
Dr. Walid Hussein
The British University in Egypt, Cairo, Egypt
ABSTRACT
For any human, eyes provide him with the vision that leads him to know what objects are around, distance between then and
between the person, and this all lead to recognize the whole environment around any person to make decisions to do some tasks
with a few thoughts. Same for computers, fast and accurate recognition of surrounding environment based on images leads to get
high important data required to make decisions and achieve goals. Object detection is the key to computer vision tasks such as
face detection, object tracking, manufacturing, security, and many more other fields.
For many years computer scientists have spent a lot of effort to improve object detection algorithms to get more accurate results
in the fastest way. Object detection has significantly improved with the deep learning-based approaches which is mainly based on
convolutional neural networks. Many models are proposed in the past few years like R-CNN, Fast R-CNN, Faster R-CNN and YOLO.
all of them are based on the previously mentioned approaches. These models do not look at the whole image. Instead, they look
at the predicted regions that have high chance of containing an object.
There are many algorithms adopt that problem and all of them represent the outstanding improvement of the object detection
algorithms and models over the past years. With the great improvements, more applications and innovations based on object
detection will rise and be applicable.
Despite the great improvement of object detection algorithms, it still needs a great re-source to be run. It is not easy to be run
these algorithms on a smart phone or even any ordinary personal computer as it will need much of complex processes these
devices will not run fast as needed. The object detection models cannot stop to be improved and it need more development to
more accurate results in less time.
After a deep research over the latest models of object detection, it is shown that a lot of methods is better than another and
presented a magnificent improvement. backpropagation and stochastic gradient descent presented a great performance in
training the net-works as shown.
Testing time have become more faster when implementing a network that learn how to propose regions network. This is what this
project about, having the most benefit from deep learning and eliminating any fixed algorithm like the selective search algorithm
used in R-CNN. In Faster R-CNN two networks is used, one for predicting boxes and the other to classify with information sharing
to help learning and testing faster. This is how this project will contribute as it will make those two networks works simultaneously
to present a faster performance. The target is to design a model that only use one CNN to predicts the bounding boxes and the
class probabilities.
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Sentiment Analysis of Customer
Reviews Based on the Semantic Orientation
Hanan Alateeq, Dalal Alzaid, Nadia Selim, Reem Alshammari
Supervisor by
Dr. Hafida Benhidour
King Saud University, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
ABSTRACT
With the rapid evolution of today’s technology, expressing thoughts, opinions and emotions about a certain topic of interest is
getting easier over time. Social media and commercial websites are experiencing growing popularity nowadays. The internet is
thus undoubtedly full of reviews, comments and emotional reactions. Such textual opinions have gained the attention of both the
research and marketing communities.
Various machine learning techniques have been used with sentiment analysis, mainly with tweets. Extracting sentiments from
reviews is more challenging due to the influence of the negative phrases, the adverbs and the domain related words. Supervisedlearning approaches are widely used to classify the text as either negative, positive or neutral.
However, they are known to be sensitive to the domain, and in which the choice of the features influences their performance. Even
though several features have been proposed, still there is an open door for more contributions, specially to allow the approaches
to work on different domains.
This project proposes to use a new set of features with Support Vector Machine (SVM) algorithm to classify customer reviews in
English about a certain product or a service as positive or negative. We propose to use as features the lemmatized unigrams (either
the presence, the frequencies or the Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF/IDF) of the lemmas of the individual words
in a review) and the average semantic orientation (SO) of selected phrases from the reviews.
Before extracting the features, it is necessary to preprocess the text. In this phase, tokenization and normalization are applied,
uppercase letters are converted to lowercase and contractions are expanded (e.g. “didn’t” will be: “did” “not”). Also, part-of- speech
tagging is applied as this step will be necessary in computing the average semantic orientation of the review when extracting the
features.
In order to compute the average SO of each review, a set of phrases from the review are selected based on predefined patterns. The
patterns we propose to select phrases based on are [sentiment shifter + adjective] (e.g.
Extremely helpful) and [sentiment shifter + adverb + adjective] (e.g. Not very interesting). Sentiment shifters represent words or
phrases that affect the polarity of the text and include negations (e.g. not), intensifiers (e.g. extremely) and diminishers (e.g. barely).
In order to estimate the SO of each selected phrase, Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI) measure is used, which depends on the
number of co-occurrences of a phrase with a chosen word of a strong positive or negative polarity like “excellent” or “poor”. The SO
of a phrase is computed as follows:
The number of co-occurrences is obtained by either querying Google search engine or a large corpus of reviews. The proposed
features are independent from the domain of the reviews, allowing the proposed approach to work with different domains.
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Questers: Social Network Matching application
for Academic Researcher
Lama AlKhudair, Raghad AlKhamiss, Reyouf AlTamimi,
Manar AlBogami, Maymoonah AlZammam
King Saud University, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
Supervised by
Dr. Abeer Al-Humaimeedy, L. Hailah AlMazrua
ABSTRACT
Over ongoing years, there has been expanding enthusiasm among researchers in the notion of research collaboration. It is
generally known that collaboration in research is something beneficial and that it ought to be empowered. Various initiatives have
been proposed that aim at creating a joint effort among individual researchers. Now with the development of technology and the
growth of using online social networks the communication between people has become an easy task, as well as finding answers to
our questions. However, the academic researchers still find it hard to find someone that shares their interests even with the growth
of social networks.
Current social network doesn’t provide a trusted community to help the researchers to collaborate or communicate with each
other. Furthermore, the collaborated effort of scientists in research activity has emerged as a necessity. This necessity was due
to the fusion of research interdisciplinary, the complex nature of research and for the most part, attributes to the characteristics
of modern science that encourages scientists to get involved with others in collaborative research. Our proposed system aims at
building a social network matching application. The following are the objectives of this project:
1.

Visualize the researcher’s interests for anyone to see in order for the researcher to promote himself.

2.

Dynamically updates the researcher’s profile by adding their recent new publications along with providing a link to it.

3.

Find a compatible researcher to collaborate with.

4.

Search for a researcher by interests, name, institution, or a combination of different fields.

5.

Combining several interests in the search query, which results in finding the most compatible researchers by using a
custom designed matching formula that was built to ensure an optimal result.

6.

Match synonym terminologies to create a network of related terminologies to ease the search and cover every aspect.

All of these objectives will help the researchers to find the optimal match based on his/her entered search criteria and this will be
done using our custom advance search option. Our proposed system will help the researchers find research partners to collaborate
with or to explore other areas of collaborations. The system will also help facilitate the communication between researchers who
work in similar or different domains by providing them with a suitable messaging service.
Moreover, researcher, in our system, are able promote themselves by adding their research interest and add their publication.
One way for adding the publication is importing it from external database which is an API for indexed research papers as shown
in Figure 1. First the researcher will select import publication.
Then the system will communicate with the external database to import the publication then the researcher will select publications
to import. After that the system will extract the keywords in the new publication and compare it with the interest in the researcher’s
profile if there is new interest it will be shown to the researcher to ask him if he wants to add it to his profile.

Figure 1 importing publication
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Wireless Power Transformer (WPT)
Huda Alshemmari , Gehan El Tayeb, Faisal Hayat
King Abdulaziz University, Jeddah, KSA
Supervised by
Dr. Amjad Hussain
Dept.t of Elect. & Comp. Engg.
American University of Kuwait
ABSTRACT
A wireless charging system is demanded to eliminate the need for wired charging. There is a high potential of wireless charging
systems in public places such as shopping malls, hospitals and train/ bus stations etc. If such a facility is available at such locations,
people can charge their mobile phones while walking in there and pay per charge. In this project a wireless mobile phone charger
is designed, implemented and tested. A power transmitter is created that can be connected to a wall socket or a standalone battery,
and a receiver made to work with it is for wirelessly charging the wanted device. Resonant phenomenon is used for the wireless
power transmission. The finalized system can charge the device within a reasonable time in comparison to a wired, standard wall
outlet charger. Creating an adequate wireless charging system that delivers the required power is feasible and its commercial
adoption should become more widespread.
Keywords: Resonant frequency, wireless charging, electromagnetic fields, COMSOL

Fig. 1. Full view of COMSOL Model, Coils facing each other

Fig. 2. Sender Circuit

Fig. 3. receiver Circuit

Fig. 4. Overview
and Blueprint
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Code Smells Detection using Machine Learning
Mostafa Wagih Eltazy
King Faisal University, Al-Ahsa, Saudi Arabia
Supervised by
Dr. Abeer Hamdy
The British university in Egypt, Cairo, Egypt
ABSTRACT
Code smells are understood as symptoms of poor software design or unwise implementation decisions. They are not code bugs
and do not produce any form of error, however, they contradict good software design principals as well as producing a negatively
crucial effect on code maintainability and scalability as well as leading to a high value for rework and refactoring the software due
to the selection of bad choices that lead to further implications.
Many techniques for code smell detection have been adopted over the years mainly base on object-oriented matrices, such
approaches are manual, metric-based, static code analysis, analysis of software changes, search-based, and machine learning
approaches.
In a recent study (F. Arcelli Fontana, 2016) the usage of Machine learning approaches has been utilized and experimented on the
Qualitas Corpus dataset (E. Tempero) by comparing mean accuracy and F-Measure between 16 machine learning Techniques on
four different code smells to assess the best technique for detecting each smell, however, they only considered the case where the
data set was infected by only one smell as each one had its very own dataset and the instances were infected by only one type, a
later study (Dario Di Nucci, 2018) even further investigated the limitation of the original study by using the same data to reach a
configuration containing instances of more than one type of smell, resulting in a drawback in the accuracy of the classifiers used
in the original study.
The goal of current research is to utilize deep learning and attempt to build the following neural network model using keras to
classify the data set of the smelly classes,

Input Layer
Activation
“Relu”
Input=”60”

1st Hidden Layer

1st Dropout Layer
(0.2)

2nd t Dropout
Layer
(0.2)

2nd Hidden Layer

Results

2015 Data set

2018 Data set

Accuracy

0.9

0.8

Misclassification Rate

0.1

0.2

Precision

0.9

0.3

the model achieved the following result on the two data sets.
References
Dario Di Nucci, F. P. (2018). Detecting Code Smells using Machine Learning.
E. Tempero, C. A. (n.d.). “The qualitas corpus: A curated collection of java code”.
F. Arcelli Fontana, M. V. (2016). “Comparing and experminting machine lerning teqhniques for code smell detection”.
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Smart Battery Forecasting System
Ahmad Al Zayed, Amani Almutaiti, Ahmad Al Abdeen
Supervised by
Dr. Amjad Hussain
Department of Electrical & Computer Engineering,
American University of Kuwait
ABSTRACT
The Smart Battery Forecasting System (SBFS) is proposed as a key component of an efficient home energy management system to help
optimize the energy capacity of Photo Voltaic (PV) panels integrated with storage. Principally, the rapid adoption of renewable energy across
the world comes from the need to reduce carbon emissions and save money from expensive electricity supply.
There is a need of an efficient energy storage system integrated with renewable energy sources. The solution is to have an efficient and
reliable battery energy management system as proposed in this project and called as SBFS. At the foundation level, the SBFS racks valuable
information relating to energy consumption such as weather data and solar power generation rate and battery charge level. A user can then
understand the rate at which energy is being depleted or stored otherwise.
A notification is sent from the system to know the optimum use of home appliances, minimizing the unnecessary energy consumption or
using maximum number of appliances when battery is full and solar generation is maximum. Most of these operations are automated in this
project using Arduino. Thus, users can stop relying on energy from the grid at night.
Keywords: solar energy, renewable energy, energy storage, forecasting, greenhouse effect, clean energy, energy management, energy optimization

Fig. 1 System Model

		

Fig. 2 Mobile interface
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An Offline Arabic Handwriting Verification
Model for Forensic Scientists
Alanoud AlRushud, Boshra AlHussayen, Haifa AlMutairi, Hanan AlHarbi
Supervised by
Dr. Wojdan Alsaeedan
Al Imam Muhammad Ibn Saud Islamic University, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
ABSTRACT
Forensic scientists used to analyze handwriting documents manually. This process takes time and effort and human mistakes
widely occurred. Image processing field allows automating this process by using handwriting recognition models. Handwriting
recognition is a biometric process that has two different modes: identification and verification.
In handwriting verification mode, the model takes two samples and it has to decide whether these samples have been written by
the same individual or not by extracting the features of the individual’s handwriting style from the document. There are a large
number of features that can be extracted; however, not all of them are important and relevant features.
To overcome this problem, the Feature Selection process is a solution that involves finding a subset of informative features to
improve verification accuracy and remove the redundant features. A number of Feature Selection methods have been suggested
over the years for variety of fields. In this project, we aim to solve offline Arabic handwriting verification problem by applying ACO
and PSO algorithms in Feature Selection process.
ACO and PSO are Swarm Intelligence algorithms that have been proven effective on solving optimization problems. To the best
of our knowledge, no one applied them to enhance Feature Selection process. To study the effectiveness of these algorithms, a
comparison study will be inducted in term of verification accuracy.
The comparison study is carried out on the writing samples from the IFN/ENIT database. As a result, the best obtained rate of EER
is 0.204 based on ACO and PSO algorithms.
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Smart Adaptive Learning Environment for Autistic Kids
Reem AlJbali, Alanoud AlMarri, Samar AlQahtani, Fatimah AlDossary
Department of Computer Information Systems, College of Computer Science & Information Technology,
Imam Abdulrahman Bin Faisal University,
P.O. Box 1982, Dammam 31441, Saudi Arabia
Supervised by
Dr. Nesrine Mezhoudi, Mrs. Hina Gull
ABSTRACT
With the course of time, the use of technology has played a prominent role in research and several clinical practices. In this
work we consider the use of technology to deal with users suffering from Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD). Autism spectrum
disorders (ASD) is defined as a deep deficit in social communication and interaction skills as well as restricted range of interests
and activities. The ultimate consequence is that children with autism do not have the opportunity to access learning that children
in the comparator groups share.
Assuming that Autism is usually associated with intellectual disabilities, educating autistic kids is a ‘herculean’ task, however
learning is mandatory and crucial requirement for their involvement in the society. Our project consists of designing, developing
and testing a smart ubiquitous learning environment for autistic kids. The SLEAK system is a responsive online user-centered
e-learning system for supporting the educational program adopted by specialized autism center. It is aimed at teaching different
skills related to main identified autism deficits such as help kids to learn about their daily tasks and raise their risk awareness. Also,
it provides a personalized interactive experience improving the user engagement throughout different techniques and methods
such as rewarding, assistance and gamification.

Figure 1: Structure of the proposed solution

SLEAK is a smart learning environment for autistic kids that mainly: (1) support two major outcomes: daily life activities and risk
awareness. (2) offers a customizable multiplatform (compatible with more than one device or platform), multimodal and usercentered teaching plans and activities that cover a diverse range of student needs and preferences, (3) and deploys diverse
machine learning techniques to learn and predict user preference based on their previous experience which result in a userfriendly interaction. Another major property of SLEAK system is that the design of the system will be responsive design i.e. through
responsive design the web pages of the system can be rendered well on a variety of devices and window or screen sizes. The web
page will adapt its design based on the context or environment of the design very well. Multimodal property of SLEAK is also a
distinguishing property i.e. system is characterized by several and different types of activities in several modes which will also aid
learning process for kids.
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JoBest: Leading a Job Application
Ghada Almutiri, Deema Alrasheed, Hessa Alsultan, Ghada Aloraydh, Raghad Alotaibi
Supervised by
L. Manal Alonaizan
King Saud University, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
ABSTRACT
Nowadays, it is vital, and immensely crucial for everyone to be employed. A steady income will increase the economy of the
individual as well as the community. Employees benefit from their jobs by learning skills, achieving personal targets, and depending
on themselves. The employees’ psychological state become better since they gain confidence and social relationship.
However, unemployment is a serious problem for society and the increase of it is a clear waste of human capacity and a serious
danger not only on the individual economy, but also a threat to society. The unemployment rate in the Middle East is one of the
highest unemployment rates in the world. Based on the statistics produced by the General Authority for statistics on Saudi Arabia,
total unemployed individuals are more than 847,480 and half of them have a bachelor’s degree.
Some people face difficulties when they are job hunting. Sometimes the applicant does not know which companies offer new
jobs. When applying for a job the CV can be lost by the employers. As for employers, there will be a loss of time and effort when
choosing job seekers by traditional way from a lot of emails. The need of a system that serves both job seekers and employers
in a professional way to overcome all the faced difficulties and facilitates the connection between them is become a vital. Many
applications and websites were developed but they lack some key features that address the needs of both these two parties.
“JoBest” is IOS application that helps job seekers and employers to connect around the Middle East. The main idea of “JoBest” is to
act as a bridge between job seekers and employers. This will give job seekers a chance to find their calling and many employers a
chance to find and hire top talent in order to help grow their business.
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Path Planning in Dynamic Environments for Mobile Robots
Hanin Alamro, Raghad Alhamdan, Shatha Alnafesi, Deema Alzaid, Rahaf Alsaid
Supervised by
Dr. Hafida Benhidour
King Saud University, Riyadh, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
ABSTRACT
Nowadays, mobile robots are widely used in various fields and for different tasks. These environments contain dynamic obstacles
in addition to static ones. Even though several approaches of path planning have been proposed for the dynamic environment,
still there is a need for developing such algorithms due to the complexity of the problem. This project aims in developing a path
planning algorithm that enables the robot to move to a goal point in a dynamic environment without collision with the obstacles.
The robot is assumed to have sensors that can be used to detect obstacles.

Figure 1. A state of the robot’s path. The blue path is the path generated by the PRM, the red path is the
shortest path generated by the Dijkstra algorithm, and the orange one is the modified path generated by Nearest-Node algorithm.

We propose to divide the problem into three parts. The first part generates a probabilistic roadmap (PRM) [1] by considering only
the static obstacles. The obtained roadmap (graph) represents a set of possible roads that can be followed by the robot to reach the
goal without colliding with the static obstacles. The second part is the global planner which finds the shortest path from the start
to the goal in the graph using Dijkstra's algorithm [2]. In the third part, when the robot starts moving along the obtained shortest
path, the local planner takes into consideration the moving obstacles in order to update the path and thus avoids collision with
them. The local planner avoids the moving obstacles that block a segment of the robot’s path. When the robot senses an obstacle,
the direction of the obstacle is calculated. For the obstacles that are coming from the left or the right, the robot will follow the
boundaries of the obstacle in the opposite direction of the obstacle’s movement using Bug2 algorithm [3]. Although Bug2 is used
for static environments, we propose to modify it so that it can handle the dynamic obstacles. For the obstacles that are moving in
the same direction as the robot, these obstacles are ignored. After avoiding the obstacle the robot continues following its original
path. The case that Bug2 can’t handle is when the dynamic obstacle and the robot are moving in the opposite direction of each
other. We propose, “Nearest-Node” approach, a new algorithm that handles this case. Nearest-Node finds the nearest node in the
graph to the robot such as the edge between the robot’s current location and the node is collision free and then move the robot
to this node. If the new node has an edge to the goal or to the original path, the robot will move directly to it, otherwise the robots
waits until the moving obstacle is no more blocking its original path, after that it returns to its previous location. The experiments
will be conducted by simulations.
[1]L. Jaillet and T. Simeon, “A PRM-based motion planner for dynamically changing environments,” 2004 IEEE/RSJ Int. Conf. Intell.
Robot. Syst. (IEEE Cat. No.04CH37566), vol. 2, pp. 1606–1611, 2004.
[2]N. ojekudo, Akpofure and N. Paul, “Anapplication of Dijkstra ’ s Algorithm to shortest route problem ,” IOSR J. Math., vol. 13, no.
3, pp. 20–32, 2017.
[3]V. Lumelsky and A. Stepanov, “Dynamic Path Planning for a Mobile Automaton with Limited Information on the Environment,”
IEEE Trans. Automat. Contr., vol. 31, no. 11, pp. 1058–1063, 1986.
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Vita-Cam: Vitamin Deficiency Detection Using Image Analysis and
Neural Network
Ahmed Saif Eldeen Khalil, Mohamed Ait Gacem
Supervised by
Prof. Mustahsan Mir, Engr.Wessam Shehieb, Engr. Khalid Mahfouz
Ajman University, Ajman, United Arab Emirates
ABSTRACT
Over 2 billon people worldwide suffer from vitamin deficiencies. More than 1.2 billion individuals suffer from Zinc deficient, in
which half a million of them die each year. Similarly speaking, over 100,000 people die due to Anemia caused by Iron deficiency.
Locally, more than 90% of UAE population are diagnosed with deficiencies in a spectrum of vitamins including vitamin D and E.
Vitamin deficiencies are one of the root causes of diseases, pain, fatigue emotional distress and even the inability to cognitively
function. Based on a survey conducted by our team, over 60% of a selected sample answered with “No” when asked if they were
aware of their vitamin needs. 47% have also expressed their tendency to take pictures of their food before eating in a restaurant,
so how about we enable them to figure out their deficient nutritional needs, help them improve their diet and prevent dangerous
possible health complications at home without performing a medical checkup using photos of themselves?

Figure 1:The Selected Parameters

The Application offers the capability of improving itself the more it is used. Medical professional’s contribution will assist into
improving the application’s accuracy as well as expanding the range of detection to include disease detection the more they use it
for diagnosis. The application targets individuals as well as medical institutions.

Figure 2: Features Extraction
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FITME: Body Measurement Estimations using
Machine Learning Method
Sahar Ashmawi, Maram Al Harbi, Ameerah Al Maghrabi
Faculty of Computing and Information Technology
King Abdulaziz University, Jeddah, KSA
Supervised by
Dr. Areej Alhothali
ABSTRACT

Online shopping platforms have been attracting many customers since they were introduced in the last decade of the 20th
century. Using online shopping platforms, customers can purchase any merchandise anywhere and anytime without the need to
physically go from store to store to find a product or wait in lines to check out. Despite their advantages in comparison with in-store
shopping, customers often have concerns when they shop for products that require measurements estimation such as furniture
and clothes. Choosing the wrong clothing size, in particular, is a common issue experienced by many online shoppers. Thus, in this
research, we proposed a model that estimates human body measurements from real-time pictures using various machine learning
and computer vision techniques. The proposed model first detects the body (full, upper, and lower) in the photographed pictures
using a pre-trained Haar-cascade algorithm. After detecting the body main parts, the detected area will be segmented into several
vertical parts to detect the focal points of body parts. The body measurements are then estimated by computing the difference
between the focal points. The model then uses a support vector machine algorithm to estimate the pictured body proper size. This
model was trained and tested on a real-world dataset of 60 participants, and the obtained results were promising in comparison
with other state-of-the-art methods.
Keywords: Estimate Body Measurements, Image Processing, SVM.

Figure 1: Proposed solution of FitMe System.
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Biometric Attendance System with
Route Mapping in School Buses
S. Mohammad Rameshi, Mohanad Rafat, Mahmoud Elsayed, Mohmmed Sheikh
Department of Electrical Engineering, Ajman University, Ajman, United Arab Emirates
Supervised by
Dr. Hasan Zidan and Engr. Khaled Mahfouz
ABSTRACT
Buses take-off before carrying all its passengers. As we go through our daily life routine, thousands of students are reported to be
left behind by school bus drivers unwittingly due to several reasons. This problem has a negative impact on the student’s parents
as well as the school’s reputation. Furthermore, it affects us all as a society and it also affects the people’s safety and city’s security.
Around a quarter of the world’s population is from age 4-19 years old, out of which most are in schools. The implementation of the
Biometric Attendance System with Route Mapping (BASRM) in school buses is presented in this project. The main objective of this
system is to provide a smart and effective solution to avoid elongated routes taken by school buses when dropping off students as
well as the leaving behind of students at schools, facilities, picnics, etc.
By implementing BASRM in school buses, a student would board the bus through its gate only once his/her fingerprint data
is identified and recognized. The implemented system uploads fingerprint data to a database regulated by the school’s
administration to ensure that the data read by the fingerprint sensor belongs to a registered student and further then records the
student’s attendance for the day and sends an informatory SMS to the student’s parents incase their kid has missed his morning
bus. Once students are to be dropped off back home, the system generates the closest routes based on the attended students and
furthermore detects if any student is found missing and then informs the school’s administration as well as the student’s parents
through an android-based app. Incase the student’s finger was injured, a parent can apply for an exception through the app, for his
kid to be identified through an alternative facial recognition to indicate his attendance.
The proposed system consists of both hardware and software implementations. Hardware implementation includes, a fingerprint
scanner mated with a microcontroller, used to acquire fingerprint data from the student’s finger. The microcontroller is as well
mated to a Bluetooth module that reports fingerprint data to an android tablet present on the bus that compares fingerprint data
to the ones saved in the school administration’s database. Software implementation basically harnesses a multi-stage process that
is initiated once a student is to be picked up from his/her house or respective location. The school bus’s gate will only allow the
student to board the bus once his fingerprint is recognized and verified with the registered data in the school’s administration
database by scanning it as shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2. If registered, the student is set present for the day and a push notification
stating that the student has boarded a bus is sent to the android app present on the parent’s smartphone. When departing
the school premises, students will have to punch in again before boarding the bus back home. The system then checks for any
inconsistency found in the previously boarded students and the currently boarding students and will notify the bus driver not to
depart the premises unless the school’s administration allows this inconsistency in data. Once the bus departs the premises, the
designed android application used on the embedded android tablet, which is shown in Figure 4, will as well notify the bus driver
of the best route to be taken based on the attending students and will further then send a push notification alert to the parents
conveying a message that their kid has been dropped at an assigned location.
The proposed system is a smart and secure approach to reduce the chances of leaving behind of students as well as avoiding
elongated routes taken by school buses. It is using a reliable, secure technology related to human biometrics.		

Figure 1: Punch-In Process
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Figure 2: Verification Process
(Recognized)

Figure 3: Verification Process
(Unrecognized)
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Voicy Mouse Application
Ahad Algrais, Atheer Alshawiah, Rawan Al-Hajj Dawoud,
Yara Bouhassoun
Supervised by
Dr. Rami Mustafa A Mohammad
Imam Abdulrahman bin Faisal University, Dammam, Saudi Arabia
ABSTRACT
Speech Recognition is the process of converting a speech signal to a sequence of words, by means of an algorithm implemented
as a computer program. Voicy Mouse application falls under HCI umbrella because it enables the interaction between the user and
the computer. It is one of the speech recognition systems that control the mouse cursor’s movement using voice. Voicy Mouse
application focus on serving people they have difficulty to use the computer mouse.
Especially people with physical disability on their upper limbs. In addition, it is applicable for older people and novice users who
are non-familiar with technology and do not know how to use the mouse. In general, the application serves people they desire
to control the mouse remotely or their mouse is damaged. The pre-implemented applications that use the speech recognition to
control the mouse require long commands may consist of more than one word, and not supports the Arabic language.
Voicy Mouse is a desktop application that controls the mouse’s cursor of the computer by speech recognition via a user-friendly
interface. This application will allow users to use simple voice commands that are easy to remember even by novice people. It
provides two main features which are: Personalize that gives the ability to record the user pronunciation of a specific mouse
command, it is helpful for people who have difficulty in learning to read or interpret words, letters, and other symbols, like dyslexia.
The second feature that gives the importance of the application is supporting Arabic in addition to the English language.
The application combines several concepts that done in similar projects, it works basically on the speaker independent speech
recognition and by using the Personalize feature the application work on speaker dependent. Microsoft Speech Recognition
Engine has been used to recognize English commands, as well as Arabic Acoustic Model based on CMU-Sphinx.
To start using the application, first, the user needs to make sure the microphone’s setting is on. After that, the application filters
the user voice commands and converts it to text, then checks if the text match with stored commands in the database. Finally, the
commands will be executed by the OS. The main interface of the application is the Mouse Grid, which is a three-by-three grid with
the sections numbered one through nine, allows the user to move the mouse cursor to a specific area.
The user should speak the number that wants to focus on, then a new three-by-three grid will appear in that spot. This process will
be repeated for five times to reach a specific point, so the user can speak the command.
Voicy Mouse application will have implication in many areas, especially educational, economic and social. It reduces the need of
disabled people for assistants to perform the work that requires using the computer. Also, it supports the vision of 2030, which
will make a balance in society in terms of enabling people with physical disabilities to work on the computer by using the system
as natural people.
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Outdoor Active Water-Harvesting and Dehumidification System
Ahmed Saif Eldeen Khalil
Supervised by
Prof. Mustahsan Mir, Engr. Khalid Mahfouz
Ajman University, Ajman, United Arab Emirates
ABSTRACT
There is a constant demand for clean sources and methods to obtain drinkable water, and while seawater distillation and
purification process add a hefty load on costs, resources and working power as well as the negative impact on the marine’s life;
weather forecast data records indicate an abundant amount of water at the costal GCC countries represented in high magnitude of
relative humidity levels across the year, which counts to be directly associated with large number of potentially preventable traffic
accidents caused by low visibility hazards. Presence of high humidity is proven to play a significant role in countless health risks
and life-threatening complications and diseases. Statistical weather data show that Costal GCC countries score relative humidity
levels above 66% along the year. According to health researches, humidity levels less than 40% or greater than 50% pose healthrelated risks ranging from fatigue and psychological stress to heart attacks and strokes. The presence of high humidity permits the
spread of microbial and infectious diseases at a faster rate. Consequently, the high tendency to accommodate large magnitude of
humidity pave the way for fog to form which is blamed to cause more than 564 traffic accidents per day in Dubai.
Outdoor Active Water-Harvesting and Dehumidification System (OAWDS) is a tri-mode outdoor technological approach to
demonstrate a durable method of Atmospheric Water Harvesting, fog dissipation and Humidity Reduction using electrical
components; featuring an aerodynamical design and accelerated vapor absorption mechanism based on Peltier Effect’s thermal
cooling. The system extracts water directly from the atmosphere without the need for resources-consuming water distillation
process in a compact, environment friendly, cost and energy efficient arrangement.
The system can also be installed in a form of multiple units along the median strip pavement of the main roads and highways
forming a “network” to aid in improving drivers range of sight in low visibility conditions during thick fog using accelerated fanpowered humidity absorption and visual-aid laser projection. In this configuration, the system is expected to contribute in the
reduction of humidity and enhancing water cycle & rain pattern, which may asses in creating a healthier & pleasant environment.
Traditional methods to collect water vapor – like mountain Fog Catchers - are used in poor areas where access to clean water is
difficult. However, these tools are hard to deploy and bound by specific time of the day.
Using a mathematical model and computer thermal simulation, around 10 grams of water exist per 1kg of air with a density of
1.22kg/m3 at 50% relative humidity level and a temperature of 25°C. The full-sized system is expected to extract between 1.12 to
4.2 liters of water per minute – assuming an absorption ratio less than 50%. -, which equates to about 2,000 liters/day/unit of clean
water ready for various needs.

Figure 1: a 3D Representation
Using Fusion 360
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MASRA: A Social Network Application for Travelers
Atheer Almalki, Asma Alzhrani, Hanan Ayoub
Supervised by
Dr. Maram Meccawy
King AbdulAziz University, Jeddah, Saudi Arabia
ABSTRACT
Traveling and exploring new cultures has become one of the most popular leisure activities, The number of travelers has grown
rapidly over the years due to lower traveling costs and the help of internet facilitating the booking and searching process through
different applications and websites such as booking.com. There are many accounts on social media for traveling where people post
and share their experiences which many people follow for travel inspiration.
However, the majority of these social networks are not dedicated to travelling, and there is a lack of information about new places
and features travelers look for.
Masra application is proposed with the aim to create a one-stop application that combines different features. needed for travelers.
Especially Arab travelers who do not have a diversity of travel applications. Masra will integrate maps that contain user own
content, imagery and travel path.
The primary purpose of the application is to make the shareable data that the travelers upload on social media more accessible and
useful for the traveler and other people who enjoy following travel updates. Also, representing information in entertaining exciting
and clear way by using the navigation maps showing the route of the traveler and supporting social media.
The Following Figure shows the tools and technologies used to implement Masra application Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1 tools and technologies used to implement Masra application
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Safety Life For Epilepsy
Wejadn fahad almutairi, Alanood alsulami, Hadeel alsulami, Tahani alsulami
Supervised by
Dr. Maysoon Abulkhair
King abdulaziz university, Jeddah, Saudi Arabia
ABSTRACT
Epilepsy is a neurological disease, caused by the involuntary discharge of neurons by excessive eruptions, which occur in the form
of epileptic seizures that occur from time to time, from time to time, and can be infected by humans for a certain period, And then
ends and does not return, and can join him and become part of his lifetime. More than fifty million people around the world are
diagnosed with epilepsy, patients with uncontrolled epilepsy can be affected by accidents caused by unforeseen seizures as well
as sudden unexpected death. Some type of seizures that cannot be completely treated medically limit the active life of the patient.
In these cases, patients cannot independently work and do some activity. This leads to the social isolation of individuals.
To address this issue, we exploit brain signals to make a seizure prediction. based on apply machine learning techniques and
computational methods and using brain-computer interface we will be able to predict epileptic seizures from Electroencephalograms
(EEG). By developing an alerting mobile application and connecting it with our EEG cap the patient will get an alerting sound with
sending his location to his caregiver list in around 10-15 minutes before the seizure be onset!

Figure 1: Architectural diagram of the proposed solution

The software technologies used to implement the proposed solution include MATLAB to do signals processing by applying
machine learning techniques, OpenBCI_GUI for visualization, Firebase database, Python. The mobile application is developed to
run on the Android smartphone, but we plan to make. On the hardware side we used Ultracortex headset, Cyton board, Electrodes.
The other projects in the epilepsy society focused on muscles activity rather than brain activity that represent the first and the most
important area that affected by the seizure which our project based on.
The most important aspect of our system is that it is designed in such a way it can be easily extended to include additional
functionalities. Safety life for epilepsy (SLFE) system developers hopes to provide safety lives for epilepsy patients or anyone who
suffers from disordered brain signals.
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Criminals Relationship Finder
Zayed Ali Alabbad, Abdulrahman Mahmoud Mustafa, Abdullah Alamin Osman
Supervised by
Dr. Feras Abdulaziz Aljumaah
Imam Mohammed bin Saud Islamic University, Riyadh
ABSTRACT
Investigating with criminals and finding relationships between caught criminals and other criminals in their network could be a
very stressful and time consuming problem for investigators. our project “Relationship Finder” works as an investigator that goes
through criminal’s phone calls records applying various recommendation systems algorithms to find relationships between caught
criminals and criminals in their networks. out or even inside jail.
By showing results as graph of colored nodes linked between each other describing the relation between them.
This will simplify the job on investigators and give them visualization of the criminal’s network to see the bigger picture and know
more about the criminal.
Developing a system that differentiate between suspicious calls and ordinary ones, finding suspicious call patterns and finding
common friends/criminals between different criminal’s networks are big challenges in our project.
Our goal is to make the perfect recommending algorithm inspired by recommender systems used in big successful companies like
YouTube, LinkedIn, Facebook or E-commerce recommender systems and properly find relations between criminals. Graphs will
help us to represent the communications between the entities and decide the nature of the connection by specifying a criteria that
leads us to suspect in the entity network.
This system will save a lot of efforts and time instead of investigating criminals, we could jump to the next step and find their
relations. Of course, this will prevent such a huge catastrophe and achieve one of the main reasons behind this project that’s is
keep our society safe and peace.
This project is meant to be adapted by governments and apply it in its facilities and institutions such as police stations, General
Directorate of Prisons GDP or Ministry of Interior MOI.
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SharedEMR
Shaden Fahad Alfawzan, Anfal Ahmed Aleidan, Shoug Ali Alrumayh
Al Imam Mohammad Ibn Saud Islamic University, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
Supervised by
Dr. Ayat Osman Mohammed
ABSTRACT
SharedEMR is a website that links the hospitals together by API and Accessing data via the patient’s smart card, so it helps the
doctors access the patient’s record from other hospitals. Often the doctor needs to know the medical record of the patient, which
helps him to diagnose correctly. Especially in emergency situations, so doctors need the patient’s record urgently and immediately,
which helps them treat it quickly and gain time.
But the patient medical record just exist in the hospital he was visiting but when the patient goes in another hospital for the first
time the medical record will not be known to the doctors.
So SharedEMR aimed to links hospitals via the application programming interface (API) and providing a FRID card for the patient
known as a patient identification (ID), that enables the doctor to access the patient’s medical data, FRID it uses magnetic or
electromagnetic fields to exchange data between the data-carrying device and the reader the doctor can access the patient’s
medical data by reading the card .
SharedEMR provides doctors to quickly access patient information and medical records from other hospitals by selecting the
hospital that he wants the record from, then the site will bring the electronic medical record from the hospital restful API.
As a result, the medical record will be available in hospitals that will use SharedEMR site and that will facilitate on both doctors and
patients, by reducing the Effort on the patient by manually moving the medical record, and the doctor to treat the patient quickly
and gain time.
SharedEMR Architecture design
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QuickTruck: A Queue-based Food Truck Locator
Ammar Alhajri, Abdulrahman Buradhah, Othman Alnaimi
Supervised by
Dr. Mohammed Misbhauddin
King Faisal University, Al-Ahsa, Saudi Arabia
ABSTRACT
In the past, people used to go to restaurants and order food. This dynamic shifted once the concept of online ordering and home
delivery came into the picture. Numerous apps such as “HungerStation”, “Talabat” etc. became popular providing access to several
restaurants and handling payment and delivery.
These applications allowed customers to choose the restaurant based on the location of the customer, view the menu and place
an order with an option of picking up or getting it delivered. It can be observed that in the past few months, a new type of food
service has gained momentum in Saudi Arabia.
This is the concept of Food Trucks which has been around for quite a while in the western countries. Food Trucks provide a unique
menu and has gained a lot of reputation among residents of Saudi Arabia especially during festivals, in parks, in open place markets
and designated locations for food trucks. Although popular, food trucks are known to move around and their location is not fixed.
Furthermore, food trucks do not have sophisticated order management systems. In simplicity lies the complexity of not knowing
how long the wait will be for customers or how many customers are ahead of you.
In this project, we aim to provide a mobile-app solution to address the issue of customer order management for Food Trucks. This
system in turn will allow potential customers to locate food trucks based on their current queue and thereby improving customer
satisfaction. Customers usually order and pay when they reach the front of the line. Using the application, customers can browse
the menu and make an order without standing in the line.
A unique QR code is generated for each potential order. The customer can approach the truck where the owner can scan the code
to accept payment. Once the order is ready, the customers will get a haptic feedback on their mobile phone (like the buzzer used
by many restaurants). This simple system will also track the queue length which will allow customers to find trucks which are open
and not crowded. We aim to develop a cross-platform application that will work on both iOS and Android phones.
Our goal is to create a brand that food trucks owners will want to add their services to and customers will use to locate and access
these services.
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Stay alive: Disaster facing using VR
Mordiah Mujibur Rahman, Abeer Yousuf radwan, Alaa hisham elshareef
Supervised by
Dr.wafaa alssagaf ,Dr.Manal kalktawi
King abdulaziz University, Jeddah, Saudi arabia
ABSTRACT
Fires are the accidents that occurs most frequently either by natural disasters or by man-made and which required different
methods and techniques for extinguishing according the fire type, meteorological conditions and how much the damage, Home
fire is the disaster that likely to experience which requires to increase the fire prevention knowledge to the kids and adult to protect
them against these disasters and different situations.
Fire Accidents are assumed to be one of the most likely problems to occur in every committee. As a result, firefighting efforts
increasing around the world.
National Fire Protection Association’s statistics shows that 81% of the fire accidents were reported from houses [1] where 46% of it
were caused by cooking equipment leading to the death of 19% [2] and 15% of it were caused by heating equipment [3]. Besides
that, Smoking was responsible of 9% of the fire accidents leading to 22% of the total death cases [2]
The above fire cases can be decreased if civilians know how to react in the case of fire, whether a fire distinguisher exists on
premises or not
Stay alive, is a virtual reality simulator for home fires and other disasters, which will focus on showing the different type of fires
with multiple scenes and scenarios for extinguishing the fire with objects and tools available around the house, showing the
consequences for any action the user will make on the objects around him, that will allow the user to increase his Knowledge about
fires not just by reading or watching, it is a full experience.
Our goal is to train people how to react to fire disasters using objects available in house, school, or anywhere in a safe way with less
cost and time and we want these tasks to be:
• Available for all people
• Basic firefighting training
• Explore the right way (learn by mistake)
• Fun and enjoyable
• Home simulation accident
• Improve critical thinking
• Low cost
• Safe and harmless
Stay Alive app is suitable for age group (10 to elderly) and for all people who want to learn how to face fire disasters, there are at
least 2 appropriate scenarios for all ages

Figure (1) : A fire scene in the game
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Simulation & Serious Games for Emergency Management: Towards an
Enhanced Situational-Awareness & Emergency Preparedness
Engy Samir Elshair
Supervised by
Dr. Nahla Barkat & Dr.Amr Ghoniem
The British university in Egypt, Cairo, Egypt
ABSTRACT
“School Emergency training” is an interactive 3D serious game that creates emergency situations in a school to help teachers learn
the best ways to handle these situations. For now, the focus is on how to evacuate the building in case of fire. This game targets
teachers who are responsible of the lives of their students. Teachers usually panic and make wrong decisions when they are in the
middle of an emergency, that is why I believe this game could help in encouraging teachers to be more risk-aware and modify their
behaviors in emergency situations.
Emergency training in real life could be stressful, expensive and might lead to several accidents in the middle of the process, so
virtual environments are useful in conducting experiments as it offers us both controlled and safe way to find out how people
would behave in emergencies. Another problem is that existing simulators don’t focus on all the aspects that are related to the
emergency training process as they just provide a task for players without taking in concern the human behavior during those
moments and how people will behave in the real world.
This game is mainly to provide emergency training for teachers with two main objectives in mind which are provide teachers with
emergency situation management through using the game technologies, as the game elements provides safe environments for
teachers to go through the situation like a real-life situation to prepare them and to also give teachers a chance to gain knowledge
through game-based learning which might open their minds towards using serious games in their own classroom.
The game starts with the teacher entering the kitchen where the kids are having launch, the microwave goes on fire. The teacher
then must tell the kids to go to the assembly point and then he has to put the fire out. After that. the teacher counts the kids and
if there is any missing kid, the teacher would be given two choices whether to enter the building again to save the child or wait for
brigade to arrive. Based on his choice he would be given a feedback and different scenarios.
This game is achieved by implementing the prototype design pattern which handles the cloning of fire, as the fire increases with
time, making the survival harder. A* algorithm is implemented in evacuating the building, as if the player decided to re-enter
the building to save the student, he would have to go through the shortest path when evacuating the building to avoid getting
suffocated.
As a result, not only teachers benefit from using School Emergency training but also students. For teachers, the game helps to
understand how to be responsible of other lives, it also increases the risk-awareness as it gives feedback on the bad decisions,
to be more responsible in real life where bad decisions cannot have place. As for students it helps them understand the steps of
evacuation and how important to follow their leader instructions. It also gives them the experience to live the situation, so if they
ever face a fire situation in real life they will be less panicked and more aware of the survival steps.
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Security Aid : An IoT Movement Detector System
Manal Aljuadi, Lujain Aljahdali
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Figure 1 : System Architecture
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3D Hand to Translate the Written Text and Voice Commands
into Sign Language using IoT Technology
Qusai Abu Shehab, Ibrahim Alyasin and Saleem Tawaha
Department of Computer Information Systems
Yarmouk University, Irbid, Jordan
Supervised by
Dr. Ahmad F. Klaib
ABSTRACT
There are many deaf people around the world and more than 70 million people use sign language as their first language. For deaf
people who use sign language as their primary means of communication, available options are far more limited. In addition, for
non-dead users they need to know the sign language in order to communicate with deaf users that present a big challenge for
them. Therefore, there is a huge need to use innovative technology to provide a great baseline for automated sign language
translation that could really transform the lives of sign language users and facilitate an easy communication with them as well as
offer a truly inclusive experience for all users.
Recent research focused on translating sign language into voice and text. A new computer program is being developed by British
scientists that aims to convert the sign language users hand movements directly into text. Furthermore, researchers in Scotland are
designing a software program that uses a camera to record the user’s hand signals, which are imported into the computer program
and then translated into written text that can be read on a computer screen.
This research project aims to translate the written text and voice commands into sign language using IoT and 3D technology.
It aims to build a 3D hand prototype that contains several servo motors that are connected with the 3D hand’s fingers using
the threads of fishing rods. The servo motors are connected to microcontroller that is programmed to response to users’ request
through cloud services. Figure 1 below shows the main methodology of the proposed project.

Figure 1: The main methodology of the proposed project

This prototype will help deaf users to use either the text editor or the voice commands tools which are available on the developed
website and mobile application. The typed text and the converted text from voice commands will be sent to the cloud database
in order to be transferred to microcontroller. The microcontroller receives the commands and then transfers them to the 3D hand
prototype to be presented as a sign language.
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Quick Medication Information (QMI)
Faris Alsaif , Suliman Alfouzan , Hamad Alhuqail
Supervised by
Dr. Yasser Kotb
Al Imam Mohammad ibn Saud Islamic University (IMSIU), Riyadh, SA
ABSTRACT
The reading of medication information or pamphlets is a day to day struggle for some people. Usually, people face issues when
trying to access the pamphlets. One crucial issue is the loss of the pamphlet that comes with the medication. Another issue is the
searching online for the medication information which either let them read unreliable information or they cannot find sites that
provide the required information. Quick Medication Information (QMI) is a hybrid mobile application that aims to facilitate access
to medications information by offering three search methods for the user. By scanning the QR code of the medication, capturing
the image of the name, or entering the name of the medication manually then the user will receive the needed medication
information. The source for this information is the Saudi Food and Drug Authority, so it is reliable.
Oneoftheessentialobjectivesforthisprojectisfacilitatingtheaccess to the medication information either by; 1) scanning the QR
code. 2) takingapictureofthemedicationnamethatwillhelpustouseoptical character recognition (OCR) to extract the name from
the image. 3) entering manually the drug name and search about it in our
database. The second aim is developing a hybrid mobile application that can
work on any operating system whether it IOS or Android. In order to achieve
the last goal, we develop our mobile app on the Ionic 3 framework. The third
aim is making the pamphlet of any medication brief and clear, and we do that
by summarizing eachdescription.
As a result, the user can access the information of any medication easily with
a few clicks, in any time through his/her mobile, whether it has iOS or Android
operating systems, and by using three different searching methods. In addition,
the user can get the information clearly and reliable either in Arabic or English
languages. Moreover, the user can download the gained information to view
it later without accessing the mobile application and without searching for
it again. All these searching methods are giving variations to the user to use
any method he/she wants. All of these methods will lead them to the same
result about the desired drug. The difference between these methods is the
steps in which they are performed or processed. For example, if the user used
an image search method, then he/she will have to capture the name of the
medication. Using OCR, the name will be extracted from the image and
extracted as a text and then this text will be used to search about it in the
database. If a user used QR code to search he/she will need to scan the code
from it an ID will be extractedandwillbeusedtosearchaboutitinthedatabase.
Also,ifa user searched using manual search easily the entered name will be
used to search about it in thedatabase.
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Shake Hand: Academic and Social Networking Application
Nadia Bahatheg, Melad Alamri, Rana Algizani
King Abdulaziz University, Jeddah, Saudi Arabia
Supervised by
Dr. Reem Alnanih
ABSTRACT
Nowadays, many people use social media in different aspects of their life. One of the most important fields is education. The
educational environment consists of faculty members and students. Students and faculty members appropriated a wide range
of communicative language and genres to facilitate collaboration and communication between them. However, it will be useful
if there is a specialist application that focuses on promoting communication and cooperation between faculty members and
students in terms of specialty topics discussion and exchanging services within the faculty. So, it is an essential matter to specialize
tool for faculty members and students to meet all their requirements in their context.
In our project, we aimed to design and develop a new interactive academic, social application called Shake Hand. The reason for
calling the application Shake Hand is to reduce the gap that exists between faculty members and students and improve the user
experience toward each other. This application offers two main functions, discussion forums and exchanging services figure 1. It
covers many academic and social services such as reviewing a paper, clarify a topic, and organizing an event. The benefit of this
application is improving the performance and experience of the students and increase the engagements outside the class.

Figure 1: Shake Hand Main Functions

This application has developed according to Mobile-D approach which consists of five phases: Explore, Initialize, Productionize,
Stabilize, and System Test & Fix. However, the project iterated in the last three phases (Productionize, Stabilize, and System Test &
Fix) four times which means that the application has divided into four releases with each release has its functionalities. Initialize
phase includes the data collection and analysis, the applied data collection techniques were interviews with faculty members
and questionnaire for the students. Moreover, by the end of each development release, the system has been tested by the
development team, students and faculty members and the results were used to improve the release and retested with the next
release to examine the improvement.
Usability testing is an empirical method, focusing on observations of actual behaviors. The test team and the participants’
comments are essential in giving more weight in identifying problems during the testing phase. The usability testing approach
that applied in this project aims to measure the performance, productivity, and satisfaction of the user. The objective measures aim
to measure the performance in terms of time to complete a specific task, the number of correct clicks and the number of incorrect
clicks. However, the subjective measures aim to measure the user experience in terms of desirable and non-desirable factors that
distributed in the post-test questionnaire.
Our contribution to usability testing is to measure the productivity of the user by mapping the design implication of cognitive
process in terms of perception, attention, and memories to the designing user interface of the application. The output of this
mapping is a set of guidelines that guide the designer to consider it through designing mobile application in a distracted
environment.
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My Books Application
Fatima Mohamed Alharthi, Khawla Mohamed Aljaari
201507319@zu.ac.ae , 201300695@zu.ac.ae
Supervised by
Dr.Asad Khattak
College of Technological Innovation, Zayed University, Abu Dhabi, UAE
ABSTRACT
This application is developed to solve the issue of books distribution at the College of Technological Innovation (CTI), Zayed
University. CTI uses an old-fashioned books distribution scheme for the staff and students. Students go to the admin to ask about
the book of a course. They are given a list of names to search for their name and sign beside it. Then the admin goes to the store
to bring the book. At the end of the semester, the books are returned in a random way by placing all books at the office door.
This method makes it hard to know every book is returned back by which student. The main problem is that some students do
not return books. The number of recovered books decreases. The admin does not know which student did not return the book
and the admin starts to send e-mails to all students. This shows how this problem is handled with an inefficient way currently. In
order to make the book distribution and collection processes easier and efficient, we developed an application that will allow
students to choose their courses’ books easily without the need of waiting in queues to sign on a paper and receive a book. The
best application development website for this issue is Appery.io. This website helps us build a mobile web application for both
iOS and Android. It allows developers to use JavaScript, databases and much more function the provides amazing features. What
makes this application development website distinctive, is the test feature. We will be able to test our application quickly without
having to install it or wait until the whole application is done. The application contains a login page that has an account feature that
differentiates between staff and students. Users of the application will be able to search, view, and request books available. Staff
responsible to handle books will be able to accept or decline requests of students. In addition, the application database maintains
a complete list of the CTI books which is used in the application to display books availability, books borrowed, books overdue and
facilitate books issuing process and return. The application will improve the communication between students and college (i.e.,
the staff ) and make the book distribution process more efficient and up-to-date. The application will be a mobile web application
that is consumable on all platforms. It can be used also for any college at Zayed University and is customizable for the library at
Zayed University.
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iMed Application:
Augmented Reality based App for Drug Descriptions
					
Hatoun Aljamhoor, Nada AlRashed, Sarah AlSaeed, Seba AlHader
Supervised by
Dr.Henda Chorfi Ouertani
King Saud University, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
ABSTRACT
The development of technology has led to so many solutions, better facilities, and much more comforts... The latest advancements
in technology, especially those related to Internet have changed the way we communicate and the way we access information.
One of our daily life problems that we are facing and that can benefit from those changes is the difficulty to access to the great
amount of information that prescription drugs contain. The drug’s sheet is not practical since it is difficult to read and to extract
information from it. Besides, it contains a lot of information that is compressed in one small sheet with a really tiny font.
To solve this problem and help patients get the right information at the right time, improve their knowledge and encourage them
discover drugs domain, we rely on Augmented Reality (AR). AR is the technology that expands our physical world by generating
images or information that can be layered on top of real-world objects.
Indeed, we used Augmented Reality (AR), along with real-time text recognition to implement our iOS mobile application “iMed”.
iMed will help to reduce the risk of mixing drugs, not understanding labels, and other common drug mistakes. Moreover, it will
allow patients to get the required information about any prescribed drug as fast and easy as possible in an understandable and
memorable way. All we need is hovering our phone’s camera over the medicine and any information about the drug will be
displayed. Once the application recognizes the drug, a menu will be displayed containing several options such as description,
interactions, side effects, dosage, and uses of the drug. The user will be able to read an overall description about the drug, know
the interactions of the drug, the proper dosage and other options.
Most of our features have been met, such as the real-time text recognition of the drug name, search it in the database, the
appearance of the result using augmented reality which is a menu containing the contents of the drug, and the history of the
drugs that has been scanned by the user.

Figure 1 Guidelines interface.

Figure 2 Scan interface.

Figure 3 Menu interface
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E-Chain: Solar Power Trading Platform using Blockchain Technology
Alaa Derhem, Hadi El Baba, Hayaat Al-Hindwan
Supervised by
Dr. Vinod Pangracious
American University in Dubai, Dubai, United Arab Emirates
ABSTRACT
E-Chain is a solar power generation buying and selling platform to reduce electricity cost, increase user income and lead to a more
sustainable environment. It is based on the concept of self-sufficiency where a house or building act as an energy source called
Energy Chain Homes which have solar power (photovoltaic) system installed and will be able to share the excess energy produced
with neighbors that do not have sufficient energy either clean or not. This means houses producing excess energy are able to
supply to those that don’t have solar panels or don’t get sufficient energy from their panels without interference of the energy
provider.
The Photo Voltaic system will be based on the electrical mathematical equations to estimate the house load for the PV system, size
of batteries, size of panels based on house consumption, total power generated per hour and extra power to determine whether
the house is producing extra power than what it needs or if it needs extra from the grid or neighboring houses. The houses in the
system are connected to one another along with the energy provider grid using the blockchain technology, known to be secure,
distributed and decentralized. An example of the beginning of the project as a viable product is a small prototype consisting of
3 houses with DC lights as variable resistors are installed in which two houses have solar panels and the third is connected to a
normal energy source (energy provider). These houses communicate through blockchain where users can access one another from
a mobile application viewing energy for sale and energy on demand.
Transfer of energy between houses is accomplished by configuring the software to allow for distribution of power to the houses
that have insufficient power. This means a two-way connection is required for input and output of the energy over the same line.
The micro grids will all be connected and will communicate with the software to fulfill neighboring house power requirements.
The micro grids are connected to the application. This application will be capable of showing users the power they produce, the
power they’re consuming and whether they need to buy energy from neighbors or they can sell energy to neighbors. To have these
readings an Arduino circuit is connected to the micro grid of each of the houses which is controlled using the application.
E-Chain works to accomplish UAE’s target of reaching up to 25% clean energy generation by 2030 by minimizing the usage of
fossil fuels for electricity and encouraging usage of renewable and clean energy to reduce the impact fossil fuels has had on
the environment. Knowing that not everyone can afford solar panels or the area available won’t be sufficient for the number of
panels needed for the house usage, E-Chain services such situations. Users of the system earn an amount of money when power
is purchased from their system and users save money if they purchase power from a neighbor’s system instead of the fossil fuel
generated power from the energy provider.
The energy provider is involved due to certain reasons. It benefits for usage of clean energy and percentage on every transaction
for provision energy source (solar power). In case, energy bought from other houses isn’t sufficient to cover one of the houses
thus, the house will withdraw energy from the energy provider. Also, this project can’t exclude the energy provider as they also
have to benefit from energy transfer between houses. Although solar panels have a lifespan, but that lifespan might extend up
to 20 years. When panels stop working companies that produce them take them back and recycle them. Solar panels produce DC
current which is safer and has less impact on humans. For DC current to affect humans as much as AC current it has to be 3 to 4
times stronger. Also panels are placed on rooftops and they’re attached firmly so in case of strong wind they don’t cause harm to
people. Since they’re placed on rooftops no substations are required next to residential areas. Some of the ethical issues in this
project is that the network used for the trading of energy is well secured and monitored by users and energy provider. E-Chain
satisfies sustainability by serving all the environment, society and economy.
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Edge of Road Monitoring for Intelligent Highways
Shehab el deen ayman mounir
Supervised by
Professor Omar Karam, Dr Walid Heussin
British University in Egypt, Cairo, Egypt
ABSTRACT
In the recent years, due to the great advancements in technology and computational power a lot of research has been dedicated
to making roads safer and more pleasant to drive on. Researchers and car manufacturers have been more interested in developing
cars that are smarter and safer reducing the number of accidents annually and by that reducing the number of injuries and fatalities.
But more attention has to be shifted towards existing cars on the road. Due to the variety of cars, trucks, vans and buses and the
variety of their models and technologies it is hard to build a unified system that would support all of these models. It would also
cost too much time, money and legislations to get this system up and going. So the focus has to shift to a smart fast to implement
system that can reach broader audience in much less time hence the proposal of smart roads. Smart roads can serve the same
purpose of making roads safer by detecting and reporting accidents with a high accuracy.
The proposed methodology relies on machine learning. The idea is that with only using cameras the system would be faster
to implement and install on the roads and much more flexible and much more accurate in detecting accidents. Using machine
learning techniques a classifier can be trained to identify and track cars in real time, track pedestrians and track lanes. General
purpose neural network can be trained to detect all sorts of objects on any given scene. Neural networks enable for an advanced
way of live tracking that surpasses some of the major obstacles that face the old techniques. A neural network can detect vehicles
with various shapes and sizes easily. It can detect an object from multiple angles and it can even detect an object even if not all of
its parts are present in scene. Neural networks also enable the detection of objects in harsh environments where other techniques
would fail like moderately dark environments, entrance and exits of tunnels and overcast times of day where strong shadows
casted on the road. Filtering techniques will be applied to detect edges in a scene, filtering out these edges will result in the
identification of road lanes. And by specifically being able to determine road lanes and identify cars and their position it can be
detected whether a car has gone off its course. The performance of the system may vary based on these lighting and environment.
Lighting conditions can vary from natural to artificial conditions. But the system can be configured upon installation for each road
to determine the regions of interest and determine the exact positions for the sides of the road for better accuracy.
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Data Mining Techniques for Bug Triage
Fatma El Zahraa Mekhemer Ismail
Supervised by
Dr. Abeer Hamdy
British University in Egypt, Cairo, Egypt
ABSTRACT
One of the most important topics related to software engineering is bug triage. Bugs cause to the systems many problems, error,
fault, and failure so it should be analyzed to detect its severity level; Detecting the severity level of a bug is a critical factor in
deciding how soon it needs to be fixed. Those bugs have become higher in number as it reached to more than 10,000 bugs in bug
repositories so it is almost impossible for the triager to predict all the severity levels manually on time as it will cost a lot of time
and money.
In each bug report there is a textual description that will help in using text mining techniques to solve the severity level of the bug
(Pankaj Rana, 2015). Data mining techniques will help in predicting the severity level of the bug accurately with some several steps
before applying the techniques. Those steps are pre-processing and feature selection. Some data mining techniques can work
accurately in small and balanced datasets as Naïve Bayes technique while others techniques can perform good on imbalanced
datasets as Complementary Naïve Bayes technique. So, if there is an implemented program with different techniques that predicts
the bug severity level it will be faster for the triager to prioritize fixing the bug based on its severity levels.
To know how to predict the severity level of the bug we need to go through a literature survey and its results and analysis that
discussed the bug severity prediction and understand bug life cycle. In addition to knowing the bug life cycle it is needed to
understand that bug repositories contain a lot of bug reports (each row is a bug report in datasets) also, it is needed to know that
each column is a feature and to know which column is the severity level of bugs. Moreover, it is needed to know and understand
the techniques that will be used for predicting the bug severity level and start implementing each technique of them. Finally, each
technique will be tested if it predicts accurately the severity level of bug reports.
It is expected that there are data mining techniques not suitable to imbalanced datasets as it will make poor performance such as
Naïve Bayes. So, to give a good performance in predicting the severity level of bugs another data mining technique will be used
that suits imbalanced datasets such as Complementary Naïve Bayes also Multinomial Naïve Bayes will be applied on the dataset
in addition to computing the performance measures of each technique (Confusion matrix, Precision, Recall and F-measure) and
compare the results. Moreover, feature selection will be applied as it extracts the most informative matrix by using some methods
as info gain, Chi-square and odd ratio to improve the results of the performance measures.
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Addressing the Level of Internet Privacy Awareness in The Emirates
Using Data Analytics
Shaima Aljneibi, Aysha Alkaabi
Supervised by
Dr. Feras Al-Obeidat
Zayed University, Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates
ABSTRACT
This research looks to examine the level of awareness the residents of the United Arab Emirates possess in regard to Internet Privacy.
Internet privacy awareness is a very important topic especially nowadays, because everything has become heavily dependent on
the Internet. The Internet has its cons, such as the level of the personal information being shared is too high which means the
personal privacy is at risk. Also, identity theft is not the only problem. Some people’s proprieties got stolen just because they have
been sharing their personal information such as the amount the money they have and their specific location.
The main objective of this research is to determine the level of understanding people in the Emirates have toward how the
information they share with their ISP (Internet Service Provider) or any other entity on the Web is used, stored, processed, and later
on analyzed. User privacy concerns have not been documented in the Emirates, and this is what this paper hope to achieve. The
latter is done by collecting information from users and analyzing what are their biggest concerns when it comes to their information
being used online. The survey was designed and disturbed within the university’s community and social media applications in the
United Arab Emirates, and had a total of 367 responses from residents and citizens alike.
Participants have been surveyed on six aspects of Internet Privacy using a questionnaire instrument hosted on Google Forms. The
results from the questionnaire were latter manipulated using Data analytics techniques in the programming language Python
on open-source IDE Jupyter Notebook. The correlations between those six aspects were somehow nonexistent except for the
correlation between Data Transfer and Data Collection variables.
As the data are shown in Figure 1 on the left, the correlation between Data Transfer and Data Collection is almost valued at 0.90.
However, the correlation between those two variables is a negative correlation, and in numerous data entries the higher Data
Transfer is ranked on a scale the lower Data Collection is ranked and vice versa.
In conclusion, the data gathered shows participants in the Emirates as aware individuals of their privacy online. As a matter of
fact, the data have shown us that the only problem area that may rises issues in the future is Personalization of Data. The latter
is a given since nowadays users on the web prefer an experience that is centered towards their likings. As for future suggestions,
based on our work more security awareness campaigns in regard to user personalization would be more appropriate to fix the
issue gradually.

Figure 1: Visualization of correlation between data.
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Migraine Detection Using EMG
Abdullah Almane, Ayoob Miah, Islam Algayar and Moneera Almesafer
American University of Kuwait, Safat, Kuwait
College of Arts and Science – Electrical and Computer Engineering Department
Supervised by
Dr. Mariam Abdullah and Dr. Ashraf Zaher
American University of Kuwait
ABSTRACT
Many people from all around the world are suffering from headaches every day. The rapid nature of the daily stressful life adds
to this problem and forces some people to visit doctors and to go through a long and painful process, which consumes a lot of
time and money. Also, as people are having their headaches, they are too tired and exhausted to visit hospitals and by the time
they get there, the headache is long gone, and the doctor cannot diagnose the patient correctly. Therefore, it is very important
to address this issue of slow detection and the possibility of having a Migraine. This could be done by exploring the correlation
between the Migraine and other bio-signals in the human body. Surface EMG is used to capture the electrical signals flowing in the
human muscle, analyze the data, correlate it with headache symptoms, display it on the program, and determine if the user has a
headache, which will be diagnosed as a Migraine headache, or not.
Patients with Migraine face other health issues such as, high blood pressure, high body temperature, and most importantly, intense
muscles’ contraction. Detecting these symptoms could effectively lead to the detections of a Migraine headache, along with
specifying its intensity. Moreover, a device could be built to issue early warnings for Migraine and to record patterns of different
bio signals, with their time stamps and historical occurrences for future use by either the patient or the doctor.
The proposed system has two parts, hardware and software. The hardware part integrates many bio sensors into one package that
is controlled using an Arduino microcontroller. It is responsible for measuring the required bio signals for detecting the Migraine,
while ensuring high efficiency, minimum latency, and cost-effectiveness. The software part includes the DSP algorithm and the
programs for issuing warning of a possible Migraine, while displaying the relevant information and logging the data. The proposed
system can accommodate multiple patients at the same time and has a very friendly GUI. It stores all the data on the cloud, which
makes it easily accessible using other handy devices, such as Mobile phones and hand-held tablets. The systems can be easily
expanded to include other sensors and perform other measurements, such as EEG. Both the accuracy and performance of this
system can be improved via carrying out a clinical study, with the aid of the local health care system.
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Analysis of the Physio-Chemical Profile of the
Soils in the Emirate of Dubai
Roudha Taha Alhaj Nasser
Supervised by
Dr. Sreeporna Unni
Zayed University, Dubai, UAE
ABSTRACT
Since the emirate of Dubai is a desert area, soil is an essential concern as it can be contaminated naturally or by anthropogenic
activities with various chemical materials that are toxic such as cadmium, copper, lead, cobalt, and nickel that have negative effects
on human health as well as environment. In addition to that, having high amount of acidity and salinity in soils are also categorized
as a soil concern in the emirate. Therefore, soil erosion, salinization, acidification, soil contamination, and soil organic carbon loss
were the major threats of soils in the emirate; thus they need to be analyzed and solved. The purpose of the research study was to
determine the physical and chemical profile of different soils in the Emirate of Dubai. Furthermore, literature review has revealed
that there is no comprehensive profile for different types of pollutants that effect soil in the emirate of Dubai. Hence, this study was
initiated to contribute to this missing knowledge by looking at the overall profile of different types of soil in Dubai. The Research
study was about collecting 36 samples in the emirate of Dubai which were divided into four main areas such as agricultural,
industrial, beaches, and main road side areas. All soil samples were analyzed by using different analysis as pH for acidity, electrical
conductivity (EC) for salinity, microwave digestion and inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectrometry (ICP-OES) for
heavy metals , moisture % , bulk density, texture (feel method), and organic matter content. The results have showed that all
soils collected were sandy in texture. They were contaminates by high concentration of heavy metals such as lead and copper
specially in industrial and main road side areas. Whereas beaches and agricultural area have contaminant by salinity, acidity and
low concentration of heavy metals. Moreover, all samples have in a range between low, moderate, and high % moisture, organic
matter and bulk density. Ultimately, the future research recommendations are to recommended best practices such as treat soil by
date palm waste and charcoal specifically for soils that have high concentration of heavy metals, acidity, and salinity, In addition
to that, collection of soil samples from all areas in the emirate of Dubai should be done and subjected to analysis to figure out the
most pollutants that affect soils properties. As well as an environmental campaign on the effects of soil contamination by heavy
metals, acidity, and salinity should be given emphasis.
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Game Project: Mystery Castle
Shaikha Ahmed Al Rumaithi
Supervised by
Dr. Andrew Leonce
Zayed University, Dubai, UAE
ABSTRACT
Mystery Castle is a game about two siblings who received a letter from their father, informing them that he found a short-cut
to a mysterious castle, and if he did not return within two days, the two siblings should go and find him there. However, one of
the siblings is too young to go out in the dangerous world, so the older sibling “Zack” will go alone facing many challenges and
adventures along the way, such as fighting monsters, finding treasure chests and solving puzzles. The aim of this project is to
develop a 2D game, using a game engine called Game Maker Studio 2 and having the game as a playable demo on Steam, that
does not have any bugs, glitches or error codes. Game industries have grown so much in the previous years, and nowadays we see
independent games made entirely by one person such as Stardew Valley and Undertale. And we live in a country where nothing
is impossible, as said by HH Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktom, which is part of encouragement for me to work on this
project, and develop a game of my very own.
This game engine offers two different languages to create a games, which are the Drag&Drop (D&D) and Game Maker Language(GML).
However, for this project the GML was used as the coding language, while for the drawing of sprites and characters that are used
in the game, were made by a drawing application called PyxelEdit, this tool makes the drawing easy since the game will have
pixelated art. The game making process is a difficult one, having to learn and adapt new skills while overcoming problems that are
faced during the project. This makes it a real challenge, but improves upon every aspect needed to actually increase the skills for it.
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Rafeeq: An Arabic Voicebot for College Students
Nada Al Huwaish, Noura Al Khurboush, Rafa Al Shafi, Reem Al Shaiban
Supervised by
Dr. Maha Al-Yahya
Information Technology Department, College of Computer and Information Sciences,
King Saud University, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
ABSTRACT
With the growing number of faculty and students in universities, and the growing demand for higher quality services, it becomes
vital that educational institutions such as universities and colleges seek innovative ways to support students in answering their
questions and providing useful and timely feedback to their queries instantly in real time. This can be achieved using voice
enabled personal assistants called voicebots. Voicebots can respond to student’s queries in real-time, with human like personal
conversations. With the rapid advancement of artificial intelligence technologies, voicebots such as Apple Siri, Amazon Alexa and
Google Assistant are becoming increasingly popular. A voicebot is a software that has been designed to assist people with basic
tasks by providing information using natural language in a human-like way.
Most students face daily difficulties and have lots of queries and questions regarding university matters such as finding a specific
faculty and their office hours, especially when it changes during the semester. Currently, there is no instant way to assist students
and provide immediate answers. Students need to login and check the faculty homepage, or the learning management system or
ask a friend in order to find a faculties’ office. To find out the office hours for the faculty, students need to check the schedule that
is hanged on the office door to know the lecturer’s office hours, this is a time-consuming process.
In this project, we present the design and development of a student voicebot, called Rafeeq. Rafeeq is an Arabic application that
students can install on their iOS devices and use as their personal assistant in the college. The aim of Rafeeq is to help improve the
quality of services provided by the college to its community. It targets queries and questions often asked by students regarding
the facilities, courses and services offered by the College of Computer and Information Sciences (CCIS) at KSU. Rafeeq expertise
include areas such as course information (syllabus, sections, exams, etc.), faculty information (office hours, office location, contact
information) and general question (academic services, transportation services etc..).

Figure 1: General Architecture of Rafeeq

The diagram in Figure 1 shows the major components of Rafeeq. The student asks a question, the question is then converted to
text using the speech-to-text module. Next, the user is given the option to correct the text if the speech-to-text conversion has
misinterpreted the student’s question (verification module). Then, the application extracts the intent from the text and stores the
data in the archive and retrieves the answer to the student’s query. Finally, the application converts the answer text as speech via
the mobile’s speaker.
A preliminary evaluation of the application has been performed by several students at CCIS in KSU. Results of this evaluation
showed that the students were glad to have such an assistant, they also suggested some modifications of the interface of the
application, like the addition of the mute button, and the clear-entry button.
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Virtual Desktop Infrastructure Challenges and Opportunities
Tarfa F.Alfaris , Haifa M.almujalli , Nouf Aljammaz , Latifa alZahrani
Supervised by
Ms. Jalila Zouhair
Prince Sultan University, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
ABSTRACT
For a great part of information technology, the word ‘virtualization’ today only associates with running multiple operating systems
on a single physical machine. Virtualization in education represents a powerful tool for the consolidation and simplification of vast
hardware and software structures administration. It is therefore logical that the issue of virtualization technology is becoming a
priority for educational institutions not only in terms of their internal information systems, but also as a means of solving particular
educational issues regarding advanced administration and operation of information systems. Virtualization technologies
provide innovative solutions to hardware, server and backup problems. Virtualization finds wide application in information and
communication technology. Some of these applications can be used in education, to simplify the administration and teaching
performance while saving money. In the last few years, computer technology has progressed sufficiently thus facilitate the
development of virtual machines that provide a completely new method of using computers and their resources. This paper
presents the usage of virtualization technology in such environment, the opportunities of using a hypervisor as a solution for the
server, and the use of existing computer without any hardware upgrades and faster backup. Although computers that seize to exist
in the form of hardware is considered as a feature about the virtual machines and has many pros, it has also cons addressed in this
research. This paper outlines the most powerful solution for the difficulty to customize server-based virtual desktop infrastructure
(VDI) to meet end user need , which is the customization of server-based virtual desktop infrastructure that specifically designed
for the educational environment. This solution shows a high satisfaction for end-users , lower total costs and effectively reduce
complex hardware management problems.
Furthermore , an effective methodology included is Desktop virtualization , Server virtualization and Storage virtualization .
Desktop virtualization is an innovation in coordinating numerous centers into a solitary pass on. Also , it is an equipment
virtualization which is the virtualization of PCs or operation system. It conceals the physical qualities of a processing stage from
clients, and rather demonstrates another theoretical figuring stage. The desktop virtualization demonstrate enables the utilization
of virtual machines to give numerous system supporters a chance to keep up individualized desktop virtualization on a solitary,
midway found PC or server. Desktop virtualization is successful methodology due to its ability to have numerous working framework
situations in an equivalent equipment, better equipment Utilization, reduced equipment establishment cost/ overhead, hardware
reusability, e-waste minimization, availability/less downtime, Fast establishment of equipment and Infrastructure.
Server virtualization is one of the most important innovation that partitions single server equipment into a different parcel to run
a various server application , which is done by separating the framework into two areas one is physical to have server equipment
and working framework another is virtual segment to keep the virtual server alongside visitor working framework. The third
methodology mentioned is Storage virtualization which gives a fundamentally better approach to manage storage infrastructure:
it is a coherently division of physical hard circles and the nearby storage limit, so the plate stockpiling complexities are avoided from
operation system. It gives the association the following: ability to significantly improve storage resource utilization and flexibility,
reduce management overhead and increase application uptime and leverage and complement existing storage infrastructure.
Moreover, we conduct a survey was to find out how virtualization technology is employed in university facilities. The results
of questions show that 53.7% of students use virtualization in education in their universities, and 50% of students expect that
virtualization will change the world and it has a fundamental change to information technology. Considering the reasons to avoid
having it, if there is a limited budget or the cost and the security across the network is increased or physical resources is needed.
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Fake News Detector
Khlood Fareed Aljaberi, Fatima Abdulla Alsharooqi
Supervised by
Dr. Ouns Bouachir
Zayed University, Abu Dhabi, UAE
ABSTRACT
In recent days with the emergence and widespread of social media and new technology, many people receive fake or incorrect
news from unknown source every day. This consider as a serious problem because most of this news that spread between people
are fake and involve negative content which can have a bad influence on the receiver or the people, so, we need to stop this
dangers issue.
In order for people to check any fake news, they need to check most of the search engines to find information about the news
manually, however some of the websites can’t be trusted because they publish disinformation to drive web traffic inflamed by
social media or profiting from clicking on the link. In addition to searching for news using search engines they need to look for
different elements such as checking the author, date etc. To address this issue, we will design a JavaScript to help us solve our
problems “Fake news”. This script will be used by a mobile app to provide easy access to the user. The software technologies that
we will use are Eclipse for writing the java code and Apperyio for building and developing the mobile application.
By using this app, we will write any news, and then we will press check, so by pressing check, the JavaScript will run, and it will
check the written news on all our trusted news website automatically. The result of this process will appear on the next page with
a message shown if the news is fake or not.
We have defined all the steps for our JavaScript. The first step is writing the String Input then the second step is sending search
query to Google. The third step is extracting the top 5 Google search results. The fourth step is to save the results in a file. Then
check site, date and title & keywords. It will extract site, then it will check site in file to determine if this site is trusted or not based
on the list of trusted sources that we will generate in a database. Then it will check the date if it is today or if the date is old. If the
date is old, it means that the news is old. If the date is today, it will check the title, if the title is the same that means it is not fake.
If it is not the same, then it will check the keyword inside the file based on the frequency if it is high then it is not fake, if it is the
opposite then it is fake news.
Based on the UML diagram, we will write a code that check the number of trusted source and check in file if the trusted sources
exits or not.
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Tasamoh Website
Mouza Ahmed Al Mazrouei, Mariam Mohamed Al Mansoori
Zayed University, Abu Dhabi, UAE
Supervised by
Dr. Ahmed Shuhaiber
ABSTRACT
Conflicts between people can occur anywhere and at any place, however many of them exceed the limit for forgiveness due to a
big disagreement or one big event that had broken the relationship apart. People who face quarrels usually tend to run away from
those situations by managing to end the relationship with the people who interfered in those conflicts. In this study, our aim is
to play an online intermediary role (through a website) between the people with conflicts to give them a chance for forgiveness,
restore relationships to the normal settings and help them solve their issues and to gain mutual love and trust again. By using our
website, people will be more tolerant toward each other and express the value of tolerance in the community; a value which goes
in line with UAE’s vision for 2019 as announced to be the year of tolerance, and as The UAE have always been and still known as the
symbol of tolerant and peace worldwide.
Our website ‘Tasamoh’ is a solution that will help fix damaged relationship between people in the society, by providing an online
service that can solve those quarrels. Tasamoh is a transactional website that is based on tolerance, love and elevation. The website
combines two people who are quarreling with each other for a reason. The users can be from all different nationalities in the UAE.
The website will try the best to help reconnect those people back together, it may include family members and friends with a thirdparty person who’s a consulted social expert that will be included along the way for the reconciliation process. Tasamoh will grasp
the opportunity of utilizing modern technologies to solve the issues such as, an online video call for the first conversation etc. Our
solution will reconcile and purify the atmosphere between users and restore things to normal. The website can be accessed from
any web-enable devices like desktops, laptops, mobile phones and other mobile devices.
The functionality of the website will be easy for the viewers to navigate through the website and obtain the information they are
seeking for. The version of the website will stay up to date on the current web standards that uses the advantage of using CSS
and html5. The website will be compatible with no less than three different kinds of browsers. Plus, it will be compatible with all
different types of operating systems.
In order to seek people’s perceptions and expectations of the idea behind our website, short questionnaire was developed on the
basis of the Unified Theory of Acceptance and Usage Theory (UTAUT2), and a survey was conducted for this research by reaching 112
respondents in UAE. The results reveal that 55% of the audience have answered that it is a good idea to have an online application
that addresses common conflicts in a better way than using the traditional way. In addition, 64% of the responded sample believe
that using a website for solving conflicts will be easy to use. 55% of the people who took the survey have agreed that they are
willing to use the website to solve quarrels as 60% have considered using the website if they have conflicts with other people. The
results indicate that Tasamoh website is promising and has a great potential to solve many conflicts among the people of the UAE.
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“Ejad” Lost and Found ystem
Aseel Alshaya, Ghada Alghanayem, Reema Almegren, Shahad Alhumaidi, Shoog Almsalam
Supervised by
T. Afnan Alsadhan
King Saud University, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
ABSTRACT
Losing personal belongings is a common problem people face, which may affect many aspects of their lives. For example, they may
lose items containing important information, and this loss may cause considerable impact. However, such losses are not limited
to personal items. People may lose anything that is most important, such as a family member or a friend. On the other hand, a
person may find someone else’s relative or item but be unable to contact that person. Therefore, the growth of smartphones can
be helpful in solving this problem and enhancing lost and found procedures. The traditional approach to finding missing people
or retrieving lost items can be enhanced by reducing the intermediates, making it a more community-oriented process where
finders are directly linked to owners. To the best of our knowledge, there is no specific platform in Saudi Arabia that provides
services to those seeking help and to those who wish to volunteer to help others. In this project, we aim to solve this problem by
developing an Arabic Android application, called “Ejad,” which will serve Saudi citizens and residents who have either lost or found
relatives, items, or pets. This application will allow users to post lost and found announcements. It will also send notifications about
things that are missing in the application users’ vicinities. The application will contain special features for navigation and ease of
use, such as searching, rating users, volunteering options, interactive map. Therefore, this application combines technology and
social responsibility. In this project, we seek to make constructive use of the desire of people in Saudi society to help each other.
The application will facilitate the process of searching and finding missing items, people, or pets in an easy, less costly, and risk
reducing way.
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Tracing Coffee Supply Chain using Blockchain technology
Abdulrahman Mohammed Bin Saif, Hassan Buayyan AlWizrah, Mohammed Khalid Alsarra
Supervised by
Dr. Laith Alsuliman
Imam Mohammed Bin Saud University, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
ABSTRACT
Coffee is considered the second traded commodity after oil with annual trading worth over $100 billions and is considered the first
drink of the world.
Coffee beans are subject to complex and delicate process starting from growing, roasting, and distribution which makes the supply
chain management very challenging as each step requires a collaboration and participation of many stakeholders where they
collectively contribute to the freshness, quality, price, and taste of each cup of coffee we consume.
However, we noticed that the current supply chain can be enhanced in terms of transparency and convenience for all the
stakeholders from buyer, farmer, processor, roaster and exporter
Thus, we developed a system to manage, control and trace the whole coffee supply chain based on Blockchain technology and it
uses a set the rules and restrictions for the processes as transparency and reliability within coffee supply chain members is a must
and to provide the consumer with information which ensure that the product is certified and meets all the quality standards of the
coffee industry.
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Career Path Recommendation System
Rawan Ehab
Supervised by
Dr. Ayman Ghoneim
British University, Cairo, Egypt
ABSTRACT
In the last Millennium the huge dependence of everyone on the internet in searching uploading data, many types of interaction
have been done now after for about twenty years of this revolutionary use of the internet,the internet has been full of data that
must be used for the next step of the development which will be a brand new step like what has happened by the use of the
internet this new step will be done by collecting and analyzing of this data. The data collected right now can tell many things about
every person also now we can predict many behaviors this came us to the team of recommendation systems. Recommendation
systems help to get the right data for the specific user by which it ignores all the data that the user is not willing for to see or use.
This recommendation is based upon each user data and interest. The recommendation system that we are willing to introduce the
career path recommendation system. This type of recommendation system is specially dealing with the recruitment issues and
what is the expected behavior for the user. Many students, fresh graduates at some time they feel lost especially when they are
willing to deal with the real word they face the problem and ask them self may questions like: Now what am I going to do to find
a suitable job? What is the path which I will go for? How my current skills will meet the required job? dose my current skills qualify
me for applying for a certain company also if there are some skills that I miss what they are? our first part of our piece of work will
try to solve these problems with more accurate data and reliable one more that what is introduced in the current work also after
the project has started it will update us a new data base which will help the companies to predict the path of their employees
for example in many companies there are employees that are working on their selves more that the other these good qualified
employees will get higher positions in a short period of time from they started working this will be a very good knowledge base
for any company when they tend to hire a new employee. The idea of job recommendation has been adopted by a huge company
like Google for example and many applications has been raised to help the user for finding the suitable job to find the suitable
career path like Linked in as example. Because we see that the word is processing in a very rapid way there is no time to spend in
the wrong job, or being late from your dreams, life is not like from thirty or forty year by which you will follow your parents where if
your parents are farmers you will be framer as well , if they work in trade you will follow then as well without thinking its only about
you as a person, your hopes, thought, dreams.
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Neuron in Motion (NIM): a BCI-controlled Robot Neurogame
Shahad Alzoman, Hanan Alaskar, Arwa Alghamdi, Maha Aldayel, Rahaf Bin Murebah
Supervised by
Dr. Abir Najjar
King Saud University, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
ABSTRACT
Enhancing the cognitive skills like the ability to focus or the self-control by meditating and relaxing impacts the achievements and
challenges that we experience in our life. Just as physical exercise strengthens the body’s muscles, mental training strengthens the
brain’s neurons. Brain-Computer Interface (BCI) is considered as a powerful technology with high potential to dramatically change
the ways humans interact with their environment and for improving their cognitive skills. The commercialization of EEG headsets
provides great opportunities to employ BCI technology in entertainment for enhancement of brain functions such as attention
and cognition.
The aim of this project is to develop a BCI-based robots’ game that can be controlled by the user’s level of focus or relaxation. First,
a domain analysis was conducted to explore the existing BCI-controlled games; BrainArena [1] is a video game where the players
can join a collaborative or competitive football game by means of two BCI-headsets. They can score goals by imagining left or
right movements. In [2], a BCI-based virtual reality game is proposed. It is based in a classroom where a number of activities can be
controlled by the student (player). Both these applications are screen-based systems. On the other hand, Audi Mind Race [3] is a car
racing game where players concentrate in order to move the car and win. However, this application lacks some features and some
flexibility such that allowing the player to choose the control mode (Focus or Relax).
Our proposed system, Neuron in Motion (NIM), uses a non-invasive EEG headset to safely measure and track the user’s focus or
relaxation, and then, based on his/her mental state, control the game. It offers many challenges from different game levels to
different control modes (Focus or Relax, Single player or Multiplayer) which allows the player to choose depending on their mood.
For instance, if the player is nervous, he/she could calm his/herself by playing the Relax mode, which likewise will help him/her to
improve self-control and meditation skills.
Neuron in Motion (NIM) app is a controlling platform that syncs together with BCI-headset and DIY robots, allowing users to control
robots just by using their mental states. The BCI headset detects low frequency signals on the forehead using four individual
sensors. The level of these frequencies indicates the user’s focus/relaxation levels, and then they are translated into robots’
movements in real-time.
Neuron in Motion (NIM) proposes fun and engaging multiplayers neurogames and experiences to control mind robots. This system
is developed not only for entertainment but might be also used for neuro-enhancement for people with special needs. In fact,
the proposed games are promising to enhance the ability to focus for Attention Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) children
with inattentive symptoms [4]. Moreover, one major benefit of BCI-controlled applications is that they make games accessible and
playable by people with severe physical disability. Furthermore, by enabling brains to control DIY devices, this project contributes
to the development of researches towards the use of mind-controlled assistant robots and BCI-based neuro-prosthetics.
References:
[1] “Brain Computer Interfaces “, Hybrid, n.d. [Online]. Available: https://team.inria.fr/hybrid/brain-computer-interfaces/.
[Accessed: 06- Oct- 2018].
[2], [4] Kite-Powell, J. (2012). Applying A Brain-Computer Interface For Children With ADHD. [online] Forbes.com. Available at:
https://www.forbes.com/sites/jenniferhicks/2012/06/17/openvibeapplying-brain-computer-interface-for-children-withadhd/#45feb54b23f3 [Accessed 6 Oct. 2018].
[3] Lestoc, C. (2013). Audi Mind Race: FC Barcelona players race toy cars with their brainwaves. [online] Neurogadget. Available
at:https://neurogadget.net/2013/12/20/audi-mindrace-fc-barcelona-players-race-toy-cars-brainwaves-video/9232
[Accessed 7 Oct. 2018].
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Spelick: Speech and Touch to Control Interactive Smart Mirror
Haya Binghaith, Hanadi Almadhi, Rahaf Alharthi, Noor Alsalmi
Department of Information Technology
King Saud University, Saudi Arabia, Riyadh
Supervised by
Prof. Ghada Alhudhud
ABSTRACT
Spelick is a Smart Mirror device that puts all individual needs in one place to help busy individuals, companies or even regular users
to do multiple tasks at the same time in a way that ease their work and without affecting their productivity. This can also help in big
markets and airports to control and display intended programs for staff and audience. Moreover, some people do not want to buy
a lot of devices or they are living in small houses, for example, a person buys a smart tv to watch YouTube and Netflix, a mobile or a
laptop for web-browsing and video calls, a speaker for listening to a music and a mirror for fixing up. Also, current Smart Mirrors are
expensive with few missing features such as non-interactive, no control though speech commands or touchscreen, but at the same
time they offer features that will not be implemented on our Smart Mirror, such as it will not provide health monitoring, virtual
showrooms and it can’t be merged with Smart Home systems.
Our solution is to integrate multiple technologies such as tablet, two-way mirror, LCD screen, touch overlay and speakers to create
one technology which is our interactive Smart Mirror with different control accesses, by touch using the touch-overlay, by voice
commands using Google assistant and by mobile using Spelick application. The Smart Mirror will have home screen that contain
a person daily tasks such as news, weather and time so busy individuals now can check what they need while getting ready for
work by standing in front of the mirror. The structure of the Smart Mirror is shown in Figure 1, Starting with the two-way mirror,
it is made of glass and has two sides, also it depends on the lighting in both sides, if the lighting in both sides is bright then it
will just look like a glass with no reflection, but nowadays two-way mirror can be integrated with technology and be a part of
technology development and that’s what we are going to do to create our Smart Mirror. Furthermore, continuing with the mirror’s
components, we will use touch overlay device which enables the touchscreen feature and will be connected with the tablet, a selfbuilt LCD screen to map the tablet screen to the mirror. Finally, with an Android tablet which is the core of our system and contains
all needed applications including an application for the Smart Mirror, which is the home screen. Hence, one mobile application
would connect to the Smart Mirror and accordingly, execute the required task through the tablet behind the two-way mirror.
Finally, Smart Mirrors will make a big revolution in technology, since it is open for infinite improvements that can keep up with
the coming generations, we chose the components carefully that if any changes happen in the future we can simply update the
software rather than replacing the component.

Figure 1. Schematic view of Smart Mirror
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Data Visualization and Feature Extraction using Autoencoders
Steffen Holter, Homer Gamil
Supervised by
Dr. Anthony Tzes
New York University Abu Dhabi, UAE
ABSTRACT
The past decade has seen rapid improvements in the ways in which data can be harnessed and processed. Fields such as machine
learning and data mining have benefitted immensely from efficient algorithms and more readily available computing power.
In turn, the scale of the datasets has also increased to a point where in most cases it is difficult to understand them simply by
inspection. Data visualization aims to tackle this problem by finding underlying properties within the data and visualizing the
information accordingly. In addition, data is now utilized in almost all spheres of industry and research to enhance performance
and generate results. Therefore, there is a clear need to appeal to a wide consumer base with varying degrees of technical aptitude.
Data visualization allows to bridge this gap and can be understood by everyone.
Our solution focuses on extracting the key features that effectively describe the dataset and visualizing this information on an
interactive display. The fundamental aspect of this design is creating a means for high performance dimensionality reduction.
Whilst many solutions exist that use PCA or non-parametric algorithms such as Isomap and Local Linear Embedding, they struggle
with generalizing to more complex manifolds and sparse data. Therefore, our approach instead makes use of a deep learning
architecture. By creating a complex autoencoder inspired neural network hierarchy we aim to optimize the solution and create
a data describing mapping that corresponds to the intrinsic dimensionality of the data itself. The eventual solution aims to be
dataset independent, thus catering to as wide range of applications as possible. However, our current architecture is optimized for
the MNIST hand written character dataset. We make use of multiple high-performance GPUs in tandem with a CUDA compatible
PyTorch implementation to train the artificial neural network. In an attempt to further optimize the performance, the weights of
the network are initialized by pre-training with Restricted Boltzmann machines. Methods such as weight pruning and training
the neural network with noise corrupted data are also included to make the solution more robust and generalizable to new data
points.
To supplement our project, the interactive display, which is created using QT, allows for detailed analysis of the data by using
unsupervised learning such as k-means to generate clusters. Comparing these computer-generated classes to the actual labels
establishes the effectiveness of our solution in retaining the intrinsic properties of the high dimensional data. The implementation
will also be developed further to allow interaction with the feature space around the data points themselves. By isolating the cluster
centers and using them to split the space into 3D Voronoi segments, we aim to identify the region boundaries that correspond
to each cluster. Furthermore, simulating new artificial points in these regions should allow us to reconstruct similar points in high
dimensional space. Thus, for the case of the MNIST dataset, choosing a coordinate near a specific digit should result in an analogous
reconstruction with comparable properties. In sum, the user is given a wide range of tools to be able to individually interact with
the data points and thereby understand the complexities of the dataset itself.
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A Brain Wave Control System Using Deep Learning
*Alanud Almemari, *Safa Alkatheeri and *Hamda Altamimi
Supervised by
**Dr. Kin Poon, **Dr. Nawaf Almoosa and **Dr. Gabriele Gianini
*Khalifa University, Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates
**EBTIC (Emirates ICT Innovation Center) at Khalifa University
ABSTRACT
Paralysis is a serious medical condition threatening the lives of many people around the world. Statistics showed that every 1 in 50
people is suffering from paralysis. This number has drastically increased by 40% more where it is approximately 5.4 million people
[1]. Moreover, some of them are suffering from full body paralysis, which means controlling a wheelchair with a joystick is almost an
impossible task to perform. The only way to overcome such a problem is through Electroencephalogram (EEG) brain wave signals.
We have developed a prototype of controlling a movement of a device using EEG signals based on Deep Learning (DL) technique.
EEG represents the electrical activities of the brain and can be recorded. EEG signals are captured when an individual starts
thinking or actually moves a part of his/her body to perform a specific action. These EEG signals can be extracted using an EEG
headgear that consists of multiple dry electrodes. Afterwards, EEG signals are analyzed using Deep Learning. Deep Learning is a
subfield of Machine Learning that can work with algorithms inspired by the structure and function of the brain called Artificial
Neural Networks (ANNs). Machine learning is an application of Artificial Intelligence (AI) to make the computers capable of learning
and making decisions without the help of programming. The word deep in DL indicates a number of layers in an ANN.
The analysis involves converting the obtained signals into wavelets (i.e. frequencies that varies with time) which are applied to train
the Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). This step allows the computer to distinguish different command of the signals. During
the training phase, the data will be recorded many times of a person thinking of moving a device to different directions. The final
step is to use those commands to control the movements of a toy car for testing [2].
The block diagram of the system is illustrated in Figure 1, and its operation can be divided into 3 steps. In the first step, the EEG brain
signals, which consists of delta, theta, alpha, beta, gamma, meditation, attention, were recorded using the Emotive Insight device.
The second step is to analyze the alpha brain signal which was the strongest signal among other signals. The alpha signal was
then converted into wavelets. Wavelets were chosen because of its ability to analyze waveforms in frequency and time duration,
to represent functions with discontinuities and sharp peaks. The wavelets were feed to the Deep Learning Network for pattern
recognition. In the final step, commands were sent to a toy car to control the corresponding movements.

Figure 1: Architectural diagram of the proposed solution

References:
[1] L. Paralysis, “Stats about paralysis - Living with Paralysis”, Reeve Foundation, 2018. [Online]. Available: https://www.
christopherreeve.org/living-with-paralysis/stats-about-paralysis.
[2] S. ALBAWI, T. A. MOHAMMED, and S. AL-ZAWI, “Understanding of a Convolutional Neural Network,” Research Gate, Aug-2017.
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An Optimal Solution to the Job Shop Scheduling Problem
Basmah Aljarboua, Sarah Alabdulhadi, Raneem Altunesi, Anoud Aljandal and Reema Alhoshan
Department of computer science
Prince Sultan university, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
Supervised by
Ms. Jalila Zouhair
ABSTRACT
The job shop scheduling problem (JSSP) is one of the most important tools in optimizing industrial problems, that arise in many
practical situations due to set-up time, these situations include; manufacturing and printing industries. The problem complexity
unpredictability has expanded alongside the increase in the complexity of operations and job-mix. To tackle this issue, various
methodologies have been created joining discrete event simulation approach. The purpose of this research is to identify the
constraints relating to the job shop scheduling problem which are categorized into two subgroups; conjunctive and disjunctive
constraints. A possible solution to the job shop problem is an assignment of an initial time for each task, which meets all the
constraints. In this paper, a number of techniques and solutions are discussed, and a novel solution is proposed to solve such
problem in regard to the set-up time. Commonly, the objective of such problems is to discover a timetable that limits the aggregate
sum of time (or cost) required to finish all the tasks, where m machines and n jobs consists of a number of operations (tasks), which
are to be processed on machine m in t units of time and so forth. The paper defined a different strategy for the job shop scheduling
problem (JSSP), that’s limiting the set-time by letting an arrangement of machines work in parallel and compared it to previous
proposed and implemented solutions. Finally, after arduous research and study we have concluded that our solution outperforms
other previously implemented solutions in saving resources by minimizing the time limit, and we have succeeded in reducing the
.times unit 10 to 11 time limit from
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Contributions Towards Multiple Identity Detection in Social Networks
Maryam Alabdooli, Noora Alroken, Sumaya Khoory
Supervised by
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Zayed University, Dubai, UAE
ABSTRACT
This paper discusses ongoing efforts towards extracting multiple identities on Twitter.
Introduction
In the past few decades, there has been an exponential growth on the online social networks (OSN). People are increasingly using
these networks to communicate and connect with the outer world. Users create multiple accounts on OSN for two main reasons:
personal or malicious [3]. While personal reasons can vary, one of the main justifications for that is certainly to participate in
different discussions [3]. Meanwhile, accounts that are created for malicious purposes can be used for, e.g., manipulating public
opinion, spreading malicious links, spamming, identity theft, or spreading fraudulent content on a specific topic [2]. In this research,
we investigate multiple identities detection of a user or a group of users on Twitter. This is achieved by deeply exploring users’ data
from different perspectives.
Related work
In [3], sockpuppets, users, or a group of users, with various personalities/identities on the OSN platforms, have been investigated.
The outcomes of the research are malicious sockpuppets or pretenders, had abnormal behaviors when compared to ordinary
users. They write similarly, post on the same timings, supportive of each other, and have less apparent names [3]. In contrast, nonpretenders or non-malicious sockpuppets have nothing to hide; they have similar names; therefore, they can be easily detected.
In [1], the work has concluded that profile search had the highest accuracy detection rate and content searching was the fastest.
Project description
We are creating a Multiple Identity Detection (MID) platform that searches for look-alike accounts on Twitter. This project will
minimize the effort and ease the process of finding accounts that are controlled by the same users or group of users. Our project
uses structure, content, behavior, and topic analysis. Consequently, to construct the software program, we used PyCharm, MySQL,
and R programs.
Project Status
The raw data database is being crawled with data straight from Twitter API through the applications that we have created.
Meanwhile, we extracted the 522 attributes for the statistical database; these are extracted from 58 different characteristics; they
are used for analysis. We also used the Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) process for identifying grammar
mistakes and abbreviation since OSN platforms do not use formal English [4]. We also finished a preliminary analysis using a
dataset of 30 million users.
Conclusion
To conclude, the primary purpose of our research is to extract multiple accounts used by the same person or group of people on
Twitter. This will be accomplished by determining the behavior of the user using data analysis.
References
[1] Jain, P., & Kumaraguru, P. (2012). Finding Nemo: Searching and Resolving Identities of Users Across Online Social
Networks. CoRR, abs/1212.6147.
[2] K Adewole, N Anuar, A Kamsin, K Varathan, S Abdul Razak,. (2017) Malicious accounts: Dark of the social networks, Journal
of Network and Computer Applications.
[3] Kumar, S., Leskovec, J., Cheng, J., & Subrahmanian, V. (2017). An Army of Me: Sockpuppets in Online Discussion Communities.
doi:10.1145/3038912.3052677
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E- Clinic Mobile Application
Nada Al Beriki, Noora Saeed, and Ahed Abugabah
Zayed University, CTI, Abu Dhabi
ABSTRACT
In this project, we developed an application called e-clinic, that will help specific categories of people who have a difficulty to
reach hospitals such as elderly and people, special need and people who live in a country side facing difficulty reaching doctors.
The app will represent a hub that link patients and health service provides and professionals such as doctors and nurses. The
proposed App will help to facilitate the health procedures of patients like made for them the periodic examinations without the
need to go to the hospital. For example, through the app patients can request sending a doctor or nurse to monitor the health
conditions of the patient, measure blood pressure and heart rate, monitor diabetes and other circumstances. Mobile devices are
revolutionizing the way hospitals function by creating an impact on the healthcare industry”. Nowadays healthcare organizations
focus on mobile applications that serve the healthcare professionals and patients because the smart mobile apps are easy to
use and can reach a large number of people and help to provide the patients with best results about their health conditions. In
UAE where cities are far from each other and many people live far away from the main cities such an app will help gather service
providers and patients in one platform and help improve services provided on time.
Implementation of E-Clinic application.

Figure. 1. The Main App Framework

Conclusions
The utilization of cell phones by health care professional and experts (HCPs) is helping to change numerous parts of practice
in the medicinal domain. Mobiles are turning out as very ordinary in medicinal services settings and somewhat prompting fast
development for the improvement of therapeutic programming (applications). In other words, Cell phones and applications
give numerous advantages to HCPs, maybe most altogether expanded access to purpose of-care apparatuses, which has been
appeared to help better clinical basic leadership and enhanced patient outcomes
In this project E-clinic applications will significantly be utilized these days and will be utilized much more in the future in UAE. In
this way, the project provided the E-clinic mobile application that aims the patients. It is intended to be utilized and controlled
by patients. Our application was developed simply and clearly to utilize. The solution was prepared to keep the patient health in
track them test with the easy way of them. As developing a mobile application saves time and avoid the patients missing their
appointments.
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Memristor Device Characterization and Simulation
Maryam Rashed Almazrouei, Aaesha Mohammed A.Bani Ibrahim
Supervised by
Dr. Baker Mohammad, Dr. Sueda Saylan
Khalifa University, Abu Dhabi, UAE
ABSTRACT
Memristors are new emerging electronic
devices that have a big potential to replace the
CMOS technology and play a great role in the
new era of 4th Industrial Revolution. In recent
years, the use of memristor devices for ultra‑low
computing has attracted considerable attention,
owing to the history‑dependent resistance states
observed in these devices which can be altered
by small applied voltages. Based on the same
working principle, memristor devices offer great
potential for being used as sensors where the
energy required for the changes in the resistance
state may be provided by an external stimulus.
In light of the above, the use of memristor devices
as a radiation sensor will investigated, in which
the devices will be designed and fabricated at
micro/nano-scale. As part of the design process,
the main focus is in studying different materials
and structures and use this knowledge for
fabricating the optimized designs. To do so, it
is proposed to examine the electrical response
of specific memristor structures under DC bias
using a device simulation tool, Sentaurus TCAD,
which is one of the industry standard device
simulators.

Figure 1: Experimental results of 11 devices

The experiments that were conducted presented the orders of magnitude difference between the low‑ and high‑resistance states
of the fabricated memristor devices as shown in Figure 1, and the aim is to further investigate the underlying physics governing
this electrical behavior using the device‑level model developed using Sentaurus TCAD. The literature suggests several models in
an attempt to explain the resistive switching behavior such as charge trapping, conductive filament formation, Schottky barrier
formulation, and electrochemical migration of point defects [1].
In this study, the focus will be on metal/metal-oxide/silicon device architectures in which the change in the electrical response of
the device will be studied by activating and deactivating the conductive filament formation through metal ions and the existence
of oxygen vacancies, which appears to be the most‑likely mechanism causing the resistive behavior in the metal‑oxide films under
investigation [2-3]. Through the implementation of several physical phenomena, the simulations will help enabling a physicsbased understanding of the dynamics of filament formation and dissolution in ion and vacancy conducting films. For the latter,
representing the oxygen vacancies in the film as an n-type doping, with different concentrations for the low-resistance on-state
(LRS) and high-resistance off-state (HRS), appears to be a simple and promising approach [2]. In addition, the device modeling will
help in expanding our understanding of the use of memristor technology in space-related applications. Following the validation of
the simulation model using the experimental data, the model would form a promising platform for optimizing the device structure.
References:
[1] Kamiya, K., et al. “Modeling of resistive random access memory (RRAM) switching mechanisms and memory structures.”
Advances in Non-Volatile Memory and Storage Technology. Woodhead Publishing, 2014. 262-284e.
[2] Barnaby, H. J., et al. “Impact of alpha particles on the electrical characteristics of TiO2 memristors.” IEEE Transactions on
Nuclear Science 58.6 (2011): 2838-2844.
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2015.
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ABSTRACT
The importance of location estimation has increased for position-based services paying vast attention to indoor positioning
systems [1]. However, the deployment of indoor localization systems is considered to be modest compared to global navigation
satellite systems since it is still in the early stages of development. Indoor localization systems can have promising applications in
different domains and sectors such as hospitality, healthcare, travel and retail where in these sectors, there is a strong demand to
use such systems. This study proposes a design of an indoor localization system based on Fingerprinting combined with Inertial
Measurement Unit (IMU) sensors to estimate the user’s location and track its movements in a wireless network.
This system will help the user in navigating easily to the point of interest using the Received Signal Strength measurements and
the IMU measurements in which the walking distance and the direction of the user will be determined. Furthermore, Kalman Filter
[2] will be implemented which will enhance the stability of the system as a whole because it will process the input data recursively.
Hence, the error caused by multipath, reflection and refraction will be reduced.
The main obstacle for deploying an indoor localization system is its cost, where the components needed to be utilized in the
system for attaining accurate results can be expensive. Since IMU sensors will be integrated in the system, the reliability of the
whole system will improve while maintaining the overall cost low. For developing the proposed system, Wi-Fi technology will be
investigated in performance and the accuracy of the positioning results.
The proposed indoor localization system, as shown in Figure 1, consists of two main sub-systems (i.e. Location Detection and
Tracking), which will be integrated together in order to increase the reliability of the positioning system. The Location Detection
sub-system uses Received Signal Strength values of multiple transmitters (i.e. anchor points) to estimate the position of the target
based on Wi-Fi finger-printing method. In this project, ESP8266 is programmed as a Wi-Fi Anchor point while ESP32 is configured as
a target node. In addition, the Tracking sub-system uses the IMU (Inertial Measurement Unit) sensor (BNO055) in order to enhance
the position detecting results. Moreover, the collected data from both sub-systems will be received wirelessly using User Datagram
Protocol. The target behind designing this specific system is to provide an affordable indoor localization system with acceptable
accuracy which can be further improved in the future.
References:
[1] H.Darabi et al. “Survey of Wireless Indoor Positioning Techniques and Systems.” in TSMCC, IEEE, pp. 1067-1080, 2007.
[2] Estimation, Control, and the Discrete Kalman Filter, 1st ed. New York: Springer-Verlag, 1989, pp. 133-137.

Figure 1: System illustration diagram
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Secure Voting System Using Blockchain
Asem Abuelhija, Aiah AbuDouleh, Baraah AbuMuhsen
Supervised by
Dr. Fahed Awad
Jordan University of Science and Technology, Irbid, Jordan
ABSTRACT
In this paper, we introduce a voting system based on the distributed ledger technology (i.e.; a blockchain based voting system)
to provide a secure environment, in which the collected votes of an election are guaranteed to be completely legitimate, as well
as counted and presented correctly as a result of the election process. The problem has come to a public attention after frequent
complaints about ballot boxes being destroyed, stolen, or manipulated in different kinds of voting processes. Depending on
human efforts to keep such events organized and secured has proven to fail. The concept of a computer system that is immune to
human errors and physical damage, which are two characteristics of a blockchain, makes it impossible to lose track of any recorded
votes, or to record false votes from malicious participants.
A blockchain in simple words is a distributed database (i.e.; a ledger) stored on a network of nodes, each of which constantly
keeps updating its version of the entire ledger according to a specific method agreed upon by all nodes; known as the consensus
algorithm. The nodes agree together whether an entry is accepted to be added on the ledger and announce a common state that
is identical in all of them. The communication between the nodes, as well as the data held by any of them are mathematically
secured by different cryptographic approaches, resulting in a very complex environment that is almost impossible to tamper with.
In the proposed system, a blockchain network is integrated with a user interface and an intermediate server that is capable of
handling an entire election process with minimum intervention of humans. The user interface provides an easy way for voters to
interact with the system, while the intermediate server deals with the complicated technical details between the user and the back
end of the system (i.e.; the blockchain). The system should offer a seamless experience that results in a trusted election process.
The sole role of the administrator is to add the required information about the election to the intermediate server in order to
initiate the new process. This includes information about candidates, people who can vote, and general specifications of the
election process such as the date(s) and duration(s). The user connects to the server through a web page and enters the required
information to prove his/her identity. The server then compares these data with its database and decides whether the user is
allowed to enter the network. If the conditions apply, the server creates a new participant on the blockchain. The blockchain
network responds with a token. This token acts as a key to allow the user to do the transaction (i.e., vote) on the network. The
server grants the users with the tokens and redirects them to a webpage on which they can vote. The diagram below represents
the proposed system model.
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Brain-Controlled Smart Home
Mohammed AlAli, Belal Alwesabi, Mohammed Awadh
Supervised by
Dr. Abdulaziz Almohimeed
Imam Muhammed Ibn Saud Islamic University, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
ABSTRACT
Flicking a light switch, opening a door, or even turning on the TV can be considered trivial to normal people and doing them
doesn’t require much forethought, but they represent obstacles and are indeed difficult to disabled people in their everyday life.
Nowadays, there are too many people around the world suffering from disability. Hundreds of thousands of them are ALS patients
and they have complete lack of basic motor functions.
New technologies, such as Brain-Computer Interface (BCI) have helped them a lot. BCI devices acquire brain signals, analyze them,
and translate them into commands that are relayed to output devices that carry out desired actions. So we came up with the idea
of using BCI to make the disabled’s life easier.
Brain-Controlled Smart Home is a system that enables users to control their home devices by using thought.
The user can wear a headset that captures brain signals and sends it to an Android application through Bluetooth. Then, the
Android application will parse the signals, and map it to a specific action. When the app determines the action, it passes it to the
server.
Finally, the server receives a request to turn on/off a device, it will send this command directly to the Raspberry Pi using an open
connection in order to execute it directly without any delay. This connection will also be used to keep the server up to date with
sensors condition.
The system architecture is illustrated in Figure 1 bellow.

Figure 1: System Architecture

The application is designed to be usable by normal people, thus making it easy for all people to use the same system. Users can
let other users control their home by sending them a unique link that can only be used once for security purposes. The system is
designed to be customizable, so that the user can setup his own custom rooms/devices easily.
The software technologies used to develop the application are the following: Java for writing the Android application, Python with
Django and Django REST Framework for the back-end, also Python for controlling home devices with Raspberry Pi.
The core functions of the system consisting of the home control and account management are implemented. We are also planning
in the future to integrate home-assistant functionality with our system, such as Alexa.
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Parking Communication System Using Mobile App
Ashwaq Salem, Khawla Rashed, Khadija Mohamed
201413999, 201504260, 201413780
Supervised by
Dr. Ouns Bouachir
College of Technological Innovation, Zayed University, Abu Dhabi, UAE
ABSTRACT
Due to the many problems that related to the parking space we are going to propose our solution which is parking management
system using mobile application. As it obvious to us, Parking is an issue for almost everyone today, especially for students at
Zayed University, so a solution has to be found to help eliminate or even reduce problems due to the lack of a proper parking
management system. The basic function of this app is to offer a way to facilitate communication between students while they
are inside campus. It will be a good communication tool for usage because students are suffering from wasting time waiting to
find a parking space, waiting for the person who parked illegally behind them, making an accident with a parked car and waiting
for the person to show up or write the telephone number on a piece of paper for contact, leaving the place, having difficulty to
remembering where you parked and wasting time finding it. So, the aim of this project is to provide and develop an application
that would help students with the above-mentioned problems. The application will give you page of field that needs to be filled
and will allow you to use the camera to take a picture of the accident or problem and attach it before you send it to the other party.
You will contact the other person’s through their car plate number. We will get all the students registered car details from ZU and
update them in our application database. We will create and design a parking management system using mobile app by appery.
io. This app will solve the aforementioned problems. Also, the app will have a unique feature which is counting the number of cars
in the parking where this will benefit the user of this app for the statistics. We will go through that by providing cameras or sensors
in the gates and this attribute will appear in the app as a percentage bar (as loading bar) with two colors green and blue where
the green will represent the amount of cars enter from the gate in percentage to know and determine from that if a parking space
is occupied or free. On each gate, we can count the number of cars getting inside (based on the direction of their movement) and
car getting outside (have the opposite direction of movement). As we mentioned above, the system is basically designed for a
university parking which can further be extended as required. Furthermore, here are some of the options that we will include in
the app:
send the person a notification “illegal parking, please move your car”
send the person a notification “car accident, please check your car”
book services: Car wash – parking spot (time) (pay)
Report car accident “calls SAAED 72233)
As a results of this app, the user will be able to use it when they enter the ZU. They can easily communicate and contact each other
when they face any parking problems, save their time, provide them about the space of parking, less stress and less hassle. The
functionality of the system will be test and the results are encouraging.
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Towards an Arabic Search Engine
Abrar Almadani, Khulood Alameeri, Najma Alblooshi
Supervised by
Dr. Hakim Hacid
Zayed University, Dubai, UAE
ABSTRACT
Information Retrieval (IR) is mainly about performing the process of understanding whatever users are looking for in the web, hard
copy documents, images, audios, and videos and present the results. Yet, there are numerous definitions of the term information
retrieval, we will discuss one below: Information Retrieval is finding material (i.e., documents) of an unstructured nature (usually
text) that satisfies an information need from within large collections [1].
We propose building an Arabic search engine that will handle properly the Arabic content in better way, which is not properly
considered in the existing engines. In this project, there are two phases: building a basic search engine, and then the optimization
of the search engine. The first phase starts form crawling, indexing, query processing, ranking, and building the interface. Phase
two is where we improve everything that has been done in the first phase.
BASIC PRINCIPLES
Search engines began due to the users navigating to find specific shared files on the Internet, which was a collection of File Transfer
Protocol (FTP) sites. However, the Internet had grown and used WWW, which is the World Wide Web, as its interface for accessing
the shared files by typing keywords in the search bar. When a user is requesting on the search engine, he/she is actually giving
keywords to the search engine, which is a method used to give results. Based on the keywords given by the user, the search engine
will present various results as hyperlink, images, or videos based on the users’ request.
The query results being displayed starting from the most popular ones to the least popular in a list of content in the results page,
which are results of the user’s input. These results displayed according to the priority of the web page using, e.g., PageRank, or
ranking, which is the first algorithm that Google used in their search engine. To give the best result of the user’s query depends
on the number and quality of links to a webpage, measuring the importance of the website, etc. This means giving priority to the
highest quality in order of their relevance [2].
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
A search engine operates in the following order: Web Crawling, Indexing, Searching/ Query Processing, as illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Components of Information Retrieval

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Building a search engine is the most challenging projects that we ever done. We have learned how to create everything that is
related to it from scratch rather than clicking on buttons. In addition, search engine is offering users millions of pages with its
content and the amount is increasing rapidly, this helps users to search for information and find results through typing a query.
Every search engine has its own way of ranking and has different algorithms this can help in getting the results faster.
REFERENCES
[1] Manning, C. D., Raghavan, P., & Schutze, H. (2008). Introduction to Information Retrieval.
[2] Brin, Sergey & Page, Lawrence. (1998). The Anatomy of a Large-Scale Hypertextual Web Search Engine. Computer Networks
and ISDN Systems. 30. 10.1016/j.comnet.2012.10.007.
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CAPRABIA: A Repository of Capstone Projects Developed in the
Arabian Universities
Ahmad Noor, Nawaf Saad, Mohannad Altlbani
Supervised by
Dr. Ehsan Ahmad
Saudi Electronic University, Jeddah, Saudi Arabia
ABSTRACT
Capstone project is an important part of every engineering discipline at undergraduate level. The main purpose of these projects
is to encourage students to apply the knowledge acquired during their studies. Like students from other parts of the world,
engineering and science students in the Arabian universities also engage in research and development of projects in the final
year of their undergraduate studies. Although, most of the universities keep record of these projects in their libraries either online
or as hard copies, but students from other universities are not able to access those reports to benefit from them in their projects.
Moreover, many students (intentionally or unintentionally) create almost the same work submitted by some other students in
another university/institute.
The essence of the CAPRABIA project is a digital repository of the capstone projects developed by undergraduate students in
the Arabian universities. CAPRABIA is a web application enabling the students and faculty members to search and download
thousands of capstone project reports and university essays.
As depicted in Figure 1, CAPRABIA provides a platform for monitoring and controlling the plagiarism in capstone projects,
synchronizing the systematic evaluation, and enabling the continuation of interesting projects thus transforming them into
valuable startups. Before starting their capstone projects, Students can review previously developed projects through an extensive
searching module. This will enable them to envision the types of project being developed in their area of interest (e.g., AI, image
processing, IoT, etc.). In order to cope with the challenge of identifying and monitoring the replicated work, Faculty Members and
potential project supervisors can use the similarity ratio checking module to approve or disapprove a proposed project. Upon
approval, the project details can be added through project submission module.
One of the important goals of the CAPRABIA project is to provide an extensive environment for university students to promote
novelty and to solve indigenous problems, so that the projects can be transformed into successful startups. As Arabian peninsula
is heading towards knowledge-based economy, teaming potential investors/employers with students providing interesting
solutions is vital for this purpose. Through CAPRABIA, registered Talent Scouts/Employers, and investors can search the projects in
different fields and can directly contact the students involved in that project. Extensive infographics are provided to facilitate this
process.
CAPRABIA supports both Arabic and English languages. In the first phase we are including the projects submitted to the Annual
Conference on Undergraduate Research on Applied Computing (URC) organized by Zayed University, Dubai, UAE and then will
further extend it to individual Arabian universities.

Figure 1: Operational diagram of CAPRABIA
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RFID Dark Market
Shaikha Ali AlDarmaki, Aysha Helal AlShamsi
Supervised by
Dr. Abdullah Tubaishat
Zayed University, Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates
ABSTRACT
In this paper we propose an improvement in RFID blockers. As the technology industry has developed, people are more interested
in becoming more practical. Therefore, Radio Frequency Identification has been introduced to make simple tasks less time
consuming. Today, with the help of the WIFI, RFID are used in Credit Cards to make the experience less complex. However, the
card owners are not aware of the potential risks that comes with the time they are saving. The society is not aware of the dangers
of an RFID card, risks include identity theft, robbery and how Near Field Communication is related to RFID. Since Radio Frequency
Identifications are not protected, we will use a RFID reader to read the cards and mimic them in a point of view of hackers and
thieves. Once that is done we will then use the backdoors that allowed us to furthermore gain access to a credit card to prevent in
by creating a practical RFID blocker.
Our project is to create a blocker for Radio Frequency Identification. We have noticed that the RFID scanner can easily extract
sensitive information. As we searched about this topic we have observed that all the products that are currently in the market are
not practical and are not a popular such as metal wallets. Therefore, we I have decided to create a product that could be block the
card from unverified RFID readers, something practical and easy to use.
As technology is developing, people personal belongings are more likely to be stolen, therefore we are optimistic that this project
will have a positive impact on the community. Also we have researched the downside of RFIDs and the most repeated answer
we have observed is not having encryption. An encryption is the task of converting or sealing specific data to prevent unwanted
authorization. We contacted on of Abu Dhabi’s most known banks and we simply asked if their WIFI RFID transmission is encrypted.
They replied with a no, whereas they have encoded encryption for all other transmissions. This got us thinking of the high risk of
theft that could occur since its easy to steal specifically from a WIFI RFID card cardholder. That is because the Wi-fi transaction using
a credit card does not require a pin code.
Our goal is to create a product that will help secure credit cards specially. Since not many people are aware if the consequences
behind having a Wi-Fi connected credit card. Because, there is no need to enter a pin when using the RFID of a credit card, it is more
likely of theft to occur. In addition, there is no rock solid blocker in the market that is trusted.
In this research we have identified and tested a hacker’s point of view in stealing sensitive data.
We ordered the most popular RFID reader from an online website. Our goal was to duplicate the information from a credit card into
a blank card. To demonstration how simple it is for thieves to steal credit card data.
First we placed the credit card to the RFID reader to scan it, after that the information of the credit card is stored, then all the
information is cloned into an empty card. Then we furthermore utilized our findings into creating a blocker that does not allow
unwanted readers from bypassing it. This awoken us into realizing how unsecure and unprotected RFID credit cards are. In fact,
we have uncovered that some countries banned credit cards to be associated with RFIDs due to its large harm. Meanwhile, it is still
used in the United Arab Emirates with previous awareness given to the cardholder.
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Fix It Application
Khulood Aqab Al Ali, Maha Ahmed Al Mazrouei
Collage of Technological Innovation
Zayed University, Abu Dhabi, UAE
Supervised by
Dr. Asad Khattak
ABSTRACT
The process of reporting lab issues in the Collage of Technological Innovation (CTI), Zayed University to responsible employees is
handled using e-mails which makes the process take longer. To address this issue, we purposed to develop a user friendly mobile
application. Our aim is to develop a customized mobile application for the lab support in the CTI. By using this application, lab
user either students or faculty can report any software, hardware, and services level issues to the lab admins/coordinators easily.
Users will need to fill incident report using application, the report basically requires users to provide their name and ID, select room
number, select an issue and allow them to provide description and attach snaps of the case. Once the user submits the issue, it
will then be recorded in the database for admins/coordinators where they can update the status for users to know if that issue was
resolved or not. This application is a cross platform mobile application that can be deployed in multiple platforms. It will create
a centralized repository to record lab issues for lab admins and users; and will facilitate in efficient reporting and solutions of lab
.issues. Below is screenshot of the application interface where information is taken from the reporter side
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eCitizens First: Web Application for facilitating Emiratis with economic needs to submit and process their applications online
Hessa Ibrahim Alblooshi and Raja Ali Boraik,
College of Technological Innovation, Zayed University, Abu Dhabi
Supervised by
Dr. Farkhund Iqbal
ABSTRACT
With the influx of smart connected devices and the growing need of paperless communication has increased the trend towards
eGovernment. Most of the public and private sector companies are migrating their products and services online. The UAE
government is known for leading and embracing new technologies and innovative ideas. Article 14 of the UAE Constitution
states that the sovereign right that citizens should enjoy is equality, social justice, security and equitable distribution of resources.
In pursuance of that the state facilitates to bring all services closer to the people. To meet this requirement, we proposed and
implemented a web-based service to facilitate Emiratis with presenting their economic needs to the concerned government
department.
As a first step, we conducted a survey on Emiratis to know more about the economic and financial needs of various sectors of life
in different Emirates. Major categories of financial needs are shown in the following figure. In addition, the survey helped us to
know more about the specific preferences of the people in submitting their needs to the government. Most people were found to
be interested to use computer and internet and other smart technologies to submit their applications to concerned government
departments. It was noticed that most people from the rural areas were having minimal skills and knowledge of internet.
In the presented work, we designed web-based application where the UAE citizens can fill in application specifying their details and
financial needs. The system will guide them on how to feed their information in precise way and then recommends the concerned
government department based on their needs as depicted in the following figure.
An agent is deputed automatically from the department to review the application, process it and give feedback along with a
reference number to the applicant. The applicant should be able to follow up with the concerned staff member for the entire
processing phase. The entire process starting from the initial assessment of the financial needs of a person till the completion is
fully automated and guided.
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Designing and Building a BCI-Controlled Wheelchair for Quadriplegics
Asma Al-Dosari, Firdaws Bouzegza, Mai Al-Muraished, Norah Al-Hamdan
Supervised by
Dr. Maha Alrabiah
College of Computer Science and Information
Imam Muhammad ibn Saud Islamic University, Riyadh, KSA
ABSTRACT
Quadriplegics cannot take care of themselves nor do any regular activities without the aid of another person or assistive technology
such as electronic wheelchairs. In fact, their disability limits major life activities and constricts the ability to be part of society and
communicate with the external world. They face many difficulties in their day-to-day tasks and have trouble being independent
since they suffer from paralysis and loss of movement and feeling in the torso and all four limbs. As a start, wheelchairs provide
mobility and independence central to the patients and their caretakers. However, people with complete quadriplegia cannot
utilize regular automatic wheelchairs, as they are controlled by joysticks that need a minimum of hand movement. Fortunately,
a technology called BCI (Brain-Computer Interface) utilizes a headset to transmit the orders from the brain signals directly to the
wheelchair, bypassing the need for hand movement.
In this proposal, we propose to design and build a BCI-controlled wheelchair that allows quadriplegics to control the movement
of the electrical wheelchair, which will help them be more independent and self-relying and improve their quality of life. The
wheelchair will improve several aspects of their health. In addition, it will make it easier for physical therapists and caregivers to
take care of them. We propose a design of the chair that we have drawn and we used a 3D printer to print parts of the prototype.

The prototype was operated using an Arduino microprocessor, servomotors and a linear actuator. For the BCI, the Emotiv EPOC+
headset was used to detect the brain signals, and the Facial Expressive Suite was preferred over the Cognitive Suite for its efficiency
and ease of use. The Emotiv classifier was trained to recognize the brain signals emitted by different facial expressions and mapped
them to a specific action that the wheelchair applies using the Bluetooth module HC-06. The wheelchair and the headset were
then integrated, as to control the wheelchair and the performance of the prototype was tested and evaluated at the end, realizing
an accuracy of movement of over 80%.
In this solution, we proposed to design and build a BCI-controlled wheelchair to be used by quadriplegics as an assistive technology
that assists them during their daily lives or as an instrument that can be used during physical therapy.
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Swarm Intelligence in Rescue Missions
Kareem Salah
Supervised by
Prof. Samy Ghonimey
The British University in Egypt, Cairo, Egypt
ABSTRACT
Swarm robotics is a new area inspired from some simple biological systems such as ants or bees colonies and complex ones
such as bacteria colonies. It establishes a system of robots with simple design and control mechanisms capable of accomplishing
complicated or complex collective actions.
Swarm robotics systems as well as their nature counterparts range in size from few individuals occupying relatively small areas to
extremely organized and sophisticated colonies that may occupy large territories and consist of huge number of individuals. The
organized behaviors emerging in the swarms show great features as flexibility and robustness in performing collaborative and
simultaneous tasks such as task allocation, path planning, nest constructing and other.
The individuals in biological/nature swarms display very poor intelligence or abilities, nevertheless those individuals as a group
could achieve remarkable behaviors.
This project aims to design and implement an enhanced technique of swarm intelligence by simulating the structures and synergy
of the swarm instead of the structure of an individual in classic artificial intelligence, we consider individuals as agents with simple
and single ability, in such a way that swarm intelligence systems will consist of a group of simple individuals controlled by a
knowledge-base system(set of rules)and interactions that could dynamically evolve to deal with different problems.
As for the strategy that will be deployed is mainly peer-to-peer and under some conditions it may change to master-slave strategy.
Regarding the first phase we will study and search for acceptable strategies. In the second phase we will search for a satisfactory
simulation platform. In the third phase we will deploy the most compatible strategy. Finally the fourth phase will be mainly testing
and tweaking some variables to produce some meaningful results.
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AlgoFun Interactive Algorithm Learning Website Using Gamification
Aisha Alghamdi - Hatoon Alshehri - Maram Alaslani
Supervised by
Dr. Dalal Zahran
Department of Computer Science
King Abdulaziz University, Saudi Arabia, Jeddah
ABSTRACT
Algorithm is an essential part of Computer Science (CS) field, at King Abdulaziz University (KAU) results showed that students face some problems in learning algorithms with 71.1% difficulties in understanding algorithms concepts, 64.5%
in visualizing algorithms’ functionality, and 27.7% in finding resources. AlgoFun is an E-Learning website that provides
educational games to teach selected algorithms in a fun interactive way as shown in Figure 1, AlgoFun offers more information about each algorithm in terms of identifying advantages, disadvantages, and best application domain. Additionally, help improve students’ comprehension with quizzes, and help in exchanging knowledge via a discussion board.
AlgoFun goal is to simplify teaching selected algorithms from Analysis and Design of Algorithms course taught in CS
Department at KAU. The selected algorithms to be implemented based on the questionnaire and interviews conducted
at CS department of KAU are closest pair of points problem with brute force and divide and conquer approach. AlgoFun
utilizes gamification with an interactive visualized animation to help students understand algorithms and motivate their
learning process. AlgoFun game uses the gamification concept to engage and motivate students in learning, with the
use of reward and penalty in scoring, badges if completed levels with minimum hint count, and a certificate after game
completion.
The software and tools used in building AlgoFun are Unity for the games with C# programming language, PHP scripts for
the connection of the game with the database, and Flask microframework for creating the website.

Figure 1:Calculation Step in Closest Pair Brute Force Game Interface.
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Riyadh Metro Air Pollution Detection System
Ghadi Aljarallah, Halla AlHussaini, Sawsan AlMarzouk, and Shatha AlRabiah
Supervised by
Dr. Abeer Alnafjan
Al-Imam Muhammad Ibn Saud Islamic University, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
ABSTRACT
Air pollution is a serious global problem because of its negative effects on the environment and human health, and industrial
growth is one of its main contributors. In fact, air pollution can be life-threatening; according to the World Health Organization
(WHO), 1 in 9 deaths are linked to air pollution, and 92% of people live with dangerous air pollution. In Saudi Arabia, statistics
compiled in 2016 by the Riyadh Development Authority show that the capital has a population of 4 million, and predictions show
the population will reach 17 million by 2020. Therefore, the quality of air is a major concern in our country, and action should be
taken to limit and control the negative effects.
According to the vision of Saudi Arabia (2030), more attention has been given to improving the capital city infrastructure and
transportation. For example, Riyadh Metro has been designed as the backbone of the public transport system. The metro network
will cover most of the densely populated areas and public facilities and provide access to educational, commercial, and medical
institutions. Therefore, Riyadh Metro offers opportunities to reduce car traffic, environmental pollution, and energy consumption.
This project seeks to examine the potential of designing and implementing a pollution detection system for integration with
Riyadh Metro, which will bring social, environmental, and public health benefits. Furthermore, this project is an example of the
collaboration model, wherein a group of key actors from different sectors (e.g., higher education, technology, government)
commits to a common agenda for solving a specific environmental concern within the context of a smart city and internet of
things (IoT) technologies.
Basically, we proposed a pollution detection system to monitor air pollution in Riyadh. It integrated with the Riyadh Metro to
present real-time air pollution levels in the city using special sensors. In addition, it connected to an informative mobile application.
The system consists of air pollution sensors using Arduino, Android applications, and pollution indicators. The system gathers data
about air pollution on roads, and large data from several sensors need to be efficiently stored, processed, and analysis. A is userfriendly mobile application represents data on maps and statistical charts to provide the shortest and healthiest path. Then, the
collected big data analysis by clustering the data based on a set of points
Challenges including are: ensuring that all the readings from sensors are accurate and correct, deciding on the best placement
of the sensors because changes in climate and wet or hot surfaces can affect accurate readings, Another challenge is finding an
efficient algorithm that helps in providing the shortest healthiest path a give real-time notification of destination pollution levels.
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Using Virtual Reality Technology along with Speech Analysis
in Stuttering Treatment
Asmaa Albasha, Maryam Alghalban Ola Semsemiah
Supervised by
Dr. Abeer Alnafjan
Al-Imam Muhammad Ibn Saud Islamic University, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
ABSTRACT
Virtual reality (VR) is an interactive computer-generated experience that artificially creates an environment that feels real by
stimulating a user’s senses. In recent years, increasing interest has been shown in the use of VR technology in a clinical context for
assessment and treatment of rehabilitation patients. Consequently, a number of clinical applications have been proposed in the
field of mental health, including the treatment of anxiety disorders.
Recent studies on VR have shown positive and promising results using VR for rehabilitation purposes to help patients to regain lost
physical or cognitive abilities and to desensitize and reduce the negative feelings related to fear or situation without relying on
internal imagery or their ability to visualize. For example, a person who has a fear of public speaking may stutter while speaking.
Additionally, avoidance behaviors, such as fear, may occur in people who stutter )PWS).
Stuttering is one speech disorder case where people who stutter have a problem with the flow of speech such as repetitions
and prolongations of words or phrases as well as involuntary silent pauses or blocks in which the person who stutters is unable
to produce sounds. Most often it is accompanied by social anxiety disorder as a secondary symptom and requires treatment for
anxiety symptoms. Stuttering can negatively affect a person’s life. Studies have shown that there is a strong relationship between
stuttering and anxiety: anxiety can cause stuttering and vice-versa. For example, talking in front of an audience is a difficult task
for PWS.
In this project, we aimed to investigate how speech-language therapy can benefit from VR techniques and how physicians can
use VR as an advanced visualization tool for the assessment and treatment of stuttering disorders. Therefore, we proposed a novel
approach originated from methods and applications by using VR techniques as input devices for treatment purpose along with
speech analysis for assessment purpose.
We built our system in an open source programming language, Python, For speech segmentation, we used pyAudioAnalysis;
an open Python library that provides a wide range of audio-related functionalities focusing on feature extraction, classification,
segmentation, and visualization issues. We also used Google ASR to determine whether the segment contains a real word or not.
then, we compare recordings from those who stutter to with a recorded speech sample to evaluate treatment progress. More over,
we built VR scenes using unity3d.
A task-based observational case study in a clinical setting was conducted for the objective of verification and validation of
augmenting maintenance phase in stuttering therapy sessions. Our results show that (i) speech analysis using pyAudioAnalysis
along with Google ASR is sufficient to differentiate between strutting speech and normal speech, (ii) that VR is perceived by
clinicians as unobtrusive devices that can be considered during speech-language maintenance phase in stuttering therapy
sessions. Further work can explore the technical challenges in providing online speech analysis during the session, integrating
emotion detection, and using advanced speech analysis feature extraction and classification methods.
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Robot-Assisted Therapy for Children with Autism
Fatima Alqahtani, Rawan Alowain, Zainab Alkussayer
Supervised by
Dr. Abeer Alnafjan
Al-Imam Muhammad Ibn Saud Islamic University, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
ABSTRACT
Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is a neurological and developmental disorder that begins early in childhood. Children with autism
face challenges in terms of social interaction, communication skill, language development, and behavioral problem. A number of
challenges faced in delivering health care to children with autism such as the limited number of professionals in autism the waiting
for an appointment could take weeks, families live far from medical centers. and difficulty in the assessment and diagnose the
person with autism and the cost of the treatment.
In the era of technology, Assistive technology can be used to support and enhance ASD therapy. variety types of technology and
applications have been suggested and used to assist autism treatment such as virtual reality applications, dedicated applications,
telehealth systems, and robots. Each one of them has shown a great influence on communication and interaction, social learning
and imitation skills and other associated conditions.
A number of recent studies have shown that a child with autism is sufficiently interested in ‘playing’ with an
interactive autonomous robot. Moreover, the robot can engage the child in interactions which demonstrate
important aspects of human-human interaction. Furthermore, the robot can be used to guide the children towards more ‘complex’
forms of interaction, as found in social human-human interactions.
This project aims to design and develop a Robot-based application that can be used to improve autistic children understanding
and communication skills and help them to connect with society and the surrounding environment. The project is mainly based
on Artificial Intelligence, Robotics, and Assistive Technology, and is exploratory in nature.
In order to understand the problem of the lake of Arabic application for children with autism disorder, we are going to Identify,
formulate, research literature, and analyze the problem and explore the impact of using technology solutions in social, educational
and environmental contexts. Then, to design and develop an appropriate solution, we are planning to apply the knowledge of
computer and engineering science to explore how robots can be designed and programmed to be useful in autism therapy or
education. This phase includes creating, select, and apply appropriate techniques, resources, and modern IT tools. In the end, to
validate the system, we will use research methods including design of the experiment, analysis, and interpretation of data, and
synthesis of the information to provide valid result and conclusions, of how robots could be used with children with autism by
teachers, caregivers, or parents at school or home.
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E-Health Companion: An Auto Position Detection and
Alerting Medical Platform
Omar Saeed, Mohammad Alhussein
Supervised by
Dr. Ali Abou Elnour
University of Science and Technology of Fujairah, Fujairah, UAE
ABSTRACT
The main scope of this document and project within is healthcare and the impact of technology on changing how people think
about their own health care. As a byproduct of the huge technological advances in tandem with medical advances, the average
human nowadays has access to a multitude of information regarding health. This, as impressive as it is, falls short of any realistic
help to the person due to the lack of systems facilitating the use of said information. Hence, this project idea was set to streamline
the use of medical and technological advancement to allow better healthcare both preventively and/or emergently.
Such system would require the ability to monitor its user’s medical status and notify them in case of abnormality within the
readings. As well as being easy to carry around and power. In addition, there is an imperative need for accuracy while maintaining
a marketable cost. These objectives were the primary drivers to develop this project denoted as: The E-Health Capsule: A Cost
Efficient, compact, & accurate Health Monitoring platform with auto patient position detection and alerting system.

Figure 1: System Block diagram (left), Project prototype (Right)

Figure 2: Positioning algorithm results (Left), Heart rate monitoring results (Right)
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Sign Language Translator to Speech
Meirah Alkaabi, Raghad Alnablsi, Donia Ben Haj Messaoud
Supervised by
Dr.Mohammed Tarique
University of Science and Technology of Fujairah, Fujairah, UAE.
ABSTRACT
Communication is a process of sending and receiving
information among people. Many people believe that the
significance of communication is like the importance of
breathing. Indeed, communication facilitates the spread of
knowledge and forms relationships between people.
Communication between speakers and non-speakers who
use American Sign Language (ASL) can be questionable,
uncomfortable and expensive. This project reconnoiters a
solution through the development of a prototype device
to help practically bridge the communication gap between
hearing and non-hearing people in a form that improves on
the methods that exists already. We developed a glove with
an electronic sensor to sense the flexing, rotation, and contact
of various parts of the hands and wrist, as used in ASL signs.
The meaning of each sign is communicated in a way that is
cognizable to someone who doesn’t understand the ASL.
The invention of this device includes an understanding of
both electrical engineering (wiring, circuitry, and sensors and
signals) and computer engineering (sensor signal processing,
computation, microcontroller).

Figure 1: Prototype of the system

The work is a programming based project using Arduino software and MIT App Inventor. This project Is about a smart gloves that
captures the user’s ASL gestures and generates the translated text and voice on a Smartphone. The glove is equipped with flex
sensors and accelerometer that measures the flexion of the fingers, the contact between fingers, and the rotation of the hand. The
glove’s Arduino UNO microcontroller analyzes the sensor readings to identify the gesture from a library of learned gestures. The
Bluetooth module transmits the gesture to a Smartphone. The project implementation of the glove will cover 26 English characters
As a result, according to the ASL each letter has special gesture. Therefore, each letter will have a specific analog voltage for the five
fingers. A sample of letter is shown below in Table 1.
Keywords — Communication; Sign Language Translator; Hand Glove; Flex sensors; Microcontroller; Smartphone.

Table 1: Results after calibration for letter A

Letter
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Thump

Index

Middle

Ring

Pinky

3.9 v

4.7 v

4.6 v

4.67 v

4.7 v
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Automated Detection of Breast Cancer Stage by Mammogram Image
Processing
Rima Akram, Reem Almehrezi, Maithah Alyammahi, Moza Rashid , Ruqaya Mousa
Supervised by
Mohammed Tarique
University of Science and Technology of Fujairah, Fujairah, UAE
ABSTRACT
Breast cancer is very common among the World’s women population. Early detection of breast cancer can save life. Mammography
based diagnosis is considered as the most effective to detect breast cancer. Screening mammography is considered for the
diagnosis and screening of breast cancer because screening mammography is the easiest and affordable way to diagnose breast
cancer. For dense tissues the mammogram images are low in contrast and noisy nature. Because of this, difficulties are being faced
by radiologists during image interpretations. Thus amplifying contrast and removing noise of mammogram images become one
of the key objectives. In this work, we propose an automated breast cancer stage detection technique. In the proposed method
mammogram images are enhanced and segmented to locate the malignant lumps in the women’s breast. The segmented image
is then compared with a template image in order to determine the stage of breast cancer. The proposed system is implemented
by MATLAB program.

Fig1: Image processing stages to
separate the masses.

Fig 2: Image processing steps for
Detecting the edges.

Fig1: Image processing stages to separate the masses
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Smart Irrigation System
Hamed Ali, Ali Mohammed, Khaled ehsan
Supervised by
Dr. Amir Majid
University of Science and Technology of Fujairah, Fujairah, UAE
ABSTRACT
Water management is one of the most challenging issues facing nearly the whole planet today. Changing climatic and rainfall patterns, have
created an urgent need to plan effectively for future water demand and to balance a growing demand for water with the public’s expectations
for a quality and resilient environment.
Water misuse is an important factor in slow progress of water management initiatives. An example of misuse is garden or landscape irrigation
through wrong methods of irrigation which consumes about 12 to 15 liters of water per m2 every day.
Smart water irrigation system is an adaptive plants and crops irrigation system. The purposes of our smart water irrigation system are to
provide a water delivering to the crops to ensure all the crops have enough water for their healthy growth, to reduce the amount of water
wasted in irrigation, and to minimize the economic cost for the users.
Our system takes in real time data of the water content of the soil as input argument, combines it with other parameters like water level in the
tanks, and outputs the most efficient amount of water the plants need, which is translated by a specific actuation time of the water pumps.
Given the number of factors to take into account and the different crop requirements to take into account for each type of plant, because each
type of plants require different amount of water , this problem because much too complex to solve through simple management methods
and has to be supported by automated systems such as the one we are doing .
In the United Arab Emirates, utilizing our smart water irrigation system not only supports the environmental sustainability of the regional area,
but also significantly lowers the expense of water usage for the farmers with the best results of plants growing.
Table 1: analog results from the soil moisture
sensor

Figure 1: Prototype of the system
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Moist

Voltage

Very dry

0.57 v

Medium dry

0.70 v

Wet

1v

Medium wet

3.8 v

Very wet

4.7 v

Soaked in water

4.9 v
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Image Processing based Ethical Dilemma
Amendment in Self-Driving Car
Supervised by
Dr. Walid Hussien
British University in Egypt, Egypt, Shrouk
ABSTRACT
Problem and Challenges :
The Scientist will let the artificial intelligence of the car take responsibility for the driving which will decide and captain the trip.
Autonomous driving is still in its infancy. Consequently, in addition to the technical and legal issues around autonomous driving
must be clarified. And, last but not least, ethics comes to the fore: When the machine drives, one wonders what moral values it
deals with in dangerous situations: is it slowing you down? And if so, for whom? If in doubt, does the protection of the inmates have
top priority and can the death of a pedestrian be accepted? Here is an overview of autonomous driving and ethics.
A self-driving car drives on the middle lane of the highway, suddenly someone is crossing the lane. The electronics of the car is
faster than any human, but a collision can not be prevented - the autonomous car can only choose whether it does not evade or
rammed left the SUV, or right the small car. How does the software decide, whose lives do you care about?

Proposed solution
An camera automatic system in the street lamps to detect pedestrians in the surroundings of a vehicle . The sensors are best
suited for pedestrian detection in an urban environment. At present, radar or laser range finders and video sensors seem the most
attractive solutions. after detect pedestrians in the surroundings of a vehicle the system send this information to the cars near to
the street lamps that have a sensors camera to waring them so, the autonomous car will reduce it’s speed gradually
Another solution. By shooting measuring device beneath the vehicle you’re following, it’s potential (most of the time) to know
what’s happening ahead of that vehicle.That data, aboard input from a mix of different sensors, are often analyzed and, in some
cases, want to alert a concern or forestall a collision. With the eye, you’ll really see the vehicle ahead of the automotive apply the
brakes. That happens many seconds before you hear the collision shunning chime.
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Smart Medicine Holder
Heba Al-Nasser, Sabika Al-Asfour, Neamah Al-Ali, Roaa Al-Yaqoub
Supervised by
Dr.Sayed Esmaeli
American University of Kuwait., Salmiya, Kuwait
ABSTRACT
According to the World Health Organization, over 80% of people above the age of 60 years are prescribed medicines that are to
be administered two to four times a day. With the intense treatment a patient has comes the great importance of remembering to
take the medication at the right time and with the right quantity in order to assure full recovery for the patient.
The elderly, the blind, and people with mental health issues make up most of the categories that may not be able to follow simple
instructions concerning their treatment. Failing to follow the instructions of their medication might not only extend their recovery
but will be a reason for more health-related problems. Care takers are assigned to patients but those care takers may have more
than one patient to attend to meaning that this care taker may be exposed to forgetting to give the medicine or simply mixing up
the patients’ treatments so even the care takers sometimes need assistance.
Failing to follow the instructions of one’s treatment is a serious problem and was the primary inspiration that triggered this project.
The smart medicine holder will be the reason why most users if not all follow their treatments and hopefully recovering from their
health problems. The purpose of this project is to provide all necessary features to the caretakers or the users themselves that
assure their medical regime is followed properly.
The smart medicine holder has been around for some time, people throughout time update the medicine holder by adding
features that help ease following the treatment’s instructions. Our main purpose for this project is to enhance the medicine holder,
add new features using technology in both the electrical and computer engineering departments in order to attain the most
optimum medicine holder.
The medicine holder proposed has separate storage compartments where each type of medicine is stored separately; the
compartments are equipped with temperature sensors and magnetic sensors; the temperature sensors are used to ensure that the
medicine is stored according to the specified temperature. The magnetic sensors are used to detect when the compartments open
and close. The compartments also contain a feature that is directed to the blind, the smart medicine holder compartments have
speaker sound system that is activated at any time the compartment has been opened. The main objective of having the sound
system is to inform the medicine container’s user of what compartment has been opened and what medicine it contains.
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Impact of Fashion Bloggers on Consumers’ Shopping Behavior
Bayan Hisham, Alia Nassar
Supervised by
Haseena Al Katheeri
Zayed University, Dubai, United Arab Emirates
ABSTRACT
Recently, bloggers are spreading widely on social media platforms and they market products, services and share their personal
feedback. It has been found that the Number of Bloggers is expected to reach 31.7 million in 2020.This research represents the
results of an exploratory study to find out the impact of fashion bloggers on social media users aged 18-24. This study aimed
to explore the factors that affect consumer purchasing attitudes and intentions, taking into consideration the influence of
blogger recommendations. A survey was conducted to collect a data of 43 participants to understand the impact of fashion
bloggers on users’ behavior. The results show that honesty and reputation of the fashion blogger are important factors to trust
their recommendations, however, they are not aware of the negative consequences for this behavior.  
The main problem that we focused on is the phenomenon of consumption by students without thinking between what they need
and what they want. This leads to addiction to shopping and spending money unnecessarily. It also places some parents at a loss
in how to provide these non-essential goods to their daughters on regular basis because of fashion bloggers recommendations.
Data was collected through surveys and 43 responses were received. The results show various impact on security based on
participants perceptions. Firstly, Instagram got the highest responses with 80.05% as a social networking site they follow fashion
bloggers through it followed by Snapchat with 60.47%. Contrarily, Twitter and YouTube were not as popular as Instagram and
Snapchat, and it was accepted that nowadays these two social networking sites are the most popular compared to others.
Secondly, Middle eastern fashion bloggers were more popular than the west among Zayed University students. Such as, most of
the students prefer watching Kuwaiti fashion bloggers in fact they are the most famous bloggers in the middle east. However, we
did not accept a high number of students who like watching local bloggers, as a matter of fact it was the second highest number
of students who prefer Emirati bloggers after Kuwaiti ones.
Furthermore, as expected blogs help students finding products they were unfamiliar with before. As the two highest answers with
12 responses strongly agreeing equal to slightly agreeing, followed by 16 responses agreeing.
In this study we are focusing on studying and researching the Zayed University Students purchasing behavior due to the
recommendations of fashion bloggers. As mentioned the aim was to find out whether blogs and fashion bloggers have influence
over the students buying behaviors.
This research’s aim is for whoever reads it finds it useful in order to think twice before purchasing. It is targeted for people who
watches fashion bloggers and read their blogs, and for companies who are thinking that people will be easily persuaded by using
fashion bloggers in promoting their products and items. The results of the survey distributed to the students clearly states that
not all students trust the recommendations of fashion bloggers, and are very aware that most of the recommendations given are
merely promotions for certain companies and may just recommend the products without any background research or think about
if this beneficial for the audience or not. Over all, the study will help communities to understand the security issues behind these
types of practices in using social media platforms.
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Effects of Audio Stimulus on Body’s Vital Signs
Rana Hosam, Dua Hussain, Sara Al Sahhar
Supervised by
Dr. Mohamed Nasor, Mujeeb Rahman
Ajman University, Ajman, UAE
ABSTRACT
Hearing loss is a common disorder in all age groups. For infants, any many cases it cannot identify until they reach older ages,
which sometimes can be too late to cure the problem. There are many hearing tests available in the market, which have found to
be efficient for the early detection of hearing loss. However, these tests are normally very expensive and hence it is not affordable
to low income peoples. Moreover these test results highly depends on surrounding noises. Presence of noises significantly affects
accuracy of the test results.
The proposed method uses cost effective and friendly solution of testing hearing impairments non-invasively. Human body
functions are inter connected with each other, for e.g. vital signs such as heart rate, ECG, Galvanic skin impedance somehow
linked to sensory organs. Main purpose of this project is to develop noninvasive device used to evaluate hearing ability. In the
proposed work, minute changes in the heart rate, GSR due to auditory signals of varying frequency monitored. Features extracted
from above vital signals utilized to assess hearing. We have developed required experiment setup using Pocket-Cassy module.
At present, we have considered two vital signs namely ECG and GSR. Readymade modules of ECG and GSR from Leybold used as
the main measuring device. Three lead ECG configuration used for ECG recording and finger sensor based GSR module is used for
GSR measurement. To conduct experiment at first Ag-Agcl disposable electrodes attached to four limbs of the subject and GSR
electrodes attached to index finger. A tone generator with variable frequency and variable amplitudes used as a stimulator. Initially
start with low frequency (fixed sound level) sound signal from tone generator; corresponding ECG and GSR recorded on a PC. Same
procedure repeated for higher frequencies in steps. Recorded data consists of ECG, GSR with time reference of audio tones using
which the response time calculated accurately. Results indicate abrupt changes on the ECG and GSR when frequency of the tones
switches from one frequency to another. In addition, the test results are consistent for repeated trails on same subject. In order to
validate the results it is necessary to repeat tests on normal and abnormal (with hearing impaired) subjects. This method further
developed to realize a cost effective non-invasive hearing test device.
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Brain Computing Interaction Based Seizure Prediction And “ Maamn “
Application
Dina Alobaid, Noura Alqhtani, Reem Alharbi, Wafa Alharbi
Supervised by
Dr. Noura Alhakbani
King Saud University, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
ABSTRACT
Epilepsy is defined as a chronic disease of the brain, it is the fourth most common neurological disorder and affects people of all
ages. It is characterized by two or more by unpredictable seizures, leading to an electrical surge in the brain. An epileptic patient
may have involuntary movements. The patient may beat himself or shake his body quickly. His body may fall to the ground without
the patient feeling anything when he returns to his consciousness.
Epilepsy patients usually takes different kinds of medications to control their seizures. Keeping track of big number of medications
can be a challenge. Moreover, seizure patients sometime feel the symptoms of the seizure before the attack onset. Therefore,
requesting help at critical times is important for epileptic patients.
Recent research found a link between brain signals and predicting seizure, the studies use Brain Computing Interfaces (BCIs) to
read the signals and then classify them to predict upcoming seizures. There is resistance to using BCI due to lack of training, user
acceptance and technical challenges such as electrophysiological properties of the brain signals like non-linearity, non-stationarity,
and noise which must be modified or disposed of to obtain correct results.
In this project, we aim to develop an application for Arabic patients and their caregivers that provides help for them in terms of
seizure and medication management. This can help epileptic patients have a better quality of life and help them along with their
physicians make much informed decisions with regard to managing their seizures. Moreover, the project aims to research the
possibility of using EEG signals for seizure prediction before its onset using classification and pattern recognition techniques. To
achieve this goal, our objectives are:
Design a framework for the seizure prediction application.
Design an Arabic application that aids the Arabic patient and caregiver in seizure management such as:
-Tracking seizure.
-Tracking medication.
-Alerting caregivers in emergency cases.
Conduct research into how EEG signals classified to predict seizures.
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Automatic Generation of UML Class Diagram from Requirements
Specification using NLP
Shehab Eldeen Ayman Fouad Saleh Mohamed
Supervised by
Dr. Abeer Hamdy
British University in Egypt, Cairo, Egypt
ABSTRACT
One of the most important and challenging tasks of the OOSD life-cycle is generating UML analysis and class diagrams from
“Requirements specification”. Requirements specification is normally written in natural language and the work on it must be done
by experienced human analysts to be able to understand the scope and functionalities of the system, this process has many
weaknesses:
This task is highly dependent on the analyst skills and experience.
Such a human-dependent process is said to be error prone so unstructured/ambiguous texts along with human slip-ups can lead
to misunderstanding of the requirements which results in errors in all the rest of the SDLC phases that will be expensive and too
hard to fix in later stages
It is a time consuming and exhausting process, as analysts read hundreds of papers to be able to understand the scope and extract
features of the system.
Many solutions were offered to solve this problem, but they weren’t sufficient because each of them has its limitations such as low
accuracy, sentences have to be in specific structure, and it needs human-intervention (Semi-Automatic). This justifies the need
for automating this task due to its importance with much lower time, higher accuracy and consistency. This project proposes a
tool that aims for supporting software developers through the automatic generation of UML class diagram from requirements
specification written in English language using Natural Language Processing (NLP) Techniques. Here is the proposed methodology.
SRS Document is taken as input, then it passes by concept extraction Engine where POS tags using Stanford Parser (OpenNLP
chunks the sentence into phrases)each word is tagged with its type such as NN for noun, etc..), Stemming algorithm(at which the
word is returned to its base form using NLTK in python), semantic parsing for Definitions, antonyms, synonymous (WordNet) and
syntactic reconstruction rules are applied(then a list of stemmed nouns and their frequency is generated to extract candidates, after
that the output passes by “class, attributes, methods extraction engine” at which heuristic rules are applied to process candidates
and choose relevant classes and attributes and eliminate the irrelevant ones, then XML Diagram is generated using an open source
library ‘lxml” then converted to XSD format using online tool “free formatter” and is taken as an input to visual paradigm reverse
engineering at which class diagram is visualised. The proposed solution can be summarized in the figure below:
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